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quantitatively with the interaction of specular and defuse reflectivity over 
?he glistening surface.    A computer simulation based on the advanced theory 
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sidered in detail.    To obtain adequate resolution of diffuse reflectivity 
measurements a low sited wide bandwidth receiver is to be used    sensing 
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resolution over the glistening surface for obtaining the ^^nbution of 
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Independent measurements of the terrain and ocean surfaces to 
be studied will be made by aerial photography.   For land areas accurate con- 
tour maps will be produced from the data.    For   ocean regions the Stilwell 
process will be employed to provide ocean spectra data.    These data will be 
used in conjuction with the computer simulation to assist in interpretation 
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REPORT SUMMARY 

Reported is Phase I of a research task to refine the classical multipath 

theory.    The study completed has culminated in the design of a measurement 

program which can obtain data on terrain and sea reflection phenomena.     The 

processed data can be used to quantify existing theory to assist in impro\ mg 

the performance of tracking radars operating a!; low elevation angles. 

The measurement program may be carried out in Phases II and III 

which include respectively,  measurements and data reduction,  and compre- 

hensive reporting. 

The theory of specular and diffuse reflections is discussed in consid- 

erable detail,   including the most recent modifications which deal quantitatively 

with the interaction of specular and diffuse reflection and which also describe 

the diFtribution of diffuse reflectivity over the glistening surface.    A computer 

simulation based on the advanced theory is described,  and typical results 

presented. 

The experimental measurements to be performed have been considered 

in detail.    To obtain adequate resolution of diffuse reflectivity measurements 

a low sited wide bandwidth receiver is to be used,   sensing signals   from a 

narrow pulse transmitter (1 nanosecond) supported aloft by a balloon,   kite or heli- 

copter.    The narrow pulse provides the principal resolution over the glistening 

surface fcr obtaining the distribution of diffuse reflectivity.     For regions near 

the receiver, additional resolution is provided by the receiving antenna, which 

will have a beamwidth of 0. 5 degrees.      Measurements are planned at a fre- 

quency of 16 GHz. 

Independent measurements of the terrain and ocean surfaces to be studied 

will be made by aerial photography.    For land areas accurate contour    maps 

will be produced from the data^     For ocean regions the Stilwell process will 

be employed to provide ocean spectra data.     These data will be used in con- 

junction with the   computer simulation to assist in interpretation of the diffuse 

multipath measurements. 

Measurements and Data Reduction (Phase II)are planned for an 18 
month period and Comprehensive Reporting (Phase III) for the subsequent 

six months.    The results of the total effort will be published as a handbook 

cf surface reflectivity information. 
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FINAL  TECHNICAL REPORT 

MU/TIPATH   MEASUREMENTS 

SECTION   1.     INTRODUCTION 

1. 1    Total Profiram Objectives 

The studies reported represent  Phase I of a research task to refine the 

classical multipath theory.     Central to the activity is a measurements program 

to obtain data on terrain and sea reflection phenomena.     These data will be used 

to quantify existing theory and provide a means for accurately predicting and im- 

proving performance of tracking radars at. low elevation angles. 

Three phases were initially planned as follows: 

• Phase I - Measurements Program Design 

• Phase II - Measurements Program 

• Phase III - Data Reduction and Reporting 

Phase I  has been performed to define requirements for the multipath 

measurements and recommend the best design configuration for the experiment. 

As a result of this planning effort,   it has become evident that Phases II and III 

should be redefined to insure a closer relation between measurement activity and 

data reduction.     Hence,   objectives for each are now the following: 

• Phase II - Measurements and Data Reduction 

• Phase III - Comprehensive Reporting 

Phase II  will involve developing the configuration and techniques designed 

in Phase I   so that measurements may be taken at a variety of sites at different 

times of the year.     Alternate or overlapping measurement and data reduction 

efforts,   gradually building in complexity,   will be performed over land and sea areas. 

Phase III will begin once a significant body of reduced data has been accumu- 

lated for a comprehensive collection of sites.     The reduced data will be correlated 

and compared with existing information from other sources,   and a handbook of 

surface reflectivity information will be published for future use in multipath and 

other studies. 
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1. 2    Phase I   Objectives 

The objectives of the current phase have been to develop a comprehensive 

computer model,   to define the measurement concept to be used in Phase 11,   and 

to develop specifications and plans for implemontinp the measurements and 

associated data analyses. 

The multipath computer model    s based upon the theory discussed below 

in Section 2,   and the simulation itself is described in detail in Section 4.     The 

model can simulate the measurement experiment quite accurately,   including the 

effects of specific terrain/ocean characteristics.     In addition,   it can operate in 

a radar tracking mode. 

Development of the measurement concept has been guided by the principle 

that complexity should be avoided in favor of obtaining repeatable reliable data. 

Thus,   fundamental one-way reflected power measurements are to be made and 

involved applications such as closed loop radar tracking in the presence of multi- 

path are to be avoided.    Sites chosen for initial measurement activities are like- 

wise to be uncomplicated, e. g. flat or gently rolling terrain or ocean at moderate 

sea states.   Measuremeut of more complicated surfaces will be deferred until the 

initial information is processed and understood.     The concept selected is sum- 

marized in the following subsection and is described in detail in Section 3. 

The specifications and plans comprise an Equipment Specification,   an 

Equipment Implementation Plan,   a Measurements Plan,   and a Data Analysis  Plan. 

They will be submitted separately as part of a proposal for the Phase II effort,   al- 

though the basic material is to be found in this report (see Section   3. 0). 

1. 3   Summary of Experimental Concept 

The experimental measurements are intended to gather data which will 

quantitatively define the magntiude and spatial distribution of diffuse reflections. 

The classical theory treats specular reflections in a satisfactory way,  but pre- 

cise measurement data are needed to confirm and refine the models that treat 

diffuse reflections. 

Consider a low sited receiver and an elevated transmitter as in Figure I. 

The transmitted energy will arrive at the receiver on a direct path and any 

number of indirect paths.    If the surface appears smooth at the propagation I 





frequency and target elevation angle chosen,   the only significant indirect path is 

the specular one.     For rough surfaces,   there are many indirect paths,   each 

characterized by a different diffuse reflection factor.    The region over which 

these reflections occur is called the glistening surface. 

The purpose of the experiment is to examine the received power and from 

this determine the relative diffuse power reflected from each point (or small sub 

region) of the glistening surface.    If the power arriving via the direct path is used 

i-s a reference,   the power received via each other path can be used to determine 

the diffuse reflection coefficients,  provided the geometry and equipment charac- 

teristics are accurately known. 

The key requirement is to achieve sufficient resolution over the glistening 

surface so that an adequate number of sub regions can be identified.     Because of 

the shallow sight lines to the surface from the low sited receiver,   good resolution 

in the down range direction cannot be achieved from the receiving antenna pattern 

alone for any practical size antenna at transmission frequencies of interest. 

To remove this difficulty and obtain fine down range resolution,   a trans- 

mitter generating a very narrow pulse («= 1 ns) will be used with a receiver having 

a  1 GHz bandwidth.     The resulting resolution will approximate that shown in 

Figure  2.      In the receiver,    a  time   reference is provided via a small auxiliary 

antenna which receives the direct signal pulse. 

Figure  2   is   a plan  view  of the glistening   surface  for a transmitter- 

receiver ground distance of about 6 km.    To show the narrow glistening surface 

adequately,   the tcale has been greatly expanded in the cross range direction.     The 

entire glistening surface for the example shown is included within approximately 

0. 5 degrees in azimuth.     A 0. 5 degree beamwidth is planned.    If the frequency is 

high enough,   the receiving antenna size can be kept within reasonable bounds.     At 

the planned frequency of 16 GHz,   the antenna diameter will be about 2. 5 meters. 

For rougher surfaces,   the glistening surface will be wider,  thus permitting the 

beam azimuth resolution capability to be effective. | 

The transmitted pulse moves along the ground toward the receiver providing 

a broadening resolution as it moves.     Several examples of the apparent pulsewidth 
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(resolution) at various down range locations are illustrated in Figure 2.    Although 

the resolution cells are shown with straight line boundaries,  they are actually 

somewhat curved concave toward the receiver.   The resolution cell is never greater 

than 240 meters up to about 3U0 meters from the receiver.    For shorter ranges, 

the 0. 5 degree receiving beam provides finer resolution as the receiving beam is 

directed towards steeper negative elevation angles. 

For maximum flexibility,   the receiving equipment will be mounted on a 

truck or transportable trailer.     The transmitter (a solid  state low power unit 

weighing less than 2 pounds) will be suspended either by a tethered aerodynamic 

device or by a helicopter,   depending on constraints imposed by the site environment. 

Typical system parameters are listed in Table I. It is believed that 

reasonable extrapolation of results from  16 GHz can be accomplished to predict 

effects at X-Band and at lower bands commonly used for  radar.     It is also possible 

to make measuremei ts directly at X-Band.     Azimuth resolution uould be degraded 

somewhat at X-Band,   but down ranpe resolution would not be affected. 

Table I 

Typical Experiment System Parameters 

Frequency 16 GHz 

Receiving Antenna Diameter 

Transmitter PRF 

Receiving Antenna Height 

Transmitter Height 

Transmitter Peak Power 

Pulsewidth 

Transmitter-Receiver Ground Distance 

2. 5 meters 

40 - 80 kHz 

4 meters 

50 - 600 meters 

100 watts 

1   nsec 

3  -10km 

1. 4    Data Collection and Analysis 

A number of potential data collection sites have been investigated.     It is be- 

lieved that initial activity should take place relatively near Raytheon facilities 

to minimize operational burdens.        Initial measurements should occur over 

simpl(   terrain or over water at an accessible location.     Accordingly,   three sites 
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within Massachusetts have been tentatively selected for measurements  next spring. 

They are listed with prospective measurement dates in Table II. 

Table II. 

Measurement Sites 

Dat« 

March 15-April 7 

April 23-May  15 

June  1-15 

Site 

Otis Air Furce Base,   Cape Cod (near Falmouth, 
Massachusetts) 

Race Point Coast Guard Station,   Cape Cod 

(near Provincetown,   Massachusetts) 

Westover Air P'orce Base 

(near Springfield,   Massachusetts) 

The Air Force bases are now operated by the Massachusetts Air National 

Guard and traffic is relatively light.    Westover can provide clear coverage over 

flat grassy ano paved terrain up to 4. 6 km (15, Ü00 ft. ).     Otis is similar although 

the clem- distance is shorter; but because of its location,  Otis loses its snow early 

in the season.    Consequently,   Otis has been selected for initial equipment shake- 

down measurements in March.     Later,   terrain measurements at Westover will be 
performed to examine longer distances. 

To insure accurate correlation of measurements with theory,   a 3-dimensional 

map of the lerrain will be made by Raytheon s Autometric facility from aerial 
photop'-aphs. 

Diffuse reflection measurements of the ocean surface will be taken at Race- 

Point.    Ocean statistics will be simultaneously gathered photographically and 
reduced via the Stilwell process  (see Appendix F). 

In all cases,   theodolites,   tracking telescopes and/or lasers will be used 

as required to accurately locate the transmitter while measurements are taking 

place.    In addition,   power measurements will be referenced against the direct 

path by pointing the receiving antenna at the transmitter occasionally for cali- 
bration. 

All data will be stored on tape at the site.    Data reduction will utilize the 

multipath computer program described in Section 4 to determine the accuracy to 
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which the theory would predict the power vs.   reflection location,   given detailed 

knowlege of the terrain or ocean surface and the geometry.     Deviations between 

prediction and measurements will be examined to improve the theory and/or com- 

puter mode.    A comprehensive discussion of the measurements and data analysis is 

given in Section 3.    Note that no phase measurements are contemplated,   since the 

basic difficulty in prediction concerns power amplitude,  not phase. 

Once the basic measurements have been successfully completed,   sites with 

more complex terrain will be visited and measurements made and analyzed. 

More details on plans and schedules may be found in Section 5. 
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In preparing this report     consistency in the use of   notation    has been 

emphasized.    However,   some range  iud angle terms used in the section covering I 

Lheory,   differ from those of equlvalant meaning used In the sections covering 

measurements.    To avoid confusion,  all terms are clearly defined in the sections 

in which they appear,  and are further defined in the glossary Included at the beginning 
of this report. 

1. 5 Notation 
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SECTION 2.    MULTIPATH  THEORY 

2. 1    Introduction 

The multipath problem is due to contamination of the direct signal return 

from a source by the indirect return from the same source which arrives bv a re- 

flected path.    Multipath can cause errors in all three of the radar tracking coordi- 

nates,   and the errors may become quite large when,   for example,   the main beam 

of the antenna intersects the ground plane and ';he surface reflectivity is such that 

the reflected signal is of magnitude comparable to that of the direct signal. 

The first step in studying the multipath phenomenon has been the development 

of a specular multipath model.    In such a model,   all of the reflected energy is 

assumed to arrive at the radar from an image source at a well defined position 

below the real source.    It is clear that for such a model to be valid,   the reflecting 

surface must be relatively smooth.    Since the earth's surface consists,   in general, 

of small scale surface irregularities superimposed on hills,   mountains,   etc. ,   it 

is not surprising that past proposals for the elimination of multipath error,   based 

on this specular reflection model,   have for the most part proved disappointing. 

The need for a multipath model that may be applied over general terrain 

with varying degrees of roughness has led to the development of a theory which 

describes the effects of diffuse scattering from the terrain between the source 

and receiver.    In this theory,   the power per unit area scattered via diffuse scat- 

tering is considerably less than the power reflected per unit area in the specular 

direction.    Nevertheless,   the diffuse scattering is important and often dominant 

in low angle tracking because the area producing the diffuse scattering (Glistening 

Surface) includes virtually all of the terrain between the source and receiver.     The 

onset of dominance of diffuse over specular returns is determined in the theory by 

surface roughness.    The rougher the surface,   the lower the elevation angles at 
which diffuse scattering dominates. 

The purpose of this section is threefold.      First,   a brief description will be 

given of a simplified specular/diffuse multipath model which is based on the 

classical multipath theory (Refs.   1 and 2) and which has been used over the past 

few years in lieu of a more detailed treatment of the same classical theory. 
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Secondly,   to provide understanding of the restrictions on the use of the simplified 

model and the characteristics of the detailed multipath model developed under (his 

contract (see Section 4),   a brief description of the classical theory will be given 

with a more detailed discussion appearing in Appendix C.      Finally,   the latest 

theoretical modifications (also included in the detailed multipath simulation) 

leading to the refined multipath theory proposed by D.   K.   Barton (Ref.   3) will be 

described. 

2. 2   Simplified Specular/Diffuse Multipath Model 

Specular Reflection 

Consider the smooth flat earth geometry depicted in Figure  3. Here it 

is assumed that the source radiates or reflects signals unilormly in all directions 

and that the antenna  receives a direct signal from ai. elevation angle  6     and a 

reflected signal from an image source at an elevation  9   ,   where» Loth angles are r 
measured with respect to the antenna axis.     In accordance with thf laws of geo- 

metric optics,   the total signal received by the antenna is 

E = Atf(et) + ArRof(-er)e -la (2. ?. 1) 

where 

A      =   free-space field strength of the source ^1 the antenna 

A      =   free-space field strength of the source at the image antenna 

f( 9 ) =   antenna voltage gain pattern 

R       =   magnitude of the Fresnel reflection coefficient R = R   e 'iCD 
2TT6 

tt       -    total phase shift =  —r—~    4-   cp 
X       =   wwelength 

6       =   path difference = R.   f R- - R, (see Figure 3) 
O l £. i 

As the pla-.ar surface becomes rough - that is,   when surface irregularities 

are superimposed on the planar surface - theoretical considerations suggest that 

the amplitude of the specular component of the surface reflections (second term in 

(2. 2. 1) ) is  reduced by an amount dependent upon the roughness of the surface.     To 

be specific,   a more precise evaluation of the amplitude of the specular reflection 

component :     obtained by replacing R    in (2. 2. 1) by the product 

o's 
(2. 2. 2) 
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where  p     is the rms specular scattering coefficient     for a perfectly conducting 

rough-earth and is given by 

4TT 

exp 

/ 4TT a,   sin ty   \ 
(2. 2. 3) 

with  r.    denoting the rms surface height variation of the surface irregularities 
h 

(assumed normally distributed) and  ||| is the specular reflection angle. 

In order to account for the effect of the earth's curvature on the Fresnel 

reflection coefficient,   which is usually derived for a flat earth,   an additional 

factor (divergence factor) 

1/2 
(2. 2.4) D i + 

ZR^ 

a(R1 + R2)  sin f 

is introduced as a multiplier of  R   ,     The "a" in (2. 2. 4) is an effective earth's 

radius derived in theory to account for atmospheric  refraction. 

The total signal received by the antenna is now given in this specular re- 

flection theory by 

E = Atf(0t) + Ar(DRo)psf(-er)e_in (2. 2. 5) 

The second term in the above expression should be considered as the signal re- 

ceived by the antenna that is reflected in the specular direction only,   by a curved 

earth with small scale surface irregularities. 

Since Equation (2. 2. 5) is valid only for surfaces that are relatively smooth, 

an agreement has to be made as to when a surface can be considered smooth for 

the proper application of the above specular theory. 

Specular reflection theory may be considered to apply when 

This scattering coefficient may be regarded as the rms field intensity at the 
antenna for a perfectly conducting rough earth that is due to a point source 
located at the image source and normalised to the smooth plane earth return 
for the same geometry. 
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■p  sin ^   <  . 065       (Ref 1,  2). (2. 2. 6) 

This inequality should be interpreted as the condition for which specular reflection 

will dominate,   or equivalently,   the condition for defining a smooth surface.     Con- 

versely,   a surface is considered "rough" when the sense of the inequality in (2. 2. 6) 

is reversed.    Again,   from (2. 2. 6) surface roughness is a function of both  c,/X and 

the angle of incidence   ||) (or equivalently,   source position) and cannot be expressed 

solely in terms of terrain characteristics for a given wavelength X.     That is,   a 

surface may be considered smooth when either 

■p  -> 0     or     ^ -> 0 . (2. 2. 7) 

Ditfuse Scattering 

In general,   as a surface becomes rough,   diffusely scattered energy arrives 

at the antenna from an extended region about the specular point,   and the specular 

reflection theory will,   in itself,   no longer be valid.     This scattering region,   known 

as the glistening surface,   may extend over virtually all of the terrain between the 

antenna and the source.    More specifically,   the glistening surface may be con- 

sidered as the region from which power can be reflected to the radar by facets 

having slopes,  ß,   less than or equal to 

ßo =   2oh/dc (2.2.8) 

the rms surface slope.    Here  dc denotes the correlation distance of the surface 

heights.    Figure 4 illustrates the extent of various glistening surfaces in the 

azimuth and elevation coordinates for targets at different elevations over terrain 

with constant B     (or equivalently,   in view of (2. 2. 6),   for different degrees of 

surface roughness).   These glistening surfaces were calculated using flat earth 

~eometry and the approximation   9 ^ 8    (see Figure 3). 

■ 
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The diffuse power return may be regarded as that power reflected from the 

glistening surlace in a non-specular direction and is given by 

PD  =   (RoPd)2pr (2.2.9) 

where 

Ro  is again the magnitude of the Fresnel reflection coefficient 

p ,   is an rms diffuse scattering factor 

P     is the direct power from the source r 

The problem in (2. 2. 9) is in the determination of  o,.     Figure 5 is an attempt 

to express   p^   as a simple function of (c,/> sin ,i;),   and is at best a compromise 

(the validity of which is questionable) between theory and a few sets of experi- 

mental data.    In general  pd   is a complicated function of  \j;,   a,,  X,   and the 

receiver/source geometry. 

Theoretical derivations with source elevation angles and specular angles of 

incidence that are small compared to the rms  surface slope 0  ,   indicate that the 
o 

sources of significant diffuse power are concentrated near the two ends of the 

glistening surface.     In view of this,   a simplified diffuse model has  sometimes 

been used in which the diffuse power is equally divided between the foreground 

component immediately in front of the antenna and a horizon component below and 

in front of the target.    In addition,   the power is apportioned in this model between 

the specular and diffuse components in accordance with Figure 5. 

This simplified model,  when applied to radar tracking problems,  can lead 

to overly optimistic results.    This,  together with the questionable estimates 

of pd  from Figure 5 suggests the need for the development of a more detailed 

and more accurate multipath model. 

A brief treatment of the classical theory,   together with the latest modifi- 

cations to this theory (Ref.   3) will follow.     The treatment is intended to provide a 

theoretical background for the understanding of the detailed multipath model de- 

veloped under this contract (Section 4).    In addition,   it will provide a better under- 

standing of the spatial distribution of diffuse power and the limitations to the use 

of the simplified multipath model.    A more complete discussion of the theory is 

given in Appendix C. 
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Figure 5.    Reflection Coefficients 
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2. 3   Specular/Diffuse Multipath Theory 

Notation 

In the following discussion,   unless stated to the contrary, 

£ = C (x, y) (2. 3. 1) 

denotes the height of a normally distributed surface (rough in two dimensions) 

with mean and variance 

•^ C >   =  0 

D{C1  = oh
2 

(2. 3. 2) 

(2. 3. 3) 

1 
respectively   .     Figure   6 shows a surface element  S  of incremental area   6  . 

S 
together with an associated coordinate system.   Without loss of generality,   the 

projection of  S  onto the  xy-plane is assumed to be rectangular with area 

rr,A  -   4/iX/_\Y (2. 3. 4) 

and the mean level of the surface ele-nent is taken to be the plane z -  0. 

Figure 6.    Surface Patch Geometry 

I 

Notation used in this section is consistent with that used throughout Reference 1. 
A list of symbols and definitions   is   provided at the beinning of   this report. 
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All quantities associated with the incident field will be denoted by the sub- 

script 1  and those associated with the scattered field by the subscript 2.    Accor- 

dingly,   the incident field is denoted   E     and the scattered field   E-.    In what 

follows,    E     is either vertically or horizontally polarized (although the results 

may be generalized for arbitrary polarization).     It is therefore necessary here to 

consider only the scalar value   E   (={  E   | ) of the vector   E   .     Also,   E    is assumed 

to be the harmonic plane wave 

i(k .•  r Ej   =   Aj e1,,v 1 x t) (2. 3. 5) 

where 

M   =     kkl   '    X      kl >,   ;,.., 
k     =   unit vector in the direction 

of the incident wave 

r is the radius vector xxo + yyo + zz (see Figure 6. ) 

e is a time factor which will henceforth be suppressed 

A.        (assumed constant) is the amplitude of L. 

Further notation connected with the scattering geometry is shown in Figures 

7 & 8. 

Finally,  the Fresnel reflection coefficients for a smooth plane are 

£     sin til 
R 

1    J   c - cos 

e     sin I ,  + [e     - cos2 'I . 
c 1    M   c 1 (2.3.7) 

sin .' 
1    J 

S     - cos    ill . 
c 1 

sin >|l .  + Je    - cos2 tji , 
1    ^   c 1 

Similarly,    k 

reflected wave. 

kk -r-1   ^2   where   k    is a unit vector in the direction of the 
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where the " + " and "-" denote vertical and horizontal polarizations,   respectively, 

and e.c is the complex dielectric constant of the terrain. 

Figure 7.    Scattering Geometr 

Figure 8.   Local Scattering Geometry 

Mean Patch Power Determination 

A general expression for the scattered field E- at a point of observation 

P is given in the theory by the Helmholtz integral 

^-i-M^.-^ys (2.3.8) 
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where Y   is an appropriate fundamental solution of the three-dimensional wave 

equation.   E is the voltage field on S and j— is its normal derivative.    It is 

assumed here that the radii of curvature of the surface irregularities are larce 
ÖE 

in comparison to the wavelength >   so that E and 5— may be  approximated on S by 

(E) (1 + R    E.) 
S 1 

(H) i(l - R  ) Ej (k j • n) 

(2. 3.9) 

where n denotes the unit normal to S  (sec Figure 8).     The derivation of the 

mean scattered field from S using (2. 3. 8) and (2. 3. 9). is heavily dependent upon 

the roi ghness of the patch,   that is on the value of the roughness parameter   g, 

where 

ZT- 
2TTO 

h 
} 

(cos  9.   t  cos B  ) (2. 3. 10) 

With the surface assumed very rough (g > > 1) (2.3.8) and (2.3.9) lead to the 

approximation 

^^^ho^V) (2. 3. 11) 

for the mean scattered power from the surface patch S.    The asterisk (*)   in 

this expression denotes the complex conjugate and Yo is the admittance of free 

space.     Also (E2 E2
:;:) is given as 

,;,       2Pg  g   X^RCy^cot2 P / 2     \ 
E    E   '  ) = t—^ l-     exP (- --V^   )6A (2.3.12) 

2     2   / Yo   (4n)3(RiR2)2 \tan2ßoy 

I 
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Here P    is the peak transmitter power; gj and g2 are the power gains of the 

transmitter and receiver,   respectively,   in the direction of the patch; R1 and 

R    are the transmitter and receiver distances from the patch; and all other 

quantities have previously been defined.    If (2. 3. 11 ) is normalized by the direct 

power return at the receiver,  the normalized mean squared scattered field is 

'U   / 
v   =    (R OHj)!    L c d 

[I. 3. 13) 

where 

-^   d 
8^2 R, 

4r ^10*20   ^^2, 
cot2 £      exP o 

-tan  P 
.     2s .tan  p 

6A (2. 3. 14) 

and e      and g      are the power gains of the transmitter in the direction of the 

receiver and of the receiver in the direction of the transmitter,   respectively, 

and R    is the transmitter-receiver separation. 

For a very rough surface the scattered field is completely incoherent, 

that is,   the phases of the elementary fields are independent and uniformly dis- 

tributed over a basic interval of length 2T\    Accordingly,  powers add   and the 
total mean power from the glistening surface is given in this classical theory by 

(P2) = Pr^a) 
(2.3. 15) 

or equivalently 

(P2) = Pr ElR(1'I)l2Ap2 (2. 3. 16) 

The notation P   appearing in (2. 3. 15) and (2. 3. 16) is used to denote the direct 

power at the receiver from the source. 

Unfortunately,  the above expression for (P2/ xs valid only for glistening 

surfaces that, can be classified as rough (g >> 1) at all points.    In practice, 

portions of the glistening surface are rough and portions are not. 

This is true even if the surface is uniform with respect to the roughness param- 

eters S    and CJ,   because the roughness parameter g is also a function of the on' r 0 

reflection angles to the elementary patches and may vary considerable  from 

patch to patch along the glistening surface.    As surface patches become smooth. 
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the diffa.ely scaC.ered power given by (2.3. 11) or (2.3. 13) m.s. be scaled appro- 

priately and .he speeulariy reflected power determined.    The mean scattered 

patch power is then the sum of the resultins diffnse power and the specularly 

reflected power. 

The most recent development in the multipath theory (Ref 3) suggests a 

method of scaling the diffuse power contribution for varying surface roughness. 

The procedure used is to apply separate scaling factors to each surface  patch 

on the glistening surface,   so that in effect each LPd    is multiplied by a factor 

depending on the local angles of incidence and the rms height of the surface 

irregularities over the patch.    Because the effect applies separately to the 

two paths R1 and R,,.   a geometric mean of the two grazing angles ^ and V-, 

is used: 
(2.3.17) r-H1-0^ 

where 

exp 
^•na    sin '^i. 

h i 

-iZ 

i -  1.2 (2. 3.18) 

It should be noted that the above choice for the scaling of the diffuse power 

contribution includes the horizon effect for a curved earth and also accounts 

for the energy reflected specularly at low angles of incidence from the tops 

of rounded irregularities. 

With the introduction of F^.   a general expression for the rn^an 

scattered patch power is given by 

(6P2) P    |R Cl'.ll2   D 
r i 

Rlg2 
g I0g20\    1 

R3   \     Ps     , r2   .. 2 
RTEJ    4" n   + Fd   A P d 

(2.3. 19) 

2        2. 
where       P      is the specular contribution from the patch and Fd   APd    the 

appropriately scaled diffuse contribution.    In practice Ps    is taken to be 
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r 
1 

) 
exp - 

/4-?    sin ON 
n             1 

>. 

0 • 
\                         / 

otherwise 

if the specular point 
is on the patch 

(2.3.20, 

\ 

and is defined as the mean square specular reflection coefficient.    Refer to 
2 

Appendix C   for a detailed derivation and discussion of 0 

2 
The D    in (2.3.19) is the divergence factor introduced in section 2.2 

(equation 2. 2. 4), 

The equation (2.3. 19) should be considered as an improvement to (2   3. 11) 

where E„ E 
2    / 

is defined by (2. 3. 12).    With regard to its use in determining 

the total reflected power from the glistening surface,  the incoherence of the 

scattered field is still necessary l£ the elementary powers are simply to be 

added together.    In the. xy  it is known that a continuous transition from incoherence 

to coherence (constant phase) exists as the surface becomes smooth,  but there is 

as yet no established method of measuring this transition for the purpose of 

accurately defining the criteria   for adding the elementary powers in the deter- 

mination of the total scattered power. 

One alternative to adding elementary powers is to establish the scattered 

field distribution.    Random fields tor each patch can then be chosen and vector- 

ially added for each member of a Monte Carlo process to determine the sample 

voltage field from the glistening surface and an associated power.    The mean 

scattered power from the glistening surface is then found by averaging the 

sample powers over all Monte Carlo samples. 

It follows from the derivations in Appendix C that the mean and variance 

of the scattered field distribution*for a patch are given respectively by 

(E2) = ' 

Dg^X 

(R 

R(V/pt- \ 
1+R2^V 

1/2 
exp 

^   0 otherwise 

,   /4TTO    cos e, > 
ik(R1+R2)-l(-JL ly 

if the specular point is 
on the patch 
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2   PtD
2(g1g2 A)2   1R {^)   |2 cot2   3o Fd

2   exp  /- ^-VA 
 =  \ tan p   / D [E   1  

YO  m'iR^z) 
[2. 3.22) 

Where g    and g- now denote voltage gains in the source -patch,   and receiver- 

patch directions,   respectively. 

The random vector field from S can be represented as the sum of a constant 

vector and a fluctuating Hoyt vector with components chosen from normal distri- 

butions with mean zero and appropriate variances.    To be specific,   introduce the 

notation. 

E2 = x f jy 

s.  = D[x} 

s. = D{y} 

1 

(2.3.23) 

for the scattered field E- and the variances of its real and imaginary parts, 

and let x' .y' denote new coordinate axes turned through an angle cp    with respect 

to the axes x, y so that x' and y'  are independent (see Figure 9).     This 

rotation transformation is well known in probal.äty theory and the required 

angle cp    is found from o 

tan 2 rX 
2C /sTsT 

SI - S2 
(2.3.24) 

where C is a correlation coefficient.    Let 

E' '  ,   •   ' 2   = *  + jy 

where 

x' - x cos 9    + y sin cp o     ^ o 

y     = y cos Cp    - x sin cp 7 7 o o 

(2.3.23) 

Here E-' is merely the scattered field E    expressed in the x'.y'  system. 

I 

I 
I 
I 
! 

lThe j is now being used to denote ^-1 in place of the i used previously to 
eliminate confusion on the following few pages. 
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In this x   y    system 

(x') =(x)co8cpo+(y)8ia<Po 

(y') = (y) cosCPo - (x) sincpo 

2 2 
, '  = D tx'} = s, cos    cp    + s- sin    cp 1 loco 

? 2 
„'  = D [y'l = B. cos    cp    + s.  sin   cp Z '2 o 1 

(2.3.261 

J 

Equiprobability 
Curve 

Figure 9.    Random Scattered Field 
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Now the random (vector) field E2 from the patch S can be represented in the 

x'y'  coordinate system as the sum of the constant vector\E-'/ and a fluctu- 

ating Hoyt vector with x' and y' components chosen from normal distributions 

With mean zero and variances s 1 
That is 

E2'=(E2')+[81
/U+J82'V] (2. 3.27) 

where U and V are random numbers chosen from a normal distribution wich 

zero mean and unit standard deviation.    Rewriting (2.3.27) as 

E^  = ? + j ^ (2. 3. 28) 

where 

?= Ix'j + Sj' U 

ri=(y') + s2'V 

12.3.29) 

the   random field E   ' can be rotatrd back to the xy coordinate system with the 

result 

E2 = x + jy 

x = ? cos cp    - T) sin cp 
O O 

y = ?   sinCpo + 11 cos CPO 

(2.3. 30) 

Now introducing the subscript i to denote the ith patch on the glistening 

surface and the superscript n to denote the nth sample of a Monte Carlo process, 

the random scattered field from the ith patch and for the nth sample is given as 

n .       n 
x.     + jy. (2. 3. 31) 

I 
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where 

1 
I 

! 

: 

i. 

x.    = ?,    cos Cp      - T\     sin cp 
O. 1 o. 

y." = Z.n   sincp      - Tl.n cos cp 
Ml O. 1 

1 
o. 

1 

';.n- (x)icosCPo_ + (y)isinCPo_ + s1_'U.n 

Tl.^ (y)icoscpo_ - (x^iSincpo< + s'^n 
i i       i 

2 .   2 
s,      = s,    cos   Cp      + s~   sin   cp 

1. o.       '2. 
i i 

/ 2 .   2 ,,, 
s„      = s^   cos   cp_   + s,    sin   cp 
'2.    "    2. 

i i 
o.        1. 

i i 

(2.3.32) 

Accordingly,   the total field from the glistening surface for the nth sample is 

M _  n       vr      r    n .   .    n-i 
E2    = .S ,   [xi    +jyi  ] (2.3. 33) 

i = 1 

where M is the number of patches and x.    and y.    are defined by (2. 3. 32). 

Expressing the total reflected power (at the receiver) for the nth sample in 

terms of Ef, 

n     1 
V=tYo(E

2
nE

2
n")- (2.3.34) 

and hence the total mean scattered power received from the glistening surface is 

N 

(p2H  S.V (2.3.35) 

where N is the number of samples. 

It remains only to determine Sj. and S2. and the correlation coefficient 

C appearing in (2.3.24).    To do this,  the asymmetry factor 
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•2. 
K. (2. 3. 36) 

i      ^ s 
1 

is  introduced.    It may be shown that 

2 
K. 

(1  - ^ ( v
z) ) 4   (X     ( v

z)   - > (2 vz) ) cos B     if specular point 
is on patch 

(1   . •X2(vz) ) - (X2 (vz)   - X (2vz) ) cos P 

1 otherwise (2. 3.37) 

is a reasonable approximation,   where 

V =      -   -r—      (COS    6.    +   COS   9_) 
7 A / 1 iC. 

X (x) exp 

B 

1 „ 2     2 
2 ah     X (2. 3. 38) 

=    2 (kR2 +cp) 

=    Phase of the Fresnel reflection coefficient. 

Since 

D  CEJ.   =   B     + 
2 i 1. '2. 

(2. 3.39) 

is known,   s      and s      can be determined (using (2. 3. 36)  - (2. 3. 39) with the 

result 

D CE,"». 
2    i 

K.2   +1 
i 

s0      =    K.      s 
2. i        1. 

i i 

(2. 3.40) 

With regard to the correlation coefficient C,   it can be shown that if the 

distribution of surface heights is symmetric about zero and normally distributed 

(as has been assumed throughout this discussion) 

(X    (vz) - X (2 vz) ) sin ß 

v/d - ^(vz))2 - (X2(vz) -X(2vz))2 cos2 ß 

if specular point 
is in patch 

(2. 3.41) 

0 otherwise 

is an appropriate approximation to C. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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In the event experimental data indicates that an asymmetrical distribution for 
r (x, v) is rnore appropriate,  only minor coding changes to the simulation will 

be required. 

Final Remarks 

Consider a receiver at an altitude of five meters and a source at a 

distance of 10 km from the receiver and at an altitude of 105 m.    In addition, 

assume CLA = 5 and ß    = . 1.    Equation (2. 3. 16), with jR (ill.) j     set equal to 1 
h    7 o » 

and withApj      defined by (2' 3' 14) leads to the graPh in Figure 10 (Reference 3) for 
the distribution of diffusely scattered power in down-range increments of J00 m. 

In this case the source elevation angle and the specular angle of incidence are 

small compared to the rms surface slope ß0, and the graphs shows that the rrr  or 

contributions to the diffuse power come from the ends . of the glistening surface in 

agreement with the simplified multipath model discussed in section 2.2.    However, 

equation (2.3. 14) is valid only for a very rough surface, and since,  in general, 

surface roughness is a function of receiver-source geometry and surface patch 

location in addition to terrain characteristics,  the graph in Figure 10   may be 

misleading.    Indeed,  if each term on the right-hand side of (2. 5.2) is multipled 
2 by the roughness factor F ,   ,  which scales surface roughness according to 

patch location as well as surface characteristics. Figure   11 (Reference 3) is ob- 

tained.  In this figure it is seen that the diffuse contribution directly below and in 

front of the transmitter is substantially reduced over that indicated in Figure 10. 

This does not suggest that the simplified model is totally incorrect,  but it 

does indicate that care should be taken in the applicatior ->f the simplified 

model to certain receiver-source configurations.  In the geometry leading to 

Figure   11, the   source  (transmitter)   is near  the horizon where  the  earth 

appears relatively smooth to the receiver.    This horizon effect is included 
2 in the roughness factor F ,    and accounts for the reduction of the diffuse 

contributions in this region. 

The multipath model described in Section 4 gives a precise treatment of the 

refined multipath theory presented in Reference 3 and supports the preliminary 

computations made in this reference that lead to Figures 10 and 11. 
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Figure 10.    Distribution of Scattered Power in Ground Range (Classical Theory) 
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Figure 11.     Distribution of Scattered Power in Ground Range   (Modified Theory) 
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SECTION 3.    EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS 

The measurement approach is intended to provide accurate and reliable data/ 

for refining and quantifying the theory discussed in section 2.    To this end an un- 

complicated concept has been selected and an effort made to minimize equipment 

complexity. 

This section discusses (1) trade-off studies performed to establish basic 

parameters for the experiment,   (2) the equipment configuration selected,   (3) the 

measurement approach,   including site selection and auxiliary measurement re- 

quirements, and (4) data analyses needed to make best use of the measurements. 

3. 1    Trade-Off Studies 

3.1.1    General 

In order to proceed with design of the experiment certain ground rules were 

established early in the study.    Major emphasis is to be placed upon determining 

how diffuse power is distributed along the glistening surface.    Key factors which 

have been considered tr  achieve this goal in the most straightforward way are the 

following: 

1. Radar vs one way measurement 

2. Path orientation and length 

3. Desirability of measuring phase 

4. Techniques for achieving sufficient ground resolution 

5. Choice of frequency 

6. Choice of polarization 

7. Signal strength 

Radar vs.  One Way Measurement 

A major area of application for the refined theory will relate to radar 

tracking,  which involves consideration of two-way paths.    All basic information 

needed to determine the multipath effects of diffuse reflection may be obtained, 

however,   from one-way measurements.    Therefore,  even though a tracking radar 

is modeled in the computer simulation (see Section 4), the measurement system 

needs to employ one way measurements.    As a result,only a separate receiver 

and transmitter are needed rather than a complete tracking radar and a beacon target. 
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Path Orientaliun and Length 

The geometry of greatest interest to the radar designer and user in- 

volves tracking targets close to the horizon from a  radar site close to the ground. 

For the measurements,  it was decided to let the receiver be located on the ground 

with the processing and recording equipment.    The transmitter,   a light weight, 

low power device,   could then be in the target position,   slightly elevated in angle- 

above the horizon,   supported by a balloon,  parafoil,  or helicopter.    Maximum dis- 

tance between transmitter and receiver should be the horizon distance as viewed 

from the ground sited equipment.    The height of the phase center of the receiving 

antenna was selected to be 3 to 5 meters above the ground.    Corresponding horizon 

distances are as given in Table  III 

Table TIT 

Distances to Horizon 

Antenna Horizon 
Height (m) Distance (km) 

3 7100 

4 8200 

5 9200 

Since significant reflections may be expected at least up to the horizon,   measure- 

ments should be made with transmitter-receiver distances at least this great. 

Desirability of Measuring Phase 

The complete description of the reflectivity of any patch on the ground 

requires that both amplitude and phase be given.    Phase observed at the receiver, 

however,  will vary rapidly with small changes in geometric placement of trans- 

mitter,   patch and receiver.    For wavelengths at microwave frequencies, practical 

geometric measurements will not be accurate enough to correlate with measured 

phase.    In addition because the phase will vary rapidly in a real application,   the 

precise phase bias indicated by the reflection is relatively unimportant. 

i 
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Knowledge of the airplitude of the diffuse return,  on the ot'.er hand,   is 

of great importance if the theory is to be refined,  and it is also easily measured. 

It has been decided, therefore, to obtain data on the diffuse power 

from each patch without attempting to extract the phase information.    This leads 

to an equipment simplification since CW signals need not travel simultaneously 

over both direct and indirect paths. 

Techniques for Achieving Sufficient Ground F esolution 

Because of the oblique geometry, it is very difficult to divide the glist- 

ening surface into small enough patches using angular resolution alone.    The 

narrow angular resolution must be carried out either by the elevated transmitter 

or by the low sited receiver. 

As an example, consider a receiver antenna 4 meters above ground 

level,  and a transmitter located at horizon distance (8200 meters) at an elevation 

of 2. 6 degrees above the horizon (372 meters high).    If a ground patch resolution 

of 300 meters is to be provided by the transmitter in the receiver-transmitter 

direction,  an elevation angular resolution of 0. 107 degrees is needed. This would call 

for an antenna elevation dimension of 11.6 meters at Ku band and larger at lower 

frequencies. 

To achieve this resolution along the glistdning surface with the low 

sited receiver instead would call for a far larger antenna because of the extremely 

oblique geometry. 

Although the geometry allows for a reasonable solution in azimuthfthe 

range dimension must be treated differently.    Use of a narrow pulse to provide 

downrange resolution appears to be feasible.    A 1 nsec pulse generated at the 

transmitter will keep the resolution below 300 meters at all points on the glistening 

surface for geometries of interest.    As indicated in Section 3. 2 a very light weight 

transmitter c^ n provide this capability. 

It is intended to meet the resolution requirements with the narrow 

pulse transmitter and a directional receiving beam of about 0. 5 degree    beamwidth. 

The receiver will have a broad bandwidth (1 GHz) and the airborne transmitter 

antenna will be nearly omnidirectional to minimize angular control requirements. 
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Details of rei^lution studies for variation in test geometry parameters 

are covered in Section 3. 1. 2 below. 

Choice of Frequency 

Refinement of the diffuse reflection theory is desired over a broad 

range of frequencies.    On the other hand the frequency should be high to achieve 

desired resolution,  both keep antenna sizes within bounds for the azimuth dimen- 

sion and to achieve the very wide bandwidth needed for the down range resolution. 

A Ku band («= 16 GHz) frequency has been chosen because it meets these require- 

ments,   because much radar and communication activity currently exists at Ku banc, 

and also because it is believed that much of thv. c'iffuse reflection data gathered 

can be successfully extrapolated to lower bands such as X,   C,  S and L. 

Choice of Polarisation 

As discussed in Section  3. 2,   it may be feasible to perform experiments 

with either vertical or horizontal polarization.    If not,  the equipment will be con- 

figured for horizontal polarization only,   since the least complicated correlation of 

measurements and theory can be developed at this polarization.    For this case the 

Brewster angle reduced return does not occur,   so that uncertainties in expected 

smooth earth return,  due to angle of incidence and reflection,  will be minimized. 

Signal Strength 

For reliable measurements,   adequate signal-to-noise  ratio,   S/N,   must 

exist at the receiver.    For the geometry of Figure 13,   (see page 38 ) the direct path 

S/N per pulse is given by 

S/N - 
P. G    G    c" T 

t     r     t 

(4rT)2 f2 r2  KT    F    L 
D o     n     r 

w here 

P = transmitter pulse power 

G = gain of receiving antenna 

G = gain of transmitting antenna 

c = velocity of light 

T = pulsewidth 

f = frequency 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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r     = direct path distance between transmitter and receiver 

K    = Boltzmans Constant (1. 38 x 10        watts/Hz/   K) 

T    = standard receiver reference temperature (290   K) 
o 

F    = receiver noise figure n 
L    = losses in receiving system 

The transmitter losses are not explicitly called out because P. is 

defined as the power radiated from the transmitting antenna when its gain is unity. 

Since the transmitter may be moving about quite freely,  the antenna will be as 

omnidirectional as possible,  and a gain (G   ) of  0 dB is therefore assumed. 

The receiver gain is given by 

4TT A 
G, =   -^-n 

where A    is aperture and 

r.    aperture efficiency 
a    r 

In terms of antenna diameter (d) and rf frequency,   the gain can be 

expressed as 

For f = 16 GHz,  d = 2. 5 meters,  and n    = . 6,  the gain is 50. 2 dB. 
a 

For calculations, a gain of 50.0 dB has been assumed. 

It is expected that a solid state light weight transmitter with a peak 

output power of 100 watts and a pulsewidth of 1 nanosecond can be obtained (a 

potential source is discussed in paragraphs 3. 2. 1, ).     Assuming these values 

and the following 
rD = 6  km 

F    = 8 dB n 
L    = 2 dB r 

The direct path,   single pulse S/N becomes 

S/N = 41.9 dB 
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For the indirect paths   relative attenuations of 30 dB may typically be expected, 

resulting in a S/N of 11.9 dB. 

Should this level uf   signal prove inadequate,   the pulses may be inte- 

grated incoherently to achieve desired signal strength.     F3r most situations, 

an integration of 10 pulses (adding about 8 dB)  should be adequate although    inte- 

gration of larger numbers would not be difficult. See Table IV,   where S/N is 

given for various measurement  ranges. 

In the table 

(S/N)D    -- Single  Pulse Direct  Path S/N 

S/N - Single Pulse Indirect Path,   Minimum S/N 

(S/N) 10 = Ten pulse Integrated Minimum S/N Tor indirect    Path 

Table IV 

S/N at Various Ranges for 30 dB Indirect Path Attenuation 

Range (rD) 
km 

(S/N)D S/N (S/N)10 

3 47.9 17.9 25.9 

5 43.5 13.5 21.5 

6 41.9 11.9 19.9 

7 40.6 10.6 18.6 

10 37.5 7.5 15.5 

I 
I 

The simulation computer program developed under the current study has 

been run to predict some typical results (see Section 4. 0,   Figures 49 through 60). 

Depending on conditions in these examples,   indirect path returns exhibit attenua- 

tions  of 17.8 dB and greater.    Diffuse attenuation is particularly large when the 
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terrain is very smooth.    On the other hand for moderately rough terrain the 

diffuse return from a significant portion of the glistening surface will produce 

acceptable S/N levels.    In developing the experiment,   it must be recogni/ed that 

for a given beam position only a portion of the predicted signal level can be 

observed because of equipment limitations. 

However,  for a reasonably rough surface most portions   of the glistening 

surface can be examined by using various beam positions to illuminate each region 

of interest.    If in these regions,  the observed power   matches theoretical pre- 

dictions,  confidence in the theory can be increased and theoretical extrapolation 

beyond observations can be justified.    The transmitter power level planned for 

the experiment is therefore expected to be adequate. 

Detailed Parameter Trade-offs 

The above considerations have led to the choice of the experimental configura- 

tion outlined in Section 1. 3.    Detailed parameter trade-offs which were used in 

selecting configuration parameters and determining some of the requirements for 

auxiliary equipment follow.    Discussed are icsolution,   shape of the glistening sur- 

face,  and accuracy with which transmitter location must be determined. 

3. 1. 2   Resolution 

The critical resolution diiection is along the ground projection of the direct 

transmitter-receiver path.    The geometry is treated briefly below and trade-off 

curves presented for typical cases which show the relationships which govern re- 

solution among receiving antenna beamwidth, transmitter pulsewidth and geometric 

placement.    Next are shown the contours of receiving beam intersection with the 

ground so that the cross range resolution attributable to receiving beam shape 

may be understood. 

Resolution Along Transmitter-Receiver Ground Path Projection 

Relationships governing angular resolution have been developed using 

the geometry of Figure   12,      for a spherical Earth, where 

R    =4/3 times geometric Earth Radius e 0 

h     = height of receiving antenna (R) 

D.  = Ground Distance to resolution cell center (C) 
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r- 
i.   = Look angle to C with respect to vertical 

The relationships are: 

Dl 
'1   =  -R- 

arc tan 
R    sin ifi, 

e 1 
R + h - R    cos *. ere 1 

The required beamwidth  Afl,  for given resolution ■-'  stance AD    can be obtained by 

solving these equations for values of D    at each end of the desired resolution 

interval. 

Figure  13      represents the corresponding situation for time delay range 

resolution.    In the figure, h   is the height of the transmitter (T).    D is the receiver 

transmitter projected ground distance. 

EARTH CENTER 

Figure   12. 
Angular Resolution Geometry 

EARTH CENTER 

Figure    13. 
Range Resolution Geometry 

i 
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The total path length (r) is given by 

r = r1 + r2 

and sin ^ 

1 e   sin n 

where 

1      R 

and 

r. = R 
2        e 

and 

sin (*-*.) 

sin 0, 

R    sin *. 
e 1 9,  = arc tan—=    . 1 R +h    - R    cos * ere 

where 

(*-*,  = (D-DJ/R l l        e 

?_ = arc tan 
R    sin (*-<*,) 

e i 
R +K  - R    cos («Mi) e     t        e 1 

The direct path distance (r_.) is given by 

"D 
/r»     i i.  \ sin ^ 

e        r   sin o D 

where 
[(R    + h  ) sin * 1 

Re + h^- (R^ + hr) cos f J 9_ = arc ta 

Resolution may be expressed in terms of the change in D.,  i.e. AD.,  as 

the differential time between direct and indirect paths is varied.        Thus in the 

measurement equipment a pulse received over the direct path is used as the refer- 

ence for signals received from points C over indirect paths. 

Time delay ( T .) is 

T^ (r-rD)/c 

where c = velocity of light 

Since r_ is constant during a set of measurements the change in time 

delay, AT .,  is 

AT , = Ar/c a 

This may be interpreted as the pulsewidth.    The resolution,  AD,,   ^s 

directly related through the above equations to AT    as a function of the location of 

point C, 
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Angular and range ground resolutions have been computed for geome- 

tries of interest and are presented in Figures       14 through ZO.    Results assume a 

receiving elevation beamwidth of 0. 5 degree and a transmitter pulsewidth of 1 

nanosecond,   since these appear to be reasonable values for the measurement 

program.    For other values linear scaling may be applied. 

Displayed are receiver-transmitter distances of 3,   5,  7 and 10 km for 

a receiver height (h  ) of 3 meters and distances of 5,   10 and 15 km for h    of 5 meters, 

Resolution is shown as a function of ground distance (Dj) for a range of transmitter 

heights (h ).    Maximum values of h   are great enough to insure a resolution of 300 

meters or less at all points.    The maximum resolution occurs when the angular 

resolution and pulse resolution curves cross.    This occurs fairly close to the 

receiver.    The slight kink in the angular resolution curve represents an approxima- 

tion to the cross over between far and near field patterns for the receiving antenna. 

It was assumed that the beamwidth is 3 meters at the cross over point. 

There is little difference due to change in receiver height.    Further- 

more all curves seem to indicate that if 300 meters resolution is to be met at all 

ground points the elevation angle of the transmitter as viewed from the receiver 

must be no less than about 2. 5 degrees. 

Receiving Beam Contours 

The shape of the receiving beam intersection with the ground at its 

3 dB contours has been calculated for a flat earth.    This provides the beam shape 

contribution to resolution boundaries.    Figure   21      illustrate^ the geometry. 

Resolution contours are traced out as rh is rotated through 360 degrees. 

Parametric equations for the contours are 

x = r (cos 0 cos P +  sin 0  sin R cos *) 

y = r sin Q sin * 

r = h   /(cos 9  sin h - sin fi cos * cos <t>) 
r 

where 

h    =  receiver height r 
r = distance from receiver to intersection point on resolution contour 

9 = half beamwidth (conical beam) 

* = depression angle of beam axis 

i 

/ 
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Figure 14.    Down Range Resolution 
(D = 3 km, hr = 3 m) 
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y = ± 
D1D2 

D D, D, 4 D, D. 

This equation defines a boundary line in terms of an ordinate y (cross 

range) and an abscissa,  D.,   (down range distance),   measured with respect to an 

origin beneath the receiver and a line projected on the earth below the  receiver- 

transmitter direct path. 

In this equation 

D    = ground distance between receiver and transmitter 

D    = D-D    = down range distance measured from transmitter ground projection 

h     = height of receiver 
r 

h     = height of transmitter 

ft     -  slope of terrain 

If the slope,  ß   ,   is distributed such that  ^o is maximum magnitude, 

then all diffuse reflections will arrive from some location within the boundary. 

If,  instead,  /30   is the rms slope then most diffuse reflections originate within the 

boundary,  but some returns will come from outside. 

All the geometric conditions of Section 3. 1. 1 have been examined for 

glistening surface shape.    In each case plots have been made for  /30 values of . 1, 

.25,   .5 and 1.0 radians.    Representative examples are shown in Figures   23 
through 28.    In each contour,   bounding increments of 0. 5 degree receiver beamwidth 

are superimposed to show conditions under which azimuth resolution will provide 

useful information. 

A listing of parameters selected for each figure is given in Table   V 

Table V. 

Glistening Surface Parameters 

Fig. No. D(kmj h (m) 
r 

ht (m) 

23 3 3 200 
24 5 3 200 

25 7 3 100 

26 7 3 300 

27 10 3 400 

28 10 5 400 
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Although the earth is actually curved these plots may be expected to be 

accurate except when the horizon distance from the receiver is exceeded (refer to 

Table   III   ).    For these cases the glistening surface terminates at the horizon. 

To achieve the desired resolution of 300 meters maximum,the trans- 

mitter elevation angle should be at least 2. 5 degrees as viewed from the re- 

ceive1-.    For these cases the ß - 0. 1  radian boundary is enclosed within a single 

0.5 degree beamwidth.    For greater values of surface roughness beamwidth azi- 

muth resolution becomes important.    For example,  if /30= 0.5,  five angular beam- 

widths are enclosed within the glistening surface boundary. 

The shape of the boundaries (for flat earth) is little affected by 

receiver height changes,  as long as the height is relatively quite low.    Thus 

Figures   27     and    28   appear identical even though receiver heights are 3 and 5 

meters respectively. 

3. 1.4   Transmitter Location Accuracy Requirement 

Since the transmitter is to beheld aloft by a non-rigid support (e.g.  balloon 

or helicopter) the effect of inaccurate knowledge of its position with respect to the 

receiver must be evaluated.    This information will determine the specifications 

needed for auxiliary tracking equipment.    Accordingly the unobservable change in 

reflection point due to an unknown change in transmitter height (elevation error) or 

in receiver-transmitter ground distance (down range error) has been examined. 

Figure      29  shows the "flat" earth receiver-transmitter configuration. 

Check calculai'ons with a curved earth have confirmed that this approximation 

gives a very accurate result for the error relationship.    Symbols used have equi- 

valent meaning to those used in Figure 13. 

Figure    29.       Geometry for Error Analysis 
57 
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Elevation Error 

Tliis is defined as the change of ground distance to the reflection point, 

C,  given a change in transmitter height under the constraint that the net path length, 

r, be constant.    Net path length is 

r = rl + r2-rD 

This is the quantity directly measured by the timing circuits in the receiver. 

Changes in D. with net path length constant will be undetectable by the measuring 

equipment. 

The elevation error, -rr— , has been derived from the geometry of the 
4 

figure with the above constraint,  namely 

, dr 8r ar 
dr I  ,  2   _    D_  = 0 
dlT   " dht       8ht        dht 

The result is 

dDi     ri [VVVJ^DM I 
d\     "   rD[r2Dl  " rl(D-D^ 

Down Range Error 

This is defined as the change of ground distance to the reflection point, 

Q  given a change in receiver-transmitter ground distance under the same constraint 

as above. 

The down range error is 

dDl        rl  [^D-rpP-D^] 
5D    '   rD[r

2
Dl  -'iV-VS] 
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Numerical Results 

The errors have been evaluated for all cases examined in Section 3. 1. 2. 

Representative results for ^ are given in Figures 30 through 33,  which cover 

values of D from 3 to 10 km, with hr = 3 m      Results for ht = 5 m are substantially 

the same. 

The error reaches its maximum near the center of the reflective region 

and its value is a function of the elevation angle to the transmitter.    For the no- 

minal value (2. 5 deg) selected in Section 3. 1. 2 for resolution purposes,  the eleva- 

tion error has a magnitude of about 12, i. e. , a 1 meter change in tiansmitter height 

requires a 12 meter change in reflection point to keep the time difference constant. 

There is as well some anomalous behavior close to the receiver,  but 

resolution in this region will be handled by the receiving beam pattern so that 

timing effects will not be important. 

The error of value 12 implies that an elevation tracker located at the 

receiver and having an accuracy of 0. 5 mr will introduce an error of 60 meters at 

midrange if the transmitter is 10 km distant.    This is less than the 90 meters re- 

solution expected at that point and considerably lower than the desired resolution of 

about 300 meters.    Azimuth tracking errors will be less severe since no geometric 

dilution exists. 

Figure   34     shows a representative case for down range error, hr = 

3 m,   D = 7 km.    No geometric dilution exists here except for an anomalous 

behavior close to the receiver. 

The above results indicate that requirements for tracking the trans- 

mitter are not severe,  and place relatively mild demands on auxiliary equipment. 
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3. 2   Equipment 

Measurements to provide an exporimental basis for validating multipath 

theory will require a transmitter    to be suspended at a height of from    50 to 600 

meters above the earth, with an antenna having a beamwidth broad enough to illu- 

minate an area which will include substantially all of the glistening surface,  and a 

receiver with an antenna mounted three or four meters above the earth and having 

a narrow beam which can be directed to various parts of the glistening surface 

(see Figure    35   ).    The received information will be processed for display,  to 

permit immediate local monitoring,  and will be converted to digital form and 

recorded for subsequent detailed analysis.    (The transmitter and receiver could, 

of course,  be interchanged,  but this would entail airborne telemetry to return the 

received information to earth.    Since the nec-jssary transmitter power level (see 

Section 3. 1) can be obtained from an LSI diode oscillator which,  complete with 

modulator,  power supply and battery, will weigh less than two pounds, the arrange- 

ment shown in Figure      35 is more practical. ) 

Means for suspending l.he transmitter are discussed in Section 3.2.4,  below. 

A helicopter will be required in some situations; in others,  a tethered balloon or 

kite may be used.    The receiving antenna and its pedestal will be mounted on a 

vehicle which will be capable of traversing the various kinds of terrain to be mea- 

sured,  and which will have space inside for the receiving,  processing, display, 

antenna control and accessory equipment,  and for people to operate and observe 

the equipment.    A separate small antenna will be provided for receiving the direct 

signal from the transmitter; this antenna may be mounted on the vehicle or on a 

tripod nearby. 

3. 2. 1    Transmitter 

Figure      36  is a block diagram of the transmitter.    The power supply, 

modulator,  and diode oscillator (shown enclosed in dotted lines) will be bought as 

a package,  probably from Cayuga Associates. 

Cayuga has developed LSA (Limited Space-charge Accumulation) solid-state 

diode oscillators capable of considerably higher peak power output than can be ob- 

tained from other solid-state microwave sources.    They can presently provide,  as 

a catalog item (CA-8000),  an X-band source which has a peak power of 100 watts 
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RECEIVING 
ANTENNA 

SUSPENSION 
LINE 

TRANSMITTER 

TRANSMITTING 
ANTENNA 

50 - 600  m 

10 km (max) 

Figure 35.     Measurement Configuration 
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COAX 
METAL 

i 

FLAT DISK ANTENNA 

(Vertical polarization) 

TRIPLE DIPOLE ANTENNA 

(Horizontal polarization) 

Figure 37.    Printed Circuit Antennas 
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Figure 39.    Triple Dipole Antenna Pattern 
(Horizontal Polarization) 
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The transmitter/antenna assembly will be designed to hang vertically in the 

absence of wind.    However,   if it should sway in the wind so as to deviate fron, the 

vertical,  the null would scan about the landscape accordingly.   This can be minimized 

by attaching a lonP  rod to the bottom of the assembly,   extending downward for per- 

haps 50 to 100 cm.     This rod may be made of a rigid plastic foam to minimize its 

effect on the antenna pattern.    A lightweight line,  twenty meters long or so. will | 

be attached to the bottom of the  rod.   with a lead wexght at the bottom end of the line. 

This will not only tend to keep the transmitter/antenna assembly vertical but will j 

also be very useful when the assembly is being brought down at the end of a   -un of 

measurements.    Whether the means of suspension is a helicopter,   a balloon,   or a | 

parafoil or other kite,   it is possible if there are uneven winds near the ground that 

the rate of descent will be erratic and at limes perhaps faster than might be de- 

sired.     The lead weight can thump against the ground without being damaged,   and 

the line attached to it can then be used to guide the transmitter/antenna down and 

prevent it from striking the ground. 

3. 2. 3   Ground Receiving Equipment 

Figure      40   is a block diagram of the ground receiving equipment.    Most of 

this equipment will be mounted inside a mobile vehicle.    The main antenna and its 

pedestal will be mounted on the vehicle on the outside or possibly on a separate 

trailer or on a modified forklift.    The auxiliary antenna will probably be mounted 

on a tripod which will be set up near the vehicle with the associated TWT ampli- 

fier and detector located close by,   to minimize transmission line losses. 

Main Receiving Antenna 

The main receiving antenna,  for receiving signals reflected from the terrain 

or ocean,  will use a parabolic  reflector about two and a half meters in diameter 

with a  1 33 cm focal length.    It will have a half-power beamwidth at Ku-band of about 

half a degree.    The reflector will probably be spun from quarter-inch thick alumi- 

num and then machined to a tolerance of i . 25 mm rms.    This is expected to weigh 

considerably less than a fiberglass panel reflector would,   permitting the use of a 

smaller pedestal and making it easier to mount the entire assembly on a veHcle of 

reasonable size. 
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During the measurement of reflections from an entire glistening surface,   the 

antenna will be required to move only a few degrees in azimuth and no more than 

45° in elevation.    However,  we will allow for  180° or more of azimuth rotation so 

as to avoid having to align the vehicle with the transmitter/receiver baseline. 

We will probably avoid the use of rotary joints,   either by using a length of flexible 

waveguide or by mounting the TWT preamplifier on the back of the reflector and 

using a length of flexible coax at the output of the preamplifier. 

Ku-band Microwave Receiver 

All of the gain required in the   receiver will be provided directly at rf.   rather 

than using a superheterodyne  receiver.    This will permit realization of the band- 

width necessary to take advantage of the resolution provided by the one nanosecond 

pulsewidth,  with no difficulty.    A bandpass filter in the reflected signal amplifier 

channel will restrict the bandwidth to match the pulse bandwidth,   so as to mam- 

tain an acceptable noise figure. 

Low-noise TWT preamplifiers and amplifiers having the characteristics 

indicated in Figure    40    are available from more than one source; the particular 

specifications given are for Watkins-Johnson tubes (the WJ-371  and the V\rJ-425-16, 

respectively,  the former being optimized or selected for low noise at 16 GHz). 

The same high gam amplifier tube will be used in both the direct and reflected 

signal channels,  permitting one spare tube to serve tor both. 

The filter,  and probably the detectors,  will be designed and fabricated at 

Raytheon's Wayland Laboratory. 

Direct Signal Channel 

The channel for receiving direct signals from the transmitter will consist of 

an auxiliary receiving antenna,  a TWT amplifier,   a detector,   and a meter to indi- 

cate the relative level of the received signals.    The antenna will use a small center- 

fed parabolic reflector,   40 to 45 cm in diameter.   It may be mounted on the vehicle. 

with the other equipment inside,  but it will probably be more convenient to mount 

it on a tripod outside the vehicle.     The other equipment will be placed nearby,  to 

minimize the length of transmission line between the antenna and the amplifier 

and to make the level meter conveniently usable as an aid in aiming the antenna. 

Since the antenna will have a beamwidth of about three degrees,   there will be no 

difficulty in aiming it manually toward the transmitter. 
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Signal Reception 

Figures affecting the signal-to-noise ratios and signal levels in the direct 

path and reflected path signal channels are tabulated below.     The signal levels 

given are minimum levels,  under the assumptions discussed in Section 3. 1,   above, 

for a transmitter-to-receiver distance of six kilometers. 

Antenna diameter 

Antenna gain 

Assumed reflection loss 

Signal level at antenna 

Transmission line loss 

Signpl level at receiver 

Bandwidth 

KTB 

Noise figure of receiver 

Noise level 

Signal-to-noise ratio 

Total TWT amplifier gain 

Filter loss 

Net gain 

Signal level at detector 

DIRECT PATH 

45 cm 

36 dB 

none 

-46 dbm 

negligible 

-46 dbm 

1  GHz 

-84 dbm 

12 dB 

-72 dbm 

26 dB 

46 dB 

n/a 

46 dB 

0 dbm 

REFLECTED PATH 

250 cm 

■30 dB 

30 dB 

-62 dbm 

2 dB 

-64 dbm 

1 GHz 

-84 dbm 

8 dB 

-76 dbm 

12 dB 

76 dB 

2 dB 

74 dB 

+ 10 dbm 

If the detector in the direct path signal channel has a sensitivity of 0. 3 mV/ 

uW,   the minimum trigger output will be 0. 3 volt. 

la the reflected path signal channel,  video integration may be used to enhance 

the signal-to-noise ratio,  particularly if interest develops in inflection losses 

greater than 30 dB or baseline distances greater than six kilometers. 

The signal levels given above assume normal propagation through the atmos- 

phere.     Abnormal propagation conditions are discussed in Section 3. 3. 7. 
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Data Display and Recording 

The direct signal from the transmitter will trigger the display oscilloscope 

and will serve as a zero time reference for the data processor,  as shown in Figure 

40. The signals reflected from the ground,  delayed for various amounts of time 

according to the distance along the glistening surface,  will appear as vertical de- 

flections on the display.    The receiver path geometry is shown in Figure  41; for 

a six kilometer baseline,   a  300 meter   transmitter height,   and a 3 meter receiver 

height,  the time difference between the direct and reflected signals varies from one 

nanosecond to one microsecond.    A sketch of the corresponding display is shown at 

the bottom of Figure  41 .    Since the receiving antenna height is not very great, 

the specular reflection point (minimum time difference) is close to the receiver, 

well within the region where the receiving antenna elevation angle rather than the 

time difference is used for  range resolution.     FOJ   reflection points further from 

the receiver than the specular point,  the time difference is a monotonically in- 

creasing,   but highly non-linear function ol distance.     If the horizontal axis of the 

display is linear with time,   the four tic marks shown on the display baseline in 

Figure   41  correspond to horizontal distances from the receiver of 1/2,   3/4. 

7/8,  and . 95 of the total receiver-to-transmitter distance.     Distances beyond 

the . 95 point begin to fall into the illumination null of the transmitting antenna 

(see Section 3. Z. 2),   so in practice,  the region of the display to the right of the 

. 95 mark will usually be eliminated and the  rest expanded to fill the display. 

The display circuitry will be designed to give the operator the choice of making 

the horizontal axis linear with time or with distance. 

A sampling system will be used,  in order to permit the waveform out of the 

detector to be analyzed with one nanosecond resolution,  with reasonable bandwidth 

require-aents for the display and for the data digitizing and recording circuitry.    A 

commercial oscilloscope,   sampling plug-in,   and sampling head will be bought,   but 

the sampling plug-in will be modified to permit consiüerable flexibility in the se- 

quence of sampling delay times and to allow a number of returns to   je integrated, 

if desired,   for improved signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Transmitter 

Receiver 

•    METERS 

Transmitter Height (hj.) 300 600 

Direct Path 6007.34625 6029.62760 

Shortest (Specular) Reflected Path 6007.64589 6030.22462 

Longest Reflected T-ath 6300.00075 6600.00075 

1 nanosecond ■* 0. 3 m (for one-way path) 

RECEIVER PATH GEOMETRY 

(Flat Earth) 

~ 1 ns 1000 ns 

DISPLAY (h   = 300 m) 

Figure 41.    Delay Geometry and Display 
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The amplifier,  A/D converters,   and digital tape recorder will be standard 

commercial items.    The antenna azimuth and elevation position information may he 

generated in digital form directly,   rather than usinc servos and A/D converters as 

indicated in Figure     40 .    Transmitter position information will be put in digitally 

or verbally (see Section 3. 3. 6),  and a track will be provided for any verbal com- 

ments that may be useful during the subsequent analysis of the data.    W(   will design 

a data processor to accept the various inputs and put them into suitable form for 

the tape recorder. 

A more detailed discussion of the proposed data display and recording 

equipment is given in Appendix   G. 

3. 2. 4   Support for Transmitter 

A number of means of supporting the transmitter at the required altitudes 

have been considered and investigated: 

1. Towers,  tall buildings 

2. Helicopter 

J. Tethered balloon 

4. Kytoon 

5. Kite 

6. Tethered helicopter 

Towers and Duii lings 

Towers and tall buildings could provide a very low cost support for the 

transmitter (assuming that appropriate arrangements could be made with the owners 

of suitable buildings) and the transmitter's position in space could be more firmly 

'Wed and more readily determined than with any other kind of support.    Measure- 

ments could be made day or night and in any reasonable conrlitions of wind or 

weather.    However,  the restriction on kinds of terrain to be measured to those in 
.... 

the vicinity of suitable buildings is so severe a limitation that little if any use will 

likely be made of this approach.    (There is also the possibility that reflections from 

the building structure or from nearby buildings could cause unplanned multipath. ) 
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Helicopter 

A helicopter can be taken almost anywhere and can operate at any altitude we 

may require.       Unlike balloons or kites,  it requires no tether.    This makes its use 

virtually mandatory when measurements are being taken at or near an airport, 

since it can respond quickly to a command from the control tower to clear the area; 

any tethered device at 600 meters would require several minutes to be brought down. 

When measurements of the ocean as a glistening surface are being made,  the 

Stilwell process may be used to determine the state of the surface at the time 

(sec Appendix F).    Since this would require the use of a helicopter for taking aerial 

photograohs, it may well prove feasible to use the same helicopter to support the 

transmitter. 

The chief disadvantage of the use of a helicopter is its high cost - approxi- 

mately $125 per hour over land and $200 per hour over water.    Also,  it is diffi- 

cult for a helicopter to hover in one spot in space, though it can be done for a 

short time if the  wind is steady and not too strong or too weak.    It is possible,  in 

theory, for a helicopter with a load hung at some distance below it to fly in a small 

circle at a constant speed in such a way that the load will remain near the vertex 

of a cone swept out by the line supporting it and will move in a much smaller circle 

than the helicopter.    This maneuver is sensitive to the weight of the load,  the 

length of the supporting line,  the speed of the helicopter and the radius of the 

circle it flies,  as well as ambient wind effects.    Ther« is little practical exper- 

ience to indicate what success might be expected.    If it turns out not to   be 

practical to hold the transmitter fixed in space,  an acceptable alternative is 

to fly it along slowly over a fixed visible reference point on the ground (or a 

boat at sea) keeping a constant altitude.    Either the pilot or a ground observer 

at the reference point will communicate with the receiver site when the trans- 

mitter is directly above the reference point and a data run will be recorded at 

that time. 

Use of a helicopter requires reliable two-way ground-to-air communica- 

tions.    Operation is not practical at night or during conditions of severe wind 

or weather,   but these are probably not important limitations. 
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Tethered Balloon 

A tethered balloon which depends on buoyancy alone for lift would have to be 

very large in order not to blow down in the winds that generally prevail at one or 

two thousand feet. Such a balloon would be expensive; it would require a crew of 

several people to handle it, and it would consume a large quantity of helium each 

time it was flown. FAA requirements for banners on the tether lines in daylight 

and lights at night would have to be observed. This approach can be considered to 

be ruled out unless  some new considerations justify reconsidering it. 

Kytoon 

This is Dewey and Almy's company tradename for a small tethered balloon 

with an aerodynamic shape which depends on wind as well as buoyancy for devel- 

oping lift.   It is a low cost device and should be comparatively easy to store,   in- 

flate,   launch and maneuver.   It is just about small enough to be exempt from FAA 

requirements.   It is launched with no payload; when it is up a few hundred feet and 

in a steady wind which gives it sufficient lift,   the payload is attached to the tether 

and it is sent up until the payload is at the required height. 

The "KytoonK may be considered for possible use when there is a strong 

steady wind aloft but too little wind at ground level to launch a kite. 

Kite 

There are kites of advanced design,   such as the Jalbert "Parafoil",   which 

are capable of supporting loads considerably heavier than our transmitter/antenna, 

when there is a suitable wind.    This is generally true at the altitudes at which we 

wish to operate.    Enough wind at ground level to permit launching is required; a 

kite would be launched with no load and the load would be attached to the flying line 

when the kite was at a sufficient height to assure  reliable lift.    This is a very low 

cost device and might well be brought along for use in place of more expensive 

means, when conditions are right for it. 

Tethered Helicopter 

A small unmanned tethered helicopter should be able to provide a great deal 

more lift than a non-aerodynamic balloon,  for a given horizontal cross-sectional 
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area, with considerably less bulk and presentinR a much smallei profile to hori- 

zontal winds.    In f\e winds that prevail aloft,  it should be able to keep its tether 

line more nearly vertical than any balloon or Kite can,  possibly making it feasible 

to establish the location of the transmitter in space with sufficient accuracy merely 

by running the tether out through a footage counter from a known location on the 

ground.    Presumably, the tether would comprise two insulated conductors    to per- 

mit the rotor and the counter-rotation propeller to be electrically powered.    Alter- 

natively,  it might prove feasible to use a liquid fuel motor,  with the helicopter 

carrying enough fuel for an hour or so of operation,  after which it would be 

brought down for refueling. 

So far,  insufficient information relative to this approach has been obtained to 

permit an evaluation of its practicality.    It seems likely that there would be 

severe problems with aerodynamic and rotational stability. 

Summary 

A helicopter (with a pilot) will almost certainly be chosen to support the 

transmitter when measurements are being taken at airports.    It will probably be 

used for ocean surtace measurements as well.    For making measurements over 

land and away from airports - particularly in remote are^s - a parafoil or a Kytoon 

or even,  in some cases, a parafoil hauled aloft by a Kytoon and then set free, would 

appear to offer a rather attractive,  convenient and economical alternative to a 

helicopter as a means of flying the transmitter.    It might turn out to be practical 

to use such a tethered device,  flown from a boat,  for ocean measurements as well. 

3. 2. 5   Receiving Equipment Vehicle (s) 

The vehicle!s) for housing and transporting the receiving equipment should be 

capable of being driven over many kinds of terrain.  A particular problem is opera- 

tion on a sandy beach for low-sited ocean surface measurements.   During measure- 

ments the main receiving antenna (2 1/2 meters in diameter) must be supported 

with its center three or four meters above the ground.    In transit it should be 

possible to negotiate any underpass that is likely to be encountered.    A rather ex- 

pensive solution to these difficult problems was found some years ago when the 

AN/MPS-34 was designed and built.    This is a semi-trailer van with top panels 

near the rear which fold back and a pedestal on an elevator mechanism to which a 
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CPS-9 weather radar antenna was mounted,   so that it could be raised for operation 

and lowered for transit.    Three of these vans were built and equipped.    They are 

government property and are presently at White Sands; althoußh it appears that one 

of them might readily be made available for use in the multipath program,   it is much 

larger than would actually be needed and it is doubtful that it could be satisfactorily 

adapter! for this project.    Other possibilities are a military six-by-six (GFE) with 

a suitable body added,   or a larKe commercial van or truck,   probably with four-v/heel 

drive.    Adding an antenna erection mechanism to such a vehicle appears to pose a 

number of problems,   particularly in relation to stability on the road and during 

operation. 

An alten itive to a single vehicle is the use of separate vehicles for houhing 

and operating the equipment and for transporting and erecting the antenna.    Th« 

latter could be a low trailer - perhaps a modified large boat trailer - with a 

mast upon which the antenna and its pedestal would be swung up and down about a 

horizontal pivot,  or it could be a large forklift,  with a bracket for the antenna 

pedestal replacing the fork,  which would move the antenna up and down along a 

straight vertical line of motion.    The forklift would be mechanically independent of 

the equipment vehicle,   permitting the latter to be a lightweight van or four-wheel 

drive station wagon.     For long distance highway transit,  the forklift would 

have to be hauled on a low trailer,  but once at a selected site,   it would permit 

moving the antenna about with maximum mobility and minimum risk from one 

location to another,  to take advantage ol the varieties of terrain and sighting angles 

which might be available in the vicinity. Because of its weight,  the forklift would 

minimize the need for sway braces or guying cables.     For operation   on a bei-ch. 

however,   it would probably require that mats be laid down for it to run on. 

The various possibilities will be evaluated in detail early in Phase 11 to 

permit timely spei-ilication and, procurement of suitable vehicles. 

3. 2. 6   Miscellaneous Accessory Fquipment 

A number of pieces of accessory equipment will be required.     These 

incbde: 
I 

I. Equipment for communication among the receiving site, 

a referince point below the transmitter,   a helicopter,   an 

airport control tower,  and a horizon check point,   as  required. 
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2. Equipment for establishing the location in space of the trans- 

mitter.    (See Section 3. 3. 6) 

3. Equipment for checking the refractive index of the air.   (See 

Section 3. 3. 7) 

4. Helium tanks,  pressure regulator,   valves,  etc. ,   if a hghter-than- 

air device is used. 

3.        Motor-generator set for operation auay from public power, 

3. 3   iMeasurement Approach 

Ideally,   initial measurements would be made over a section of terrain 

three to eight kilometers long and ^mooth within a quarter wavelength.    (At Ku- 

band this corresponds to a surface roughness not exceeding about half a centimeter. 

Cement or asphalt probably qualify but it is doubtful that anything in nature does"; 

large bodies of water,   for instance,   have waves. )   Following that,  measurements 

would be made over similar uniform expanses hf.ving graded degrees of roughness, 

for which accurate theoretical predictions could be made.    If analysis of this 

experimental data gave results which generally conformed to theory    (e. g. ,  the 

width of the glistening surface increasing with increasing roughness as predicted, 

etc, ) this would provide a basis for confidence that subsequent measurements 

of more complicated terrain could provide new information not readily derived 

from existing theory.    The theory might then be refined and extended,  and new 

predictions made,  to be tested by further measurements.    Thus a body of know- 

ledge would be built up for use by designers and users of future radar systems. 

In practice,   such a range of ideal terrain may not be   available.    For the 

initial measurement,  however,  airport runways approach the ideal for smooth- 

ness and for overall flatness.    Our measurements could hardly be carried out 

at a busy airport because of intolerable mutual interference between our activi- 

ties and the activities incident to normal airport operation.    There are,  how- 

ever,  two former Air Force bases,   Otis Field and Westover Field,  which are 

within a two hour drive of Ra/theon's Wayland Laboratory and where the current 

level  of activity (Air National Guard,   Coast (iuJird,   etc. ) is such as to permit 

considerable periods of time in which measurements can be taken. 

-':For a possible exception,   see Section 3. 3. 5. 
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We have visited both of these bases,   to assess the suitability of the 

runways and of the adjacent terrain for our measurements and to make initial 

contacts with the officers in charge of lliuht activities.    We als., visited the 

Race Point Coast Guard Station,  near Provincetown,   Mass. .  with a view to 

using the adjacent beach for an ocean surface measurement with a low »Ited 

receiver and then going to a nearby cliff at Highland Light in North Truro lor 

an ocean measurement with a high sited receiver.    Our reception,   on all of 

these visits,  was cordial and cooperative.    Considerable interest was shown 

in our proposed experiments,   particularly as they ultimately relate to air 

safety (GCA,   etc. ). 

3. 3. 1    Power Level Calibration 

For all measurements regardless of terrain complexity or sea conditions, 

accurate calibration of received power level is very important.    Measured power 

level will be referenced to the direct path signal by pointing the receivinu antenna 

at the source before the start of the measurement series and periodically between 

sequences. 

To obtain a calibration power level measurement,  the antenna will In- pointed 

at the source and manually adjusted in elevation and a/imuth  until maximmr pulse 

power is received.    The received power level will be   recorded or an attenuator 

will be set so that the receiver output is at a predetermined reference value. 

Next the antenna will be positioned to the elevation desired for the measure- 

men, sequences  and reflectec pulse amplitude levels recorded as a function of 

time as discussed in Section 3.2 . 

Since several factors can change the calibration level,   such as variations 

in transmitter output power,  drift of transmitter position,  and changes in trans- 

mitting antenna orientation due to wind, frequent calibration checks may be neces- 

sary.    Therefore,  at the first measurement site, particular attention will be paid 

to evaluating the frequency of calibration checks needed.  It may be that conditions 

will normally be stable enough to require only infrequent calibration.    Should    the 

opposite be true,  however,  the equipment will be capable of performing power 

calibration before each measurement series.  Since each series will require only 

a few seconds to complete,   maintenance of adequate calibration over such a 

sequence should be easy to guarantee. 
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3. 3. 2    Terrain Measurements 

The longest stretches of pavement at the air bases (including the work- 

ing runways themselves and the paved overrun areas at either end) are about 

I. 9 km at Otis and about 4. I km at Westover.    Adjacent to the runways at both 

Otis and Westover,   there are areas of mowed field grass which are nearly as 

flat (though not as smooth) as the runways themselves and which extend over a 

somewhat greater clear distance -- about 3. 7 km at Otis and about 4. 8 km at 

Westover.    With proper scheduling,   it should be possible to make measurements 

of a grassy area before and after mowing,   to show the effect of varying the 

vegetation factor. 

We expect to start measurements in the Spring of 1975,  as soon as the 

snow is gone.    Hence,  although Westover offers the possibility of longer maxi- 

mum baseline distances,  the first measurements will probably be made at Otis 

where,   because of its proximity to the ocean,   it will likely be free of snow long 

before Westover is.    The generally milder weather at Otis will be helpful during 

the time when we are becoming accustomed to using the equipment in the field and 

are developing the skills required for rapid and effective deployment and operation. 

After Otis,  we will make measurements at Westover,  and thtn at a number of 

other locations,  offering terrain of increasing complexity. 

If it is feasible to plan return visits to Westover during the winter  of 1975- 

76 on a flexible,  fast-response basis,  it might be possible to obtain measurements 

of a long flat expanse of new-fallen snow of various depths,  before the plows arrive. 

3. 3. 3    Physical Description of Terrain 

In order to correlate the Ku-ba-id measurements with the actual physical 

features of any terrain  over which measurements are taken,  it will be necessary 

to acquire independent information on the physical configuration of the terrain. 

Information on existing maps is inadequate (e. g. ,  elevation contours at ten 

foot intervals) and,   in some cases,  out of date.    We will rely,  for the most 

part, on aerial photogrammetric surveys,  which can be produced by Raytheon 

Equipment Division's Autometric Operation -- conveniently located at our 

Wayland Laboratory.    The output cf such a survey will be a set of photomaps, 
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rectified for accurate location of details horizontally with superimposed eleva- 

tion contours at one foot intervals.    This information may be supplemented, 

in some cases,   by information acquired at ground level (e. g. ,   inclinometer 

readings at certain locations,   verbal deLcriptions of vegetation,   etc).    A de- 

scription of the photogrammetric survey process is given in Appendix Ü. 

3.3.4   Ocean Surface Measurements 

Measurements of reflectivity from the surface of the ocean und» r condi- 

tions ranging from calm to stormy will be of interest.    These will be taken in 
much the same way as terrestrial measurements, with the transmitter taken 

aloft by a helicoptor or a tethered lifting device at a suitable baseline distance 

out over the ocean and the receiver set up on the beach or.   for a high sited 

measurement,  on a cliff overlooking the ocean.    If a tethered device is used 

to fly the transmitter,   a boat will be required: if a helicopter is used,   a boat 

may still be needed to give the helicopter pilot a visible point of reference to 

fly or hover over,   and    perhaps to serve as an observation post for transmitter 

location measurements (see Section 3. 3. 6). 

3^ 3> 5   physical Description of Ocean Surface 

Independent information on the physical configuration of the ocean sur- 

face when the reflectivity measurement is being taken can be obtained in a num- 

ber of ways.    The Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) in which Raytheon 

Equipment Division's Advanced Development Laboratory is participating, has 

brought to bear on this problem a number of diverse techniques (four-frequency 

rad.-.r.  laser profilometer.   aerial photographs analyze* by the Stilwell process   . 

aerial stereo photographs,   underwater laser sensors,  waverider buoys,  pitch 

and roll buoys,   underwater pressure sensors, wave .itaff arrays,  white cap 

density analysis2 etc. )3.    A joint JPL/Univ.   of Miami/Raytheon air-sea inter- 

action experiment,  planned for this fall,   and a third JONSWAP effort,   to be 

I 
1 

1 See References   6 and 8,Appendix F_ 
2 See Reference 7 
3 Brief summary treatments of several of these techniques are given 

in Reference 5 
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mounted in the Summer of 1975,  may provide furth« - information of interest to 

us; meanwhile,   we have concluded on the basis of information presently avail- 

able that the Stilwell process can provide more useful information more economi- 

cally than any other approach. 

The Stilwell process is the only means by which information for the en- 

tire glistening surface can be obtained instantaneously (by taking a single photo- 

graph from a height of 20, 000-30, 000 feet).'    Since most of the Ku-band data 

(for a single azimuth position) can be taken in less than a millisecond,   this per- 

mits a direct comparison,  assuming that a radio link can provide suitable syn- 

chronization and that an independent means of flying the transmitter is avail- 

able.    Only the low-frequency (gravity) waves can be analyzed from such a 

long range photograph.    A statistical evaluation of the fine structure of the high- 

frequency (capillary) waves can be obtained from a series of overlapping photo- 

graphs taken at a much lower altitude and this will permit comparison with a 

statistical analysis of a number of runs of Ku-band data. 

Ovr Advanced Development Laboratory's Electro-optics Department can 

make available the laser and optical bench equipment and the engineering assis- 

tance needed to make Fourier transform transparencies from the sea surface 

photographs,  as required for the Stllwell process.    Autometrics can scan the 

transparencies,   using a microdensilometer,   and store the digitized output on 

magnetic tape for subsequent data  analysis.     For selected cases,  the original 

sea photo transparencies can be similarly scanned and the resulting digital out- 

put processed through an FFT (fast Fourier transform) computer code for direct 

comparison with the optical transform results. 
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For best   i.-sults with the- Stilwell process,  photographs should hv nmck- early 

in the morning locking toward the west or late in the afternoon lookiu, toward the 

east.   Near the tip of Cape Cod in Massachusetts,   it is possible to find beiches in 

close proximity which provide views over long uninterrupted expanses of ocean 

looking either   east or west.   Hence,   this is an uhal area for imtml ocean mea- 

surements. 

When the ocean surface ,s too rough for effective use of the Stilwell process, 

other,   less accurate,   means of describing it will have to be used,   such as white- 

cap density,   wax e height estimates by experienced observers,   etc. 

3. 3. o   Saltmarsh M easurem.nts 

Located convenientlv close to the  sites  selected for ocean surface measure- 

RM nts (e. g. .   betvveen llerrine Cove and Kace Point in Provmcetown) broad ex- 

panses of saltmarsh may be found.    Such an area pnnides unique measurement 

possibilities.    At high tide,   it may be  rather like open water,   with very little 

vegetation protruding abo.e the surface.     The marsh grass below the surface, 

however,   suppresses wave, and makes the surface smoother than a similar ex- 

panse of open water would be.     At low tide,   it may look rather like a f.eld of grass, 

but with the mud beneath prowding a wide range of moisture content over a rela- 

tively short period ot time.    On solid land,   measurements of a given area with a 

full range of vegetation heights may require repeated visits over a period of sever- 

al months; in a tidal marsh the full range of effective vegetation heights recurs 

in twelve and half hours cycles. 

3. 3. 7    Transmitter Location Measurements 

Transmitter location accuracy requirements are discussed in Section 3. 1.4. 

The errors in locating a ground reflection point which result from errors in mea- 

suring the transmitter location vertically or h ;ri.'ontally (longitudinally toward 

or away from the  receiver or t rdn«versely) are a function of the  range of the re- 

flection point from th- receiver.    For a reflection point directly below the trans- 

mitter,  the ratio between the error in reflection point location (longitudinally or 

transversely) and the corresponding horixor^i   -rror in transmitter location is 

unity; for reflection points closer to the receiver,   the error in    cflection point 

decreases--linearly for transverse errors and in accordance with the curve shown 

in Figure 34 for longitudinal errors. 
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However,   for vertical errors in transmitter location,   there is a longitudinal 

error in reflection point which is quite small directlv below the transmitter and 

increases to a maximum near the midpoint of the baseline,  as shown in Figures 30 

through 33.    If the elevation angle of the transmitter as seen from the receiver site 

is limited to no less than one degree,   then the ratio of longitudinal reflection point 

error to vertical transmitter location error will not exceed about 30. 

It follows that horizontal errors in transmitter location of 50 or even 100 

meters are quite tolerable,   but the vertical location should be correct within three 

or four meters.    If the transmitter is suspended from, d helicopter,  the pilot can 

determine his altitude with a surveying altimeter ,'set to zero at ground level) to 

within about one meter and the length of the line between the helicopter and the 

transmitter can be accurately known.     If a balloon or kite is used,   it may prove 

practical to release the tether through a mechanical measuring device (footage 

counter) and correct for tether angle as seen by an observer looking trancverse to 

the wind direction. 

Commercial theodolites have more than adequate angular accuracy to deter- 

mine the azimuth angle and the height (given the distance) of the transmitter from 

the receiver site.     Two theodolites with a suitable separation could determine the 

transmitter location completely,   if independent distance information were lacking. 

Raytheon's Special Microwave Devices Operation can supply a laser distance 

measuring device on a mount with digital distance and angular axis position read- 

outs,  which permit the location of the transmitter to be completely determined 
from a single location with a single instrument.     Much less expensively,  a the- 

odolite and an electronic distance measuring device can be used alternately on the 

same mount to give complete information from a single location. 

Although the angular accuracy of available devices is adequate to permit them 

to determine the transmitter's location by manually tracking it from the receiver 

site,   it may be difficult,  at the maximum ranges contemplated,  to initially locate 

the transmitter in the field of view.    The proceaure then would be to establish 

observation stations at one or two locations on the baseline fairly close to the 

transmitter.    Position data would be given to an operator at the receiver site by 

radio and he would digiti?e it manually,   using thumbswitches,  for processing and 

recording. 
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3. 3. 8   Prüpa^ation Anumalics 

Under normal undisturbed conditionr,,   thrro is a linglt unique direct  signal 

path and each reflecter. signal path involves a  llngl«  reflection from the  >-round 

or ocean surface (or,   at least,   no multiple  reflect.ons from widely separated 

areas).    These signal paths deviate  from straight  lines only by the ■light  curva- 

ture which results from the normal vertical  eradient of the atmospheric index 

of refraction.    This curvature has the effect  of extendinu the microwave hori/on 

beyond the geometric horizon as if the effective   radius of the earth v^ere greater 

than Us actual radius:   a commonly used model assumes a four/thirds earth radius, 

and that was the model used in the calculations  in Section 3. 1. 

However,  there are known to be propagation anomalies (fadine,  ducting, 

scintillation,  etc. ) under conditions associated with irregular tropospheric urad- 

ients of index of refraction.       Such disturbances are more Hkely to occur near 

the ocean than far inland.    Under extreme conditions,  they could result  in fading 

of the direct or reflected signals,   in more than cne  ••direct" signal,  or in   spur- 

ious multiple   reflected signals.    Under less extreme conditions,  they could still 

change the curvature of the propa^at.on paths suff.ciently to markedly modify the 

position of the microwave hori/on and to cause errors in the reflection pomts 

associated with the measured üme differences between direct and  reflected siunal 

paths.    An example is given m Appendix E,   in which it appears thai a dUt< rbance. 

sufficient to affect the microwave hori/on drastically,   produced reflection point 

range errors of less than 50 meters. 

For the relatively short  signal paths and low altitudes involved in Uu   pro- 

posed reflectivity measurements,  disturbances    which might cause serious 

reflection point errors are not expected to occur often.    Three th.ngs  »Ul be done 

to detect such conditions  if anü when they do occur: 

1        When the main antenna is pointed directly at the transmitter 
to establish a reference signal le/el.   it will be held in that position 
lOM enough to permit observation of any fluctuations which might 
indicate shifting tropospheric disturbances.    When it is po.nted down 
to receive  reflected signals,  the level of the direct signal received 
by the auxiliary antenna will be similarly monitored. 

2.      Equipment (e.g.     similar to that used in a   radiosonde) for deter- 
ing the approximate index of refraction of the air at ground level 

~F^ further discussion of these anomalies,   see  References 9.   10,   11,  and   12. 
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will be used to check for fluctuations.    So long as there is any 
wind at ground level,  variations of refractive index in space are 
likely to appear as variations with time at a fixed location. 

3.      Before measurements are taken, where the terrain permits,  the 
transmitter will be carried away from the receiver in a vehicle 
or boat to determine the distance to the microwave horizon.* 
Deviations from the normal distance will indicate abnormal re- 
fractive index gradients. 

If severelv abnormal conditions are observed,  measurements will not l>e 

taken.    Moderate disturbances will be noted and taken into consideration when in- 

terpreting the data,.   Disturbances not   detected by the techniques described above 

will be an undifferentiated part of the statistical variation which will characterize 

all of the measured data. 

' 

*  If the transmitter were at ground or sea level,  there would be too much 
sensitivity to terrain irregularities or nearby waves.    Actually,  the transmitter 
will be taken well beyond the horizon and then raised and lowered through a range 
of a few meters to determine the height at which the signal at the receiver appears 
and disappears.    Given the receiver antenna height and the receiver-to-trans- 
mitter distance,  the effective horizon distance can then be determined. 
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3. 4   Data Analysis 

Introduction 

The experimental data taken at each site wM ult.mat.-ly yield mean 

power curves in decibels below the direct  return as a function of delay Um«,   also 

measured with respect to the direct path.    At each site these power curves will 

be generated for different receive beam positions,   and mean scattered power will 

be measured from the resolution cells formed by the intersections along the uround 

of the narrow ( ~. 5°) beam (for azimuth  resolutum) and the narrow (-Ins) pulse 

(for range resolution,   except at very .lose  ranges,   where the . S« beam provides 

better range resolution).     Typical beam depression angles and main beam cover- 

age diagrams are shown in  Figure 42 for a  receiver height of 4 meters.     As seen 

from this figure,   poor  range resolution is obtained from be.m positioninu alone 

for depression angles less than »bout . 5° since,   for such angles,  the narrow 

beam illuminates a sizeable portion of the terrain bet./een the source and the 

receiver.    A  1-ns pulse transmitter on the other hand,   if used as the source,  will, 

in conjunction with the narrow receive beam,   provide the necessary resolution 

within the ground coverage of the beam. 

The computer simulation (Section 4) has a measurement mode which 

was designed to simulate the experiment and calculates mean power curves (also 

in decibels below the direct return) as a function of delay time,   using the most 

recent developments in the multipath theory (Section 2 and Appendix C).   Efficient 

data analysis techniques will be needed to compare the calcu'ated data (curves) 

with the measured data for the purpose of: 

1. refining and validating the existing multipath theory 

2. Measuring the spatial distributions of scattered power from 

glistening surfaces with different terrain characteristics 

3. Measuring  reflectivity coefficients associated with different 

types of terrain. 

Two data analysis techniques are outlined in this section,   one for 

rough terrain (^n  ^"'0)»   a'ld one for terrain of moderate to slight roughness. 

For a roup.h surface, elementary patch powers will add,   and a deterministic 

approach is used in the computer program to simulate the experimental results. 

Fo-  moderate to slight roughness,  however,   an option is available to monte carlo 

the powers within a resolution cell by appropriately defining the scattered field 

distribution over the cell.    The deterministic and Monte Carlo modes require 
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the definition of different data analysis techniques.    Both techniques should be 

applied to each set of measured data in an effort to more accurately define the 

criteria for the use of the deterministic approach in lieu of the Monte Carlo 

process. 

Data Analysis  - Rough Surface 

Let    Y> P?/- denote the scattered power received from the ith patch 

within a particular resolution cell.    This power is given by 

(^r-^^[(^(^r\ (3.4. 1) 

L  D d. 

wiiere 

P    is the direct power return fror- the source 
r 

D. is the divergence factor for the ith patch 
i 

JRU,)! .   is the rms Fresnel reflection coefficient for the ith 

patch at an angle of incidence     , 

3      is the rms specular reflection coefficient for the patch 
s. 

i 

2 
F .    is the diffuse roughness factor 

d. 
i 

2 
L       is the rms patch cortribution to the normalized,  diffusely 

Pdi scattered power 

gj is the source power gain in the direction of the patch 

g_ is the receiver power gain in the direction of the patch 

glf. is the source power gain in the direction of the receiver 

ii^„ is the receiver power gain in the direction of the source B20 r 

R.,   R   ,  R    are defined in Figure   3 

All equations in this section,   if not derived here,   a:-e discussed in Section 2 r>r 
Appendix C.    For the most part they are merely repititions of equations pre- 
viously derived but are repeated he"e for convenience to the reader. 
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The first step in correlating theory with data is to select terrain (see Section 3. 3) 

that is relatively uniform with respect to the small scale roughness parameters 

0U and I    (rm« surface height and slope,   respectively),  and which is free from 
■ o 

hills and other large scale ground irregularities.    For such a site,  the receive 

beam can be directed away from the specular point to eliminate any specular 

contribution to the reflected power from the beam/pulse resolution cell.    In this 

rase,  the first term inside the brackets in (3.4. 1) may be dropped and 

<6P
2>i=    P^l    lRIV'f   Fd.    ^ (3.4.2) 

Since Lo.    is rigorously derived in the theory for a rough surface and 
2 

since no theoretical verification for the choice of F ,    (see Section 2. 3 and Appen- 
d. 

1 2 2 
dix C) is given,  it is more appropriate to consider F ,     (as opposed to Ap,   ) as 

2 i i 

the unknown in this analysis.    Alsq F ,    is introduced .n the theory to scale the 

2 i 

diffuse contribution Ap ,    according to patch roughness,  and leads to a reduction 
i 

in the diffusely scattered power as the surface becomes smooth.    Within the 

roughness restrictions       the theoretical model, (that i^ accepting the hypothesis 

that surface roughness can indeed be defined in terms of the small scale rough- 
2 

ness parametere f,   , au ,  wavelength \,  and the reflection angle? | .and | *) F , 

may be considered constant within the resolution cell sii ce the terrain in the 

cell is chosen uniformly in the parameters $    and a  ,  am  since the glisterning 

surface is quite narrow,   suggesting little variation in >|i.,  and | 7 over the resolution 
2 cell .      Accordingly the subscript i on the F ,     term in (3.4.2) is dropped with 

the result: 

<6P2>. = Pr     Df|Wt|Hf«»J       F^ (3.4.3) 
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In view of equation (i.4. 3),  the total mein scattererl power from a resolution 

cell is given as 

from which the expression 

F2    .         Sll , ^ (3.4.S) d     p r 
is obtained for the  roughness factor F , and I given  resolution cell. 

and again assume V     and '♦'     are constant over a given resolution cell.    Considera- 

tion of many cells within the ground patch will yield the following measured curves 

for fixed a    and 3   : 
n o 

1. F, vs roughness 

2. Ci vs roughness 

where G   is the bistatic reflectivity coefficient given by 

T            -y        r^ /   tan    ä. 
C,        =   rj    cot2"    Lexpf 5-M (3.4.6) 

d                 0cell I    tan2=o 

for a Gaussian surface. 

This expression is consistent with that given in Section 2. 
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The measured power from tlie  resolution cell,   when substituted into 

(3.4.5) will yield a measured roughness factor as a function of the dimension-- of the 

subpatches within a resolution cell.     Reducing the        es of these subpatches until 

the summation in the denominator of H. 4. 5) is constant defines the patch sizes I 

needed for the determination of the measured roughness factor F ,   issociated with • 

the resolution cell in question   . 

Consider a ground patch (the larger the better) between the transmitter 

and the receiver that doei. not contain the specular point and over which P0 and r^ 

may be considered constant.     Let the "rouehness" parameter g be defined by 

■' g~= —I    (sin  ' j  + sin . ^ ) 

I 

i 

J 
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For the same resolution cells and roughness parameters 0,   and 3   , 
2 h o 

theoretical curves for F.   and hence alsoGo will be calculated and compared 

with the measured curves.    A fitting process which cannot be defined until data 

are availabi»   will then be used to generate a refined empiriol expression tor F . 
d 

in terms of the roughness parameter g and for fixed 0    and *   . 
a o 

The theoretical F , gi-en in Reference 3 is a function of 3 ,  X, v   .  and a n 
| y.    It may be that these parameters are not sufficient in themselves to express 

F .  empirically.     In fact,  it is expected that at least the rms slope % 

should be added to this list of parameters.    As a result,   the above procedure will 
2 be repeated many times for different p  , J,    using the refined F ,   each time and on d ? 

a fitting process yet to be defined which will generate refinements in F , in terms 
d 

of the necessary parameters.    Ultimately then,   emperical expressions for both 
2 

F , and ü0 will be determin.-d which will best fit the measured data. 

Next,   data from the same set of experiments that were performed for 

the determination of F,   ^11 be analyzed for lesolution cells containing the specular 

point.    Measured specular reflection coefficients can be determined from the 

measured power hy subtracting the diffuse contributions determined by the above 

procedures.    These measured coefficients will then be compared with the theoretical 

values and appropriate modifications to the specular theory will be made. 

Finally,  with the theory and computer model refined to give the best 

fit to all data, the computer simulation will be re-run for each set of experiment 

geometries and parameters to generate updated estimates for the spatial distribu- 

tions of diffuse power from the glistening surfaces. 

Data Analysis -  Moderate to Slight Roughness 

It is known in the theory that for ^ very rough surface the phases of the 

individual scattered waves are uniformly distributed over the interval [-TT, TT],  that 

i-i,  the scattered field is incoherent and it can be shown that the field intensities 

are Rayleigh-distributed.    In general the scattered field can be expressed as the 

sum of a constant,  coherent (with constant phase) component and a random,   Hoyt- 

distributed component,  that is,  a vector with components chosen from normal distri- 

bution with zero means and appropriate    variances (see Section 2 and Figure   9). 

As the surface becomes smooth the Hoyt-disti-ibution continuously shrinks to zero 
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and the scattered field becomes coherent.    As t'ns continuous transition between 

incoherence and ■ ohercnce takes place summinp; powers within a resolution cell 

may not pive a-' accurate represenlation of the total reflected power from the cell. 

Rather,  it may be necessary to establish the Hoyt-distribution mentioned above 

and follow a Monte Carlo process ii order to obtain reliable estimates of the 

power contributions fro-n given cells.    For this  reason and for the purpose of 

defining more accurate roughness    criteria fc.  the summing of powers,  a 

Monte Carlo option has been included in the computer simulation in addition to 

the power option Jn which the cell contribution to the scattered power is found by 

summing powers from elementary patches within the cell.    It is expected that 

this option will contribute significantly in understanding and  refining the multipath 

theory as experimental data becones available. 

Let En  denote the random scattered field for the ith patch in a reso- 
i 

lution cell am' the nth sample in a Monte Carlo Process        If the r solution cell 

is again chosen to exclude the specular point,  the discussions in Section 2   i impl/ 

that 
M 

i = i 
n.4.8) 

where ▼V   is a complex number depending on the patch location and the sample 
1 

under consideration,   and M is the number of patches in the cell 

„    M M 
p"    i    1/2 Y      Fj 

2 '        o     d t  "T E i = 1 k = 1 o 
Accordingly, 

(1.4.9) 

and the meanpower from the resolution cell is 

,      .     N M 

\   2 

M .. „ 
(3.4. 10) 

where N is the number of Monte Carlo samples. 

Equation (3.4. 10) should replace (3.4.5) for the determination of the measured 

roughness factor when this Monte Carlo option is used.    Other than this replacement, 

th .- data reduction procedures will ho the same as those described for rough surfaces. 

ii" can be derived from equations (2. 3.21) to (2. 3. ii).    Its specific value is 

not important here. 

1 
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SECTION 4.    COMPUTER SIMULATION 

4. 1   Introduction 

The   nultipath computer program represents an accurate treatment of 

the classici.l multipath theory (Ref.   1) with refir. »ments (Ref.   3).    A  review 

of this theory is given in Section Z and App; n^ij. »J of this report.    The pro- 

gram is unique in its detailed treatment of this theory and is designed to vali- 

date and further '■efine the theory as experimental data are generated from 

the measuiements program. 

Two major options are available to the uper,  a multipath measurements 

option and a closed loop tracking option.    The former closely simulates the 

measurements program design and at the f.ame time remains flexible by al- 

lowing the choice of an> of the following equipment configurations: 

Passive Receiver    -    Pulse Beacon 

Passive Receiver    -   CW Beacon 

Pulsfl Radar -    Passive Target 

The first two configurations are of specific interest here,  and will be used in 

conjunction with the measurements program to 

• Determine spatial distributions of diffuse/specular surface reflec- 

tions for different receiver-beacon geometries and terrain 

charactericti JS, 

• Aid in the generation of a handbook of surface reflectivity in- 

formation. 

The second two configurations will be used more in future multipath 

mepjurenv'r.   programs once the multipath theory has been refined and vali- 

dated and will at that time provide a means for accurately evaluating and 

quantifying the multipath iffect on tracking radar at low elevation angles.    It 

is for this purpose that the tracking option has been included in the computer 
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model.    In this option closed loop tracking in the elevation coordinate with 

GirK filtering (3rd order digital filter) is possihle.    The same detailed .nulti- 

patch theory used in the measurements mode is also used in the tracking mode 

to quantify the tracking errors introduced by surface reflections from virtuallv 

all of the terrain between the radar and the target. 

Curved earth geometry is used in both the measurement and the track- 

irg modes of the simulation.     Ln addition,   the program is coded to allow the 

user to insert gross terrain features as a function of down range distance 

between the receiver and beacor/target.    Small scde  roughness variations, 

vegetation variations,   and variations in ihe electrical properties of the ter- 

rain at different down range distances are also available. 

4. Z    Program Inputs 

All daU card input is handled via namelist statemeits.   There are a 

total of •luce nanelists: 

Tracking Information 

Tracking/Measurement Mode Decision 

Receiver/Source Cjeometry 

Scan Beam Depression Angles 

Antenna Parameters 

Source Parameters 

Surface Statistics 

The input parameters are given below in table form according to Namelist. 

Namelist/INPO/ 

Nameiibt   1NP0/ 

Namelist/INPl/ 

Namelist/INPZ/ 

Symbol Definition 

PRF Pulse Repetition Frequencv ;pulses/sec) 

TIMEOUT Time Increment Between    Flight Path 
Miieitones (sec) 

RTRMIN Minimum Rerc 'er-to- Fa-get Slant 
Range (meterf i 

RTRMAX Maximum Rocciver-to-Target Slant 
Range (meters) 

100 

Default Value 

0.0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

-   M 



N'amelist/INPl / 

Symbol 

TRACK 

Definition 

T     =     Tracking Option 

F     ■     Measureme'.t Option 

Default Value 

Namelist/INPi/ 

Symbol 

DCBALL 

DGbALLl 

DX 

DY 

OR 

GRO 

ORMAX 

GT 

HT 

ICALC 

MAXDEL 

Definition 

Maximum allowed change in Diffuse 
Gain across patch in Down Range Direc- 
tion.     (Controls patch subdivisions in 
Down Range Direction) 

Maximum allowed change in Diffuse 
Gain across patch in C'oss-Range 
Direction.     (Controls patch sub- 
divisions in Cross-Range Direction) 

Down-R. nge Patch 
Dimension (meters) 

Cross-Range Patch 
Dimension (meters» 

Peak Receiver Gzui 

Initial Receiver-to-Source Ground 
Range (meters) 

Maximum Receiver-to-Source Ground 
Range (meters) 

Peak Source Gain 

Receiver Altitude (meters) 

Source Altitude (meters) 

= 0   If Delay,   Delay Min. ,   and Delay Max 
are to be Calculated 

Maximum Delay (meters) 

Default Value 

.01 

.01 

100. 0 

10.0 

1.0 

10000. 00 

10000. 00 

1.0 

4.0 

200.0 

0 

2000.0 
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Symbol 

MINDEL 

NBEAMS 

NOllT 

NP 

NK 

NSAMPLE 

NSLOPE 

NYMAX 

DBBDIR 

NX80MX 

NVSDMX 

PI 

PWIOTH 

SIG 7.0 

XLAM 

XV 

vv 

Definition 

Minimum Delay (meters, 

Number of Beams 

Number jf Delay Bins 
(may be modified bv program during 
execution) 

Number of Points in Pulse 

Number of Runs 

Number of Monte Carlo Samples 

Number oi Down-Range Patches over 
which Different Surface Statistics are 
specified 

Maximum I umber of Cross-Range Patches 

= T   If Relative Power in dB   is to be 
Determined. 

I  F   If Absolute Power is to be 
Determined. 

Maximum Number of Subdivisions in 
Down-Range Direction ior each patch 

Maximum Number of Subdivisions in 
Cross-Range Direction for each Patch 

Peak Source Power 

Pulse Width (sec) 

Radar Cross Section ol     I argot 
(meters   ) 

Wavelength (meters) 

Default Value 

0.0 

10 

20 

S 

I 

I 

Y-Coordinate of Target Velocity (Reference 
Coordmate System)    (meters/sec) 

10 

r 

10 

10 

1.0 

1.0 x 10 

1.0 

-9 

.0164S92 

X-Coordinate of Target Velocity (Reference      -1000,0 
Coordinate System)    (meters/sec) 

0.0 

I 

I 
1 
1 
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Symbol 

ZV 

GRAPH 

NEWBEAM 

NEWSLOP 

OUTPLT 

PASSTGT 

PULSE 

SQPULSE 

UNIFORM 

VOLT 

VPOL 

SPEC 

DIFFUSE 

Definition 

Z-Coordinate of Target Velocity 
(Reference Coordinate System) 
(meters/sec) 

■ T   for Graphing 

T   for Ist Run 

■ F   for Additional Runs 
if no New Scan Beams are Introduced. 

■ T    for First Run 

=   F   for Additional Runs 
if no New Surface Statistics are 
Introduced. 

=  T    if Printed Output is Desired 

=   T   if Passive Target is used 

=   F   for Beacon 

=   T   if Pulse Source 

r   I    if CW Source 

=  T   if Square Pulse 

=  F   if Cosine Pulse 

=  T   if Distribution of Suriace Slopes is 
Uniform. 

=   F   if Distribution of Surface Slopes is 
Gaussian 

■   T   for Voltage Option 

--   F   for Power Option 

T   for Vertical Polarization 

=   F   for Horizontal Polarization 

^  T     If Specular Returns are Accumulated 

=   F   Otherwise 

^  T   If Diifuse Returns are Accumulated 

=   F   Otherwise 

Default Value 

0.0 

r 
T 

T 

F 
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Symbol 

PRINTl 

PRINT 2 

PRINTS 

PRINT4 

PRINTS 

PENPLOT 

SANGLE (I. 1) 

SANGLE {hD 

SLOPE (1, 1) 

SLOPE (1.2) 

SLOPE (L I) 

SLOPE (1.4) 

SLOPE (I. I) 

SLOPE (!.•>) 

SLOPE (I. 7) 

SLOPE (I.K) 

SLOPE (1.9) 

NPN 

Detinitiun 

- E   on All  Ru.is 

■ F on All Huns 

■ F on All Runs 

= F   on All Huns 

-   F   on All  Huns 

■  T   Cards are Punched containing Data for 
Graphing 

-   F   C ards are not Punched 

Ith Scan Beam Azimuth Angle 
(Deg) 

1th Scan Heam Depression Angle 
(Deg) 

Maximum Ground Range for 1th set of 
Surface Statistics (meters) 

RMS Surface Slope (PQ)    (radians) for Ith 
set of Surface Statistics. 

Mean Slope of Gross Terrain Feature 
in Down-Range Direction for Ith set of 
Surface Statistics (rad) 

Mean Slope of Gross   Terrain Feature 
in Cross-Range Direction for Ith set of 
Surface Statistics (rad) 

Surface Permittivity for Ith set of 
Surface Statistics. 

Surface Conductivity for 1th Set of 
Surface Statistics (mho-m/sqm) 

Vegetation Factor 

RMT. Surface Height (meters) 

Height of Gross Terrain Feature for 1th 
set of Surface Statistics (meters) 

Initial Number of Points in Pulse 

Default  Value 

F 

F 

F 

F 

F 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0.0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0. 0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 
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It should be noted that the logical variables PRINT 1,   PRINT2.   PRINT3, 

PRINT4,   PRINTS in Namelist/INP2/are included and held in common between 

subroutines for the purpose of providing switches for the output of variables 

defined by and of specific interest to the user.    However,  unless additional 

output is defined by the user these variables should be set equal to F. 

4. 3    ProRram Outputs 

A detailed flow diagram showing the program output that is currently 

available is given in Figure 43.    13a«;cally.  the outputs may be divided into 

two main »ypes,   chose from the measurements mode and those from the track- 

ing mode. 

If the measurements mode is selected,  output is written on tape 12 and 

will vary in content depending on whether the source is pulse or CW (see Flow 

Diagram).    The same information stored on tape 12 is also printed if OUTPUT 

■ T.    Also in the case of printed output,  all specular points; associated delays 

measured with rrtpect to the direct path; specular reflection coefficients .:s   ); 

and specular patch gains   p/flÄj + »f»1 are printed.    Finally,  printer plots, 

i.nd card output of the data arrays necessary for pen plots (e.g. ,  for the Zeta 

p.otter) are available in the measurements mode independent of whether or not 

printed output is specified. 

In the tracking mode printer plots of elevation error vs slant range as 

well as the coordinates of each data point are printed.    Also,  card output for 

pen plots is a\ailable (as in the measurements mode) by setting PEN Plot ■ T. 

4. 4   Program Description 

Coordinate Systems 

Two coordinate systems are employed in ^oth the measurements and the 

tracking modes of the computer model.    They are a Reference (x,y, 7) coordin- 

ate system and a Receiver (x'^', /') coordinate system.    The reference 

coordinate system is fixed with its origin at the center of the earth with the 

z-axis passing through the receiver site.    The receiver coordinate system on 

the other hand, with its origin also at the center of the earth and the z'axis 

coincident with the z-axis.   is allowed to rotate in the event the source (target) 

is moving (tracking mode).    It amounts to a counter-clockwise rotation of the 
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Figure 43b.    Program Flowchart (Cent) 
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reference coordinate system through an anßle      equal to the angle between the 

positive x axis and the projection into the xy plane of the line segment through 

the foot of the receiver and the source (see Figure 44).    In the measurements 

mode the source is always in the xz plane (i.e. .   y = o) and the receiver coor- 

dinate system is identical to the reference coordinate system.    It is also assumed 

without loss of generality,  that in the tracking mode the source is initially in 

the xz plane.    Accordingly,   in both modes of operation surface statistics aro 

read in relative to the reference coordinate system. 

Antenna Patterns 

In the measurements mode there are provisions for  ip to ten different 

scan beams and one source beam.    The scan beam depression angles arc 

specified by input and each scan beam has the same beamwidth,  also specified 

by input.    The source beamwidth is variable (input) but in practice is set to a 

large value to simulate an Isotropie source. 

In the tracking mode the tracking beam is established as a four-beam 

amplitude sensing cluster to allow for monopulse tracking in all radar coordin- 

ates and for general target flight paths.    Subroutines TBEAM,   PATTERN,   and 

B1POSTN initially establish and position the cluster about the antenna axis.    It 

is assumed that the antenna axis is initially pointed at the tru»   target.    At later 

times the subroutine B1POSTN is all that is needed to reposition the cluster. 

Currently all antenna patterns (both modes) are analytic   and are modeled 

by Bessel functions of variable (input) orders.    This allows flexibility in 

establishing the desired sidelobe levels.    However,   with regard to the computer 

examples that follow, the Bessel function of order three is used to establish the 

patterns.     In this case the sidelobe level is 30. 6db down.    Since the pattern ' are 

all established in subroutines (as opposed to the main program) they may be 

easily replaced by actual patterns during the experimental phase of the multipath 

measurements program. 
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Figure 44.   Receiver/Reference Coordinate System 
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Glistenint; Surface 

The terrain between the receiver and the source is divided into   down- 

range/cross-range ground patches,   the dimensions of which are specified by 

input (Figure 45).    Two criteria for a patch corner to be on the glisteninn 

surface are available depending on the sense of   the logical switch UNIFORM: 

o If UNIFORM ■ T,  a uniform distribution of surface slopes is 

assumed with mean zero and standard deviation 

B        2a o  _ I (4.4. 1) 
73 'c  3 

Under this option a patch corner is on the glistening surface when 

9*8     .    (Figure 46) 
o 

(4.4.2) 

o If UNIFORM  - F,  a Gaussian distribution of surface slope is 

with zero mean and standard deviation a ■ Bo.    In this case a patch 

corner i? on the glistening surface when 

8    - 330   (Figure 46) (4.4. 3) 

The subroutine Scan generates the glistening surface and store? the necessary 

data associated with its subpatc^s.    The  left half (positive y) of the glistening 

surface and its patch data are generatcdMored first.    The computer starts at 

the foot of the receiver and generates the sutpatches for positive y in the 

sequence shown in Figure 45.    For each down-range position,  cross-range 

patches are constructed until any one of the following criteria are met: 

• Both far patch corners (in y-direction) are off the glistening 

surface. 
• The average of the two far corner (in y-direction)   diffuse patch 

gains G    (equation 3. 4. 7) is less than . 01. 

1.     The notations used in this section are defined in Section 2. 

I 
1 
! 
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BISECTOR OF INCIDENT AND REFLECTED RAYS 

RECEIVER 

I
TH

 PATCH 

LOCAL NORMAL-SMOOTH   EARTH 

SOURCE 

GLISTENING 
SURFACE 

EARTH 

Uniform surface slope distribution^ - SQ 

Gaussian surface slope distribution:  ß^ 3ß0,  a - SQ 

Figure 46.    Glistening Surface Determination 
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• The number of cross-range patches is greater than or equal to 

NYMAX (input). 

This process is continued for ccch down-range position until the far patch 

corners in the down-range (X) direction lie beyond the minimum of the ground 

range to the receiver bori/on and the ground range GRMAX specified by input. 

When this happens the computer starts back at the foot of the receiver and 

generates the right half (negative y) of the glistening surface using the same 

procedures. 

Although the initial patch dimensions (Ax, Ay) are specified by input,  the 

computer will subdivide each patch into an appropriate number of subpatches 

according to the following scheme: 

Let P.,   P.,,   P,,   P. be the corners of a typical curved earth surface 
12        3        4 

patch shown in Figure 47.    The computer first determines the maximum 

differential change in diffuse patch gain across the patch in the x-direction 

according to the formula 

GRADX = max (JO (PJ - Go (Pj)!. |Go(P4) - OJUfl)       (4.4.4) 

where G   (P.),  i = 1,2,3,4 is the diffuse patch gain (equation 3.4.7) at the ith 
o    i 

patch corner.    If GRADX is greater than the maximum allowed patch gain 

differential (DGBALL) in the x-direction,  the surface patch is subdivided into 

NXSD subpatches in the down-range direction, where NXSD is computed from 

the following 

N = INT (GRADX/DGBALL) 

NXSD ■ Min (N,  NXSDMX) 
(4.4.5) 

Here INT denotes conversion from decimal to integer constants (via truncation) 

and NXSDMX is the maximum number of down-range subdivisions specified 

by input. 
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Next,   the pain rliffercntial across the patch in the y direction is calculated 

from the formula 

OUADt    «•K(|G0(PJ)-00<P1)|.   |00(P4) - Go<P2)|).    (4.4.0. 

and if this value is preater than the maximum allowed «ain differential (DGBALLD 

in the y-direction.   NYSD subpatches are established in the cross-ranpe 

direction according to 

M  - INT (GRADY/DGBAL1 1) (4.4.7) 

NYSD ■ min (M,  NYSDMX) 
where NYSDMX is the maximum number of subdivisions in the y direction. 

A total of NXSD •   NYSD subpatches are therefore generated.    Also, 

patch d:ta for each subpatch.   in addition to that generated for the father patch. 

is computed and stored for each subpatch corner.    The same patch information 

comput-d and stored for the father patch is also computed/stored for the sub- 

patches and is given in Table VI. 

«••""^ 
ISIONS 

NXSD 
SUBDIVISIONS 

DOWN-RANGE 

CROSS-RANGE 
Ay 

Figure 47.    Glistening Patch Subdivision 
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Table VI 

Variable 

BETA 

I 

FUDGE 

GAINB (BETA,  I) 

DELAY 

ROZERO 

X 

Y 

/ 

D 

UXLN 

UYLN 

UZLN 

SLOPE (I, 7) 

SLOPE (I, 8) 

THET1 

THET2 

I 

Definition 

Angle between the local normal at the patch 
corner ind the bisector of the angle between the 
source-to-patch corner and patch corner-to- 
receiver vectors.   (Figure 46). 

Roughness factor 

Diffuse patch gain for the angle BETA and for the 
1th set of surface statistics. 

Path difference between the direct and indirect 
paths at a corner. 

Fresnel reflection coefficient 

X-coordinate of rough-earth patch corner 
(Receiver coordinate system) 

Y-coordinate of rough-earth patch corner 
(Receiver coordinate system) 

Z-coordinate of rough-earth patch corner 
(R. ceiver coordinate system) 

Divergence factor 

X-coordinate of local (unit) normal at patch 
corner (receiver coordinate system) 

Y-coordinate of local (unit) normal at patch 
corner (receiver coordinate system) 

Z-coordinate of local (unit) normal at patch 
corner (receiver coordinate system) 

Vegetation factor at a corner associated with the 
Ith set of surface statistics 

Rms,   surface height of the small-scale surface 
irregularities at a corner associated with the Ith 
set of surface statistics 

Angle between the source-to-patch corner vector 
and the local normal at the patch corner 

Angle between the patch corner-to-receiver vector 
and the local normal at the patch corner. 
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As incUcatcd in the prechn, UtbU.  tlu- fath.r patch and suhpatch corners 

arc  rough-oarth corners,   that U.  for each patch the surface statistics are 

scanned to see U a patch corner lies on a eross  terram feature .hill).     U  so.   the 

patch corner is located on the terrain feature. 

Once Table VI has been generated for a parücular patch / subpatch.   the 

data are averaged over the four patch/subpatch corners and the resulting infor- 

ma,ion I. used to deternnn.   the field di.lribution associated with the patch   sub- 

patch and the mean reflected power from the patch   subpatch. 

Measurements Mode 

The scan beams are ürst pos^.ned m a/rmuth and elevation to look a. 

various regions on the glistenin. surface.    Sidelobe as well as main beam re- 

factions are all accounted for m n.easur.n.  surface reflecttons from a gtven 

patch. 
Three F.ftlM v-r.ablcs VVl.SE.   VOLT.   ..n,l TASS TO 1 arc introduced 

,„ ,u.„.„e.   re.peCveiy.  a Pu,se source aS opposed u, a CW source,  a vo.a.e 

op.ion as opposed ,„ a power opnon.   and a p„ssive .ar.c, as opposed ,o an 

aeve .ransnnucr.     Ph. .ol,aKc opUon Implto. -ha, aU »i.nals fro,,, ..ar.oos 

porüons of .hc .Usfcnin, surface wh.ch r A.  recciversin^uUaneouslv .n u„ c 

arc summed a, rl wi.h ao.plUudc and phase preserved uurin« ,he summauon     .he 

p„wl.r opf.on assumes ,ha. on.v ..,.■ powers are summed,   phase .„formation bem. 

ignored. 

These mrtobto« tf to«k«l •Witch.t takin,: on the values T (truel or 
, ffaUe. and the simufation ,s capable of runnin, ,n any of the .„odes shown ,n 

Table VTI. 
I able   VII 

PULSE VOLT 
T 
i 

PASS roT 
F F 

T r F 

F F F 

T F F 

F T T 

r T T 

F F T 

I F T 

I 
I 
I 

I 
1 
1 
i 
.1 

1 

.1   ': 
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1 

Assume until stated otherwise that PASS TGT = F.   then if Volt = T a reflected 

field distribution is establ shed for each glistening surface patch/subpatch 

and each scan beam,and will vary from patch to patch for each beam as the 

patch data (Table VI) changes.    A sample reflected field is then chosen for each 

patch/subpatch and each beam (see Section 2) from the appropriate distribution 

and summed.    The result is a one-dimensional array of sample field represent- 

ing the total fields reflected from the glistening surface,  one sample for each 

scan beam.    Although the direct field from the  source enters only the sidelobes 

of each of the scan beams,  it is never-the-less calculated and added to the 

sample reflected fields for ea^h beam.    The resulting array is then transformed 

to a power array,  the components of which are the sample powers associated 

with the different beam positions.    Carrying out this sampling process over all 

Monte Carlo members, and averaging for each beam position over the total 

number of samples yields the mean power seen by the receiver for each beam 

position. 

If PULSE = F and VOLT = T,  in addition to summing the sample fields 

over the total glistening surface,  they are also stored in down-range and 

cross-range arrays for the graphing of the spatial distribution of power as a 

function of down-range or cross-range position. 

In the event Pulse = T and Volt = T,  delay   bins (with delay measured with 

respect to the direct path) are created for each beam.    Then for each of the beams, 

sample reflected fields from each patch/subpatch are apportioned (subroutine 

SPREAD) over the correct delay bins that fall between the minimum and maxi- 

mum delays for the patch/subpatch.    After scanning the whole glistening surface 

the fields collected in each of the delay bins are convolved with the pulse and 

transformed to power (in that order) to form a two-dimensional array,  the ele- 

ments of which denote sample power returns as a function of beam position and 

time delay.    Such arrays are determined for each Monte Carlo sample and then 

averaged (element wise) to form a two-dimensional array of mean power returns 

as a function of beam position and delay time.    For a fixed beam position the 

power for a given time delay is the mean power returned within a pulsewidth of 

the given delay time and is associated with a specific resolution cell on the ground. 
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When Voit  - F a deterministic (as opposed to a Menu- Carlo) approach is 

used to quantify the glistening surface reflections.    In this case mean reflected 

powers are computed for each patch/subpatch isov Section 2) and each beam and 

aided beamwise over the glisteninp surface to obtain the total mean reflected 

power for each scan beam.    The direct power entering the sidelobes of th.   scan 

beams is then added to the total reflected power to yield the total apparent power 

at the receiver for each beam position.     Now if Pulse - F.  the mean patch powers 

arc stored in down-range and cross-range arrays for graphing the spatial dis- 

tribution of power as a function of down-range or cross-range position.    If on the 

other hand Pulse      T.  delay bins are created just as in the case when Volt  i T, 

except now mean patch powers are stored in the bins in place of sample fields 

anr1 the pulse is convolved with these bins for each beam to form mean power 

arrays as a function of delay for each scan beam. 

Finally,   in the event that a common antenna is used for both transmission 

and reception (PASS TGT = T), all the above options and associated procedures 

hold except that they are first carried out to determine the power at the target 

and the pulse shape (if Pulse = T ) at the target.     Thev arc then repeated for the 

return paths.    In this case the glistening surface is scanned twice,  once for the 

forward paths and once for the return paths. 

I'racking Mode 

When operating in this mode the program sets  Volts = T,   PASS TG I   r  T, 

NSAMPLE ■  1.    Since NSAMPLE ■  1.   only one sample field is taken from each 

patch during a scan of the glistening surface.    Accordingly,   the output of this 

mode of operation represents typical tracking errors (as opposed to mean 

tracking errors) that may be encountered during any one pass of the target. 

This was done specifically to save computer time since tracking error deter- 

mination at each data point along the target flight path requires scanning the 

glistening surface twice (approximately .4*. cp minutes per scan).    In the 

event mean tracking errors are preferred only slight program modifications 

are required. 
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At present tracking in the elevation coordinate only for in-plane (xz-plane) 

night paths with constant target velocity is simulated.    However,  three- 

dimensional tracking geometry is used so that tracking in all radar coordinates 

for general target fi ght paths can be added at a later date without major changes 

to the main program coding. 

Basically,  this mode of operation simulates a closed loop tracker with 

GHK filtering.    Initially the main '>eam (4 beam cluster - see Section 4.4. 

Antenna Patterns) axis is directed at the target but is subsequently allowed to 

wander from the true target direction as the multipath reflections are received at 

the radar.    At each data point along the target flight path,  the total voltage field 

returned to the radar is computed for each of the four beams in the tracking 

beam cluster according to the procedures described for the measurements mode 

when Volt i T.  PASSTCT = T.   NSAMPLE ■  1.  and either pulse ■ T or pulse ■ F. 

In the event Pulse ■ T, the voltage field arrays established for each beam 

in the cluster are added in the correct way to determine two voltage arrays,  one 

for the difference channel and one for the sum channel.    Each of these arrays 

contains voltages as a function of delay time.    These points in each array that fall 

within the range gate of the radar are then computed and a'cr«s<-i vectorially to 

give average voltages associated with the range ^ate for U.e sum and difference 

channels.    If Pulse - F. corresponding to long pulses, the voltages in the sum 

and difference channels are not given as a function of time delay; the arrays 

for each channel contain only one element; and the averaging is not necessary. 

Once the sum vector (Z) and the difference vector (A) at the radar have been 

determined,  the rough boresite error is computed as 

DELPHI A- I 
|Z|/|E|27|ä|2 

(4.4.8) 

where the Dot (. ) denotes the classical dot product of two vectors and | 1 denotes 

dlt magnitude of a vector.   Using (4.4.8) a rough estimate of the target elevation 
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is computed and then passed through a QHK filu-r to yield a smoothed , »tin»U 

of the target's preset elevation 1 and a prediction of its elevation at th.   M3d 

data point along the fUght path.    Based on this prediction the trackmg t» I 

is re-aimed and time is incremented to consider the next data pomt on th« t«rg«t 

flight path.     Before moving to a new data point the estimate of the current target 

elevation is compared with the true target elevation to determine   th.   tra. 

error in the elevation coordinate.     These errors are stored as a lum H m ol 

slant range to the target for graphing purposes. 

4. 5   Computer Examples 

Three receiver-source geometries that are typical of those to he IM««] .luring 

UM measurement phase of the multipath program are considered here.     I hey are 

summarised below in Table VIII and depicted in Figure M. 

Table VIII 
r— — — RCVK-Sourtu 

Geometry RCVR Ht Source Ht Gr   Dist 

1 4   m 200 m 5 km 

2 4    m 300 m 5 km 

3 4    m 500 rn 10 km 

Figures 49 through 55 depict mean power curves for each of th.-s ■ gc .- 

metries and a   1  ns pulse beacon.   The mean power reflected Iron. th.   glisl. nir^ 

surface together with the direct power return entering the sidelob.s ot th.-  rm elv« 

beams is graphed in each of these figures against time delay,   measured with 

respect to the direct  return,   for each of the  scan beams shown in the main b. am 

coverage dia^ams.   Figure 42.    Figures 4').   51.   and 53 correspond to u.-.m-t ri.-s 

1.  2,   and 3.   rrspectively.  with the terrain between the receiver and the source 

having an rms  slope of . 1 and ah/X ■ 5 (moderately rough surface).    Figure. 

50. 52 ,  and 54  are for the same respective geometries except that a hill has 

1   Elevation is measured v ith respect to the local horizontal at the  radar. 
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Figure 48.   Receiver-Source Geometri cs 
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been added between the receiver and the source.     The hill has a slope ±. 04796 

radians; a maximum height of 3 m; and extends from 989. 6 m to 1114. 4 m dow.- 

range.    Figure 55  corresponds to geometry 1  over an ocean at sea state 3. 

A comparison (geometry 1) between the power option (VOLT -- F) and the 

VOLTAGE option (VOLT - T» is given in Flures 56 through M for each of the 

scan beams in Figure 42 and for a very rough surface (fl0 ■ .25.  BB/)       »0). 

4. 6    Recommend-itions for Program Refinements 

Although the computer simulation is detailed in its treatment of the current 

multipath theory,  there are certain modifications which should be made that 

would add to its flexibility and usefulness as a model for practical measurements 

over ground and water.    Some of the more important refinements are suggested 

below: 

1,    In the present version of the computer simulation the user may alter the 

surface statistics and allow for gross terrain features between the receiver and 

source.    This is done however,  as a function of down-range distance from the 

receiver,  that is.   the terrain features may be accounted for and the surface 

statistics altered on various down-range intervals between the receiver and the 

source.    To bring this terrain model into closer agreement with what will be 

found at the measurement sites,  provisions should be made for the input of terrain 

characteristics as a function of both down-range and cross-range position.     This 

can be done by dividing the terrain (independent of the glistening surface sub- 

divisions) between the receiver and the source into patches and allowing for the 

.nput of a matrix of surface characteristics,  with each row of the  matrix contain- 

ing the surface data for a patch.    Then as the glistening surface is scanned,  the 

matrix of surface data can also be scanned for the correct terrain statistics over 

a glistening surface patch. 

I 
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2. Although the user may allow for gross terrain features between the 

receiver and the source,  the shadowing of terrain features by others is not 

accounted for.    If the model is to simulate actual test data,  the inclusion of these 

shadowing effects should be added to the computer model. 

3. The antenna patterns currently used in the simulation are analytic 

(Bessel functions).    Although they served the purpose during the simulation 

construction,  debugging,  and testing,   provisions should be made for the input of 

actual far field and   near field antenna patterns.    Since all analytic patterns are 

currently established by subroutines,   this modification would require only the 

-rplacement of these routines by those appropriate for the input and interpolation 

of the actual patterns. 

4. The simulation currently uses the equivalent 4/3 earth's radius which 

appplies only when the index of refraction decreases uniformly with increasing 

height.      A   normal profile of refractive index however,   does not describe all 

propagation conditions.    Provisions should therefore be made for computing 

the effect of the propagation medium (changes of atmospheric refraction) on 

radar coverage and to incorporate these effects    in measuring the glistening 

surface anc  the reflections from this surface. 

5. Finally,  in-plane closed loop tracking is now available in the elevation 

coordinate only.    Modifications should be made to allow tracking in all radar 

coordinates for targets on general flight paths. 
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SECTION 5.     RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PHASES II AND III 

The material presented in the previous sections represents a compre- 

hensive study of the feasibility of performing and carefully interpreting 

meaningful diffuse reflectivity measurements.     The techniques developed 

appear promising and it is believed that the equipment can be assembled 

quickly so that measurements can begin early in the spring of 1975. 

Figure     61. is a tentative recommended schedule for carrying out Phase 

II,   Measurements and Data Reduction.   Phase II would be performed over an  18 

month period,  terminating in April 1974.    Phase III.   Comprehensive Reportin«. 

would  follow directly,   concluding after six months with the publication of a hand- 

book of surface reflectivity incorporating all the latest information.    The 

total effort would be completed over • two year period,  which allows adequate 

time for gathering data over varying terrain/ocean sites during all seasons 

of the year. 

It is recommended that the first three measurements sequences be per- 

formed at Otis AFB,   Race Point Coast Guard Station,  and Westover AFB 

in that order.    Subsequent measurements will be made over more complex 

terrain to be selected after experience with initial measurement activity has 

been gathered.    As the seasons change a few sites will be revisited to obtain 

comparative data.    Analysis effort will be interspersed with measurement 

activity.    This procedure will contribute to continual improvement of tech- 

nique and it will also insure true availability of up-to-date reflectivity infor- 

mation. 

Phase 11 would begin in November 1974 with a four month preparation 

period during the winter months during which equipments would be ordered, 

constructed,  assembled and checked out.    In addition, analysis software would 

be generated to permit accurate interpretation of measurements in terms of 

the current diffuse reflectivity theory.    Final preparation would be made at the 

firft site (Otis) and measurements would begin in March assuming that all 

snow had cleared away,  which is normally the case at that time of year.     Data 

analysis would be performed at Raytheon.  Wayland immediately following the 

measurements. 

I 
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I 
The measurement,  analysis pattern would recur a number of times through 

March 1976,  with measurements in January and February constituting winter 

repeats at sites visited earlier.    Consolidated data analysis would then be per- 

formed and issued in a Final Report early in May 1976. 

The plan tor Phase II will be provided in greater detail in a formal pro- 

posal soon after submittal of this report. 
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APPENDIX A 

MULTIPATH COMPUTER SIMULATION FLOW CHART 

SHEET  II E> 

c START J) 

INITIALIZE 
CONSTANTS 

K EAD 
NAMELIST 

UNP1 

OUTPUT 
NAMELIST 

UNP1 

VES 

NO 

INITIALIZE 
INPUT DATA 

ZERO OUT 
STORAGE 
ARRAYS 

0 
A-l 

READ 
NAMELIST 

iINPO 

OUTPUT 
i NAMELIST 
IINPO 

ESTABLISH 
PULSE 
REPETITION 
INTERVAL 

ESTABLISH 
TIME BETWEEN 
MILESTONES 
ALONG FLIGHT 
PATH 

^rita mm 
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] 
^ 

[> 

I<I:AI) 
NAMEUS1 
INP2 

Of II-'l'I' 
NAMEL1ST 

.1NP2 

c;w 

SUBROUTINE PSHAPE 

PI'LSI'. ESTADUbi! 
PULSE 

Y ES 

SET 
RCVR POSITION 
IN REF, 
COORD SYSTEM 

INITIALIZE 
SOURCE 
fTARGET) 
POSI ITON IN 
REF. COORD. SYS, 

SUBROU1 INK RCOORD 

ROTATE 
KCVK ». SOURCE 
POSITIONS TO 
RCVR COORD 
SYSTEM 

^ 

i 
I 

I 

I 

/ 
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1 
COMPUTE 
SOURCE-RCVR 
VECTOR IN 
RCVR COORU 
SYSTEM 

COMPUTE 
SOURCE VEL 
IN RCVR 
COORD SYS 

KN fRY   I HKIMI 

v/l MAC KSOTES INITIALIZE 
PRACKINC 

\o^^ FILTERS 

NO 

I 
ESTABLISH 
DELAY MAX. 
MIN.   AND 
INCREMENT 
FOR PULSE 
SOURCE 

SUBROUTINES 

ESTABLISH 
AI.l. ANTENNA 
PATTERNS 

J 

PATTERN 
rBEAM 
BEST 
GAMMA 

SUBROU riNE BIBOSTN 

' KS POINT M.si : 
BEAM 

POINT 
SCAN 
BEAMS 

^ 
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r 

sriilio.  riNE SCAl 

SHEEI   ' E> 

„EET   I  [M>- 

I 

I r 

1MIIA1.I/L 
I'AKAMt. rhllb 
KOH SCAN Of 
GUS PEKING 
SURFACE (OSI 

LSI Alll.l.SII 
f IRS1   DOWN. 
RANGE HATCH 
ON SMOOIll 
CiS 

RE.COMPU n 
PATCH 
C OHM.IIS 

K.: rAlll.ISII 
SMALL-SCALE 
ROUGHNESS 
PARAMETERS 
FOR PA ICH 

SUBROU PINE   FINDPAH 

Fi'Nc riON (;AIN IT] 

COMIT IK 
lUSIATIC 
COEFFICIENT 
C(Bi t)0l AT 
PATCH 
CORNERS 

COM PI! IT: 

ROUGHNESS 
FACTOR IK.^i 
AT   PA ICH ' 
CORNERS 

COMPUTI; 
DIFFUSE CAIN 
KOH PATCH 
CD      I ,]- (,lr,? 
AT PA ICH 
CODNEKS 

COMPUTE 
DELAY 
III,   •  H2  - K jl 

AI   PATCH 
CORNERS 

^ 
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r 1 

1. 

y 

ö 

1 
^ p 

COMPUTE 
DIFFUSE REF. 
COEFF.(od)POR 
PATCH 

1    SUBROUTINE 
I   ANTGAIN 

COMPUTE 
ANTENNA 
GAINS 
IN DIRECTION 
OF PATCH 

COMPUTE 
DIFFUSE 

■ PATCH POWER 
FOR EACH 
REAM 

1         1 SUBROUTINE 
[   SGAIN 

COMPUTE SPEC 
. PA ICH POWER > 

FOR EACH a < 
REAM Q U 

U 
u 

1 h 
S 
0 
OS 

COMPUTE h 
. TOTAL PATCH D 

0 
K POWER (SPEC  f n 

DIFFUSE) FOR n en 
EACH BEAM 

1 
75 

COMPUTE 
PATCH 
SAMPLE 
VOLTAGE 
FIELD FOR 

I EACH BEAM 

v V 
1 

/VOLTNYES r-v V^o^L/ > 
NO J 

k > 

/ 
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ESTABLISH 
NF.XT 
DOWN RANGE 
PATCH 

j5 SHEET ^ >^ 

VTES 

VES 

FIRST ■ F 

^ 
SHEET 5 

• 

STORK DIRECT 
POWER IN 
CORRECT 
DELAV 
BIN FOR EACH 
REAM 

TOP 
PATCH CORNERS" 

ON GS 

NO 

BOTTOM 
PATCH CORNERS^ 

ON GS 

NO 

NO 

YES 

NO 

COMPUTE 
POWER 
ALONG DIRECT 
PATH FOR EACH 
REAM 

ADD DIRECT 
POWER TO 
REFLECTED 
POWER FOR 
EACH BEAM 

0 

YES V^FIRST  >w NO 
ESTABLISH 
NEXT CROSS 
RANGE PATCH 
ON RIGHT SIDE 
OF GS. 

YES 

♦ 

» 

ESTABLISH 
NEXT CROSS 
RANGE PATCH 
ON LEFT HALF 
OF GS. 

^ 

COMPUTE 
VOLTAGE 
ALONG 
DIRECT PATH 

SUBROUTINE 
SCAN 

STORE 
DIRECT FIELD 
IN CORRECT 
DELAY 
BIN FOR EACH 
BEAM 

ADD DIRECT 
FIELD TO 
REFLECTED 
FIELD FOR 
EACH BEAM 

/ 
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< :ilAN(;l; 
VOLTAGE FROM 
(;s lo POWER 
fEACIl I'.l-AMi 

SUBROI  FINE c.üNV <)1. 
( ONVOLVK 
PULSE WITH 
VOLTAGE 
STORED 1". 
DELAY KINS (FOP 
I,A('M BEAMI 

SUDROU CINE 
CONVOL 

CONVOLV E 
PULSE Wl III 
POWERS STOREI 
IN DELAY HINS 
(FOR KAC'I! 
BEAM!  

POWER A'l 
RCVR     POWER 
FROM GS 
(EACH BEAMI 

L 
PARAMETER 
I'l.INITIAl.- 
I/A I ION 

^ 
SHEET 4 

(HANGE 
CONVOLU (ION 
AH HAYS TO 
POWER ARRAYS 

POWER A I 
RCVR 
CONVOLUTION 
(RAril BEAMI 
. I IMI: 
DEPENDEN V- 

POWER Al 
RC\ K     POWER 
Al! K AY 11. AC 11 
BEAMI 
-   IIMI- 
DEPENDENl■ 

STORE SAMPLE 
I'OWKH 
ARRAYS 

St BROUTINE SCAN 

AV ERACE 
POWER ARRAYS 
ov ER 'irv BER 
oh SA:.: 'l.ES 

c:OM\ KII I 
POWERS lO 
RELATIVE 
POWERS 

0 

I 

I 
1 
I 
I 

I   4 

J 

1 

! 

! 

I 

I 
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1. 
I 

YES 

n 
\   PRINT 
\  POWERS 
\APPROP 
\OPTION 

FOR 
RIATF 

/ 

o- FORWARD ^PULSE^S 
■■ F 

NO 

CHANGE 
VOLTAGE FROM 
OS TO POWER 

YES •  •""^   VOL1        >^ 

NO 

1 ' 

POWER A: 

TARGET 
POWER 
FROM GS 

SUBROUTINGS 
PI.OTT •  PENN 

DRAW CRAPHS 
FOR       | 
APPROPRIATE 
OP I ION 

PARAMETER 
RE-INITIAL- 
I/.AT ION 

SHEET  1 

SUBROUTINE CONVOL 

CONVOLVE i 
Pt^LSE WITH       | 
vol. rAGES sToi.i:n 
IN DELAY  BINS 
[DIRECT BEAM 
ONLY i 

CONVOLVt 
PULSE WITH 
POWERS STORED 
IN DELAY lUNSI 
I DIRECT   BEAM 
ONLYI I 

COMPUTE NEW   PULSE 
SHAPE AT TARGET 
(IN VOLTAGEl 
FROM CONVOLUTION 

COMPUTE NEW 
PULSE SHAPE 
AT TARGET 
(IN POWER) 
FROM 
CONVOLUTION 

NBEAMS 
NUMBER OF 
SCAN BEAMS 

^ 
SHEET 4 

i 
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SHEET 1 I 

t 
I 
I 
I 

f 

COMPUTE 
VOLTAGE FROM 
OS FOR EACH 
nr\M IN 
TRACKING BEAM 
CLUSTER 

CONVOLVE 
PULSE WITH 
VOLTAGES 
STORED IN 
DELAY HINS 
IN TACKING 
BEAM CLUSTER 

COMPUTE 
SUM -t 
DIFFERENCE 
VECTORS FOR 
EACH DELAY 
IHN 

-r 

COMPUTE 
SUM t DIFFER- 
ENCE VECTORS 
AT RCVR 

NUMBER OF 
IUNS IN 
RANGE GATE 
• I (( NRNG) 

COMPUTE 
NUMBER OF 
BINS IN 
RANGE GATE 
(NRNG) 

1 

AVERAGE 
SUM t DIFFER- 
ENCE VECTORS 
OVER IUNS IN 
RANGE GATE 

COMPUTE 
ROUGH BORE 
SITE 
ELEVATION 
ERROR 

^ 

/ 
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1. 

I. 

0 

L 

7 
COMPUTE 
HOUGH 
ESTIMATE: 
OF TARGET 
ELEVATION 

PASS THROUGH 
CHK FILTER 

PREDICT 
TARGET 
ELEVATION («) 
J,Ä',   FOR 
NEXT TIME 

POINT 
TRACKING 
BEAM FOR 
NEXT TIME 

COMPUTE 
TRUE TARGET 
POSITION b 
ALTITUDE FOR 
NEXT TIME 

COMPUTE 
SMOOTHED 
ELEVATION 
ERROR FOR 
THIS   TIME 

OUTPUT 
ISLANT RANGE/ 
\TO TARGET «I i 

i ELEVATION/ 
ERROR 

^ 

J 

ITME 
TIME + AT 

PARAMETER 
REINITIAL- 
IZATION 

SHEET I 

SUBROUTINES 
PLOTT b  PENN 

5RAPH 
ELEVATION 
ERROR VS SLANT 
RANC 
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APPENDIX B 

i 

II 
i, 
1 
I 
I. 

MULTIPATH COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 

PAGb 1 

PR0CH4M   MIILTPTH 

PHOGRAM   MULTPTH(lNPuTlnuTPlir»PUNCM,T*PEi«IMPiJT.T*PE6«0UTPUT» 
S   T*Pf7»PUNCM,T*PEl?) 

C 
C HHITTEN   BY   P.E.COSN^FLU   *N0   S.P0wtB3   MAY   l<»7ü 
C 

CUMMflN   YOUT^(lO£,in),rtDYnuT2tl02),RYnuTi(lfta,in) 
COMMON  DELOüT(127,101»XüUT(102»lO),YOUT(lO»»tO)#EXTfJ»(lO»2)i 

l OUTC(U7),0»HOAV(127) 
COMMON  HOeLUUT(127»l9)»BXUllT(l02#lö)#HVÜUTei02»lO)»RFxTR*(IO#2)» 

l HRMOARYdO) 
CUMMr.N/TRP/JCALL 
CüMMON/BEAMS/SANf.LE(10.2)»lJXS(lO)»UY8(10),liZS(10) 
CüMMON/OE«V/PARHAYfl?7),A«YPAH(5)»GlJETZ0(in)iOl0.O20fl0)»NP, 

l OlRüOP,DFLT,UNtFORMERANGLE.SlGZO.ROZEHO.NCC, 
i FjRPI#Pin2,XTH,YTR,ZTR,HTR,RHOAHV(10) 
CÜMMON/EXT/NYMAX 

tCUMMON/lNC/ÜX.OY 
COMMON/INPUTS/XTP.YTP,ZIP,XTV/'TV./TV.XHP.YRP.ZRP.GRMAX,GRAPH, NG, 

% NSAMPLF,VULT,VPüL,NSLOPE.SLOPEnO,9), 
S NXSDMX,NYSnMX,OüRALL.Ur.bALLl,TRArK,NOuT, 
S PI,RFAPTM,XL*M,PAsSTGT,FnRw*BD,PULSE.SOPULSE.PWIOTH 
COMMON/PATO/JD.BWO.CnjAU.STOn.Js.öWS.CSCAN.ASCAN.SlOSCtN» 

% J8,öwa,cn,*ö,SlO« 
COMMON/PGAIN/OT.PT.GR.RAPCON 
CuHMON/PLTVPF/PtNPLUT 

ICUMMON/POlNT/UXPOlNT,uVPOINT.UZPÜINT,DSINE(in) 
CÜHhON/PRüPT/PRINTJ,PHlNT2,PRlNT3.PHlNT*l,pRINT5,IPRlNT(20) 
CUMMON/RTyPE/SPEC,DIFFUSE 
CÜMMON/x8TUFF/RDXOUTafl21»'»0YOUT(J025 
C0MM0N/TGAlN0/G2f>P(U1»Gl"f («5 
CUMMON/TGAlNP/RlP(ü),G2Pf«1 
COMMON/T,'K/HMnP.PMlTPDl PH 1TPD0,ANTSLOP 
CUMMON/SlNFU/SCUUNT.SUATAlf100),9ÜATA2(lOO).SDATAi(inO) 
COMMON/SPüINTS/ XSP(lO0).YSPtlO0)»7SP(t00) 
CÜMMON/MUL9PEC/SPCMfcrK 

C 
DIMENSION ITITLE(5)»7TITLE1(S) 
DIMENSION PMlERH(5n0 5,SRANREf5fl0l 
DIMENSION   SÜM(J27),0FLTA(127) 
LOGICAL   VPOL.PULSE.PAS9TRT,FORWARü.SflPiILSE»TPACK.GRAPM.OUTPUT 
LOGICAL   UNIFORM, VOLT,NF<»9LOP,NEdHtAM 
LOGICAL PENPLOT 
COMPLEX ROZtRO»UF|.nuT,OuYC.fcXT»A.XnuT,YOUT,MHüAHY 
COMPLEX YOUT2 
COMPLEX SUM,DELIA 
REAL MINOEL#MAXOEL 
LOGICAL SPEL^OIFFUSE.OBBDIR 
LOGICAL PR I NTl,PR I NT?,PRINTS,PR I MTU,PR!NT5 
REAL MINDELF.MAXDELF 

B- 1 
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P*Gt    2 

iNTtRt» SCDUMT 
iNTEGt» "UNN 

B 

i 

DAT* ITITUE /10M POKFH FHHIIOH C*< C*SE  .lOH . 
1 IOM        »inn        / 
DAT* ITlTLEl/lOfl PDBFH FHH.lOh pULSt C*S,lflHF . 

1 lOH flOH / 
D»T* HTcONV,OEAHTM,PT/.50ü«,«.5E6,'5.1aJi<»2fe,3^b«'»«/ 
DAT* JDjJS.JB^üR/?,?,?,^./ 
DATA   iiW|},uws>HMd   / ,b, .^» "0 . / 
DATA IDIM /10/ 
NAMtl.lST/UliT/Ul'S.U*S,uZS,UXPni'JT»UVPf1Ikjr,uZPniNT 
NAMEtlST/lNPO/PHF,TIu£OuT,RTBHlN,HTHMAx 
NA»"ELlST/l^Ht/THACK 
NAMtll8T/INP2/0URALL,ür.ö*LLl,DX,DY» 

X  GHfCROi&^AX.UT,^, 
1 HT,ICrLC,MAXDtU,MI>.il)EL,NBE*MS,NUilT,NP,,JH.NSAuPLEiN«LnPE» 
2 NY"*X,DbBü!H, 
i    NxfiOMx»NTSOix,PT.pwinTH,sir.zo,xu*i,xv,yv,zv,r.fi*pHf 
u   NE»»lt»M,NE<(SunH, OUTPUT, PAÄSTGT, PULSE, SlJPjLSF,UNlFnHM, 
5     VUL T, ^PUL, SPEC, OIF FUSE, Pf»lMTl,l,HTNT2,PP I MT T,PRTNT«, PBl^TS 
b   ,PENPUüT,9AN(iLfc,3LUPE.NPN 

C 
C INITIAL   CUNiTANTS 
C 

JCALLiO 
JTIMEBO 

JJ'l 
JTT»n 
JT-0 
JJHAXBUO 

OtGcnN«»Pi/l80. . 
ABl./SOHT(2.) I 
EUBPI"«.«P1 ' 
P1D21PI/2, 
READ 1NP1 
PHlNT INPI 
IM.NOT.THACK) GH Tu b 
READ INPO 
PRINT INPO 
PHI«1,/PRF 
IF(PB1.GE.TIMEOUT) GO TO 6 
TLNTMBTIMEOüT/PRI 
KTUNTM"INT(TLNTH) 
TLNTHP«KTLNTH 
IF(TLNTMP.EQ.TLNTM) .,ü m s 

I 

I 

i 
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P*Gt     i 

PRQGRAH MULTPTM 

PACE     U 

PR0CH4M MULTPTM 

I 

!. 

TXMEOUTBTLNTHP^P»! 

WRITe(6,305nTlMEOllT 
GU  TO 5 
TIMEOUTaPRI 
GO TO a 

INITILIZE INPUT 0*T* 

SIGZO'l.O 
CT'1.0 
PT«l,0 
BRit.O 
XL*M»,0l6*(5V? 
SRMAXalQOOO.O 
NBEAHSaiDIM 
NO*! 
NPaS 
ICALCaO 
N9LOPEa2 
NOUTB^O 

OXaiOO.O 
OY'IO.O 
NXSOMXBlO 
NVSOMXaiO 
NSAMPLE»! 
D6BALL".ei 
OCBALLU.It 
NRB1 
PENPLOT..FALSE. 
OBBDIR".FALSE. 
PN1DTM»1,0C"O9 
MEWBCAMB.TRUE. 
NEMSLUPa.TRUE. 
VOLT».FALSE, 
UNIFORM*.F«L8E. 
SIGZOal.O 
OUTPUT».TRUE. 
vPOL«,FALSE. 
GRAPH».FALSE. 
PULSE»,TRUE, 
BBPULSEB.TRUE. 

PA8ST6T«,FALSE. 
SPEC».TRUE. 
DIFFUSE».TRUE. 
HR»<i.O 
HT»200.0 
GRO»10000.0 
NYHAXslO.O 

XV»-1000.0 
YV »0,0 
ZV »0,0 
M1NDEL»0.0 
MAXOFL»2000 
PRINTI»,FALSE. 
PRINT2»,FAL3F, 
PRINTS».FALSE, 
PRINT«».FALSE, 
PRINTS»,FALSE. 

ZERO OUT STORAGE ARRAYS 

DO 7 J»1*I0IH 
UX8(J)»0,0 
UYS(J)»0.0 
UZ8(J)»0,0 

7 CONTINUE 
1010 CONTINUE 

UX^OINTBO, 
UYPQINTBO, 
UZPOII'TBO, 

1011 DO 10 Jal»127 
PARHAY(J)»0.0 

10 CONTINUE 
FT»l, 
DO 12 J»l>102 
DO 12 Kal^IDlH 
XuUT(J»*)»0.0 
YOUTfJ»K)»0,0 
YOUT2(J,K)»0.0 
RXOUT(J,K)BO.O 
RYOUT(J>K)»0.0 
RYOUT2(J»K)»0. 

12 CONTINUE 
DO 1« J»l>127 
8UM(J)»0.0 
OELTA(J)»0,0 

14 CONTINUE 
DO IS J»i»U7 
DO 13 K»1»I01M 
0ELOUT(J.K)»0,0 
R0ELOUT(J,K)»0, 

15 CONTINUE 
00 IS Ist,20 

19 IPRINT(1)»0 
DO 20 JB1,I0IM 
G20(J)»0. 

I. 
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P*Gt 5 

fBUGMM   MIILTPTM 

RMO*RY(J)«0,0 

»HHu«HY(J)«0,0 
EXTRA(J,1}BO.O 
EXTR*(J,2)«0,0 
RfcXT«A(J»n«0,0 

10       BEXTRA{Ji2)"0,0 
IF(TRACK,*NO,JT.EQ,n   GU   TO   16 

READ   INp2 

PRINT   iHPi 
IF(.NOT.SPEC.AND,,MOT,DIFFUSE)STOPtO 
SPCMECK«SQRT(üX**2*0v*«2) 

c 
C   ESTABLISH  PuLSE   SHAPE 

lb   IF(PULSEKALL   PSHAPtrPWIDTH.NpN.PARHAY.OELT) 
IF(TRACK,ANO,JT,EQ,nOn   TO   1R 

c 
C     RECEIVER POSITION IN «EFFRFNCE COUBDINATE SYSTEM 
c 

XR«0,0 
YH«0,0 
ZR»REARTHtHH 

C 
c   INITIAL TARGET POSITTUN IN HFFEHENCE COORDINATE SYSTEM 

C 
XT«{RtARTM*MT)*SlN(GRO/HFART't) 
YT-O.O 
ZT«(REAHTH*rtT)»COS(GB0/REARTH) 

C 
C     SfcT UP VECTOR FHDM HFClEVER TO TAHGtT (HEF. TOORO. SYSTEM) 
C 

18 XHTiXT-xR 
YRTiYT-Y" 
ZRT.ZT-Z« 

C 
C     CHANGE TO A UNIT VECTOR 
C 

R«T»SQRT(XRT*«2»YRT«»2*2Rr*«?) 
UXRTMRT/RRT 
UYRT^YRT/«"! 
|JZRT«ZRT/HRT 

C 
C RECIEvER  POSITION   IN  HECIEVE»  CoOwniNATt   S^STE^ 
C 

B-4 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
! 

! 

.1 

RANSLt»ATAN(YT/XT) 
CALL HCOORnCRANSLE.XB,YR,ZR,XRP#YHP,ZRP) 

, 
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PtGb 6 

PPUr.H»M   MIILTPTM 

I 
! 

I 

i 

VECTOR FRU* TAR&ET TH »ECEIVEH 

C*UL HCOCIH!nB*Nl,LE,-*RT,-YRT,-ZRT,XTR,yT>»,ZTB) 
RTRaRRT 

TARGET POSITIÜN IN HFCIEVER COORDINATE SYSTEM 

CALL RCuOHO(HANl,LE.XT,VT,ZT,)rTP,YTP,ZTP) 

TARGET vFLtlCm IN HFCIEVER CUOHOINATE SVsTt« 

CALL RCüOHDIRANOLE,XV.VV.ZV.XTV.YTV.ZTV) 

INITIALIZE TRACKING riLTFRS 

IFC.NUT.THACK) GO TU 17 
IFUTIME.GT.O) GO Tu I? 
CALL TRKlNlT(8UM,DELTA,l,PMITS,TlMFUUT) 

CU^PUTE MuRIZüN GHHUNO RANGE 

17 CUEAiACuS(RE»HTM/(REAHTM*MR)) 
HSRsRE*RTh»COEA 

COHRUTE SL*NT RANGE TO MlKlZON 

H3L«RE*RTM*TAN(CnEA) 

ESTABLISH »HVP4H (GRAPHING LIMITS) 

IF(ICALC.tO.O) GO TO 55 
AHVPAR(I)BHINDEL 
ARYPAR(2)aHAX0EL 
GO TO 70 

55 AHYPAR(1)«M1NDEL 
!F(MR,LTiHT) GO TO 6« 
AXBXTP 
AY«YTP 
»2"2TP-REARTH 
RAR»8QRT(*«*<»2»*T**i»*Z«*^ 
ARYPAH(2)"<»*B*HR-R"T 
CO TO 70 

60 IFCGRO.GE.HGR) CO TU 56 
AXaREARTH*SIN(CRO/REARTH) 

AZ«ZR-RE»RTH*cn8(GR0/RfARTH) 
RARBSQRT(AX**2^AY**2«AZ**2) 

_s 

I 
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I 

*RYP*H(2)»R*B*HT-RBT 
G(J TO 70 

56 CüEAl»GRO/Rt*RTH 
DTHETA*«AöS(COCAl«COfA) 
TGl«Rt»RTM*«2»(HEA<»TH*HT)**2-2.«Bt*»<TM«(OE»HTM*HT)«cns(DTHET»A) 
TC"8QRT(TUn 
tRypiRC2)aH8L«r6-RRT 

70   IF(PULSt)   GU   TO   75 
»RYP*R(S)»(ARYPAR(?)-*RYPARCn) 
ARrPAR(j)«AHYPAHt3)/NOUT 
GüTü 7b 

75 ARYPAR(})a0tLr*i.E8 
7b BüUT«(*RYP*H(i»)-*RYPiH(n) 

B0UT»B0uT/AHYi»AR(3) 
NUUT«INT(BnuT) 
IECNOUT.EU.OJGH TO 77 
IF(NnuT.GT.l00)NOuT»t00 
CUUT»NOUT 
ARYPAR(2)«ARYP*Rf3)*CüUT 
ARYPAH(2)sANVPAR(2UAHYPAR(l) 
GO   TO   78 

77 NPN«NPN*1 
NPtNPN 
OELT»PwiOTN/NPN 
ARYPAR(])BDELT*3.E08 
IFfNPN.GT.100)GL) TD 700 
CALL PSM*PE(P«IOTH,NPN,PAHBAy,DELT) 
GO TO 76 
JJ«JJ-1 
WRITECb.SOSi) 
GO  TO  U<)99 

CALCULATE TrlF DIRECT OOPPLEH 

78 01ROOP«xTv«UXHT*YTV<.ilYRT*ZTV«uZRT 
01R0OP«-DIROOP 
IFfJT.EQ,;) GO TO 6000 

SURFACE SLOPE INFORMATION 

700 

86   DO 85 Jel.NSLüPt 
eBEn0(J)«(l./TAN(8LnPE(J,2)))**2 

85 CONTINUE 

:     ESTABLlSH *LL ANTENNA PATTERNS 

90 IF(TRACK) GO TO too 

I 
I 

I 
1 
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PBQGH»* MULTPTM 

IMRUNN.CT.UGO TQ 120 
C 
C    DIRECT aE*H 
C 

CALL PATTEBN(JO,B«.0,CO.AD,«ino»A) 
C 
C     SCAN UEA^l 
C 

CALL PATTERNNSfBwSfrSCANyASCA^SIOSCAN^A] 
c 
C TARGET BEAM 
C 

110 IF(.N0T,PA9STGT) C»Ll PATTEHM(JB.B»IB,CB,A8,8T0B»A) 
GO TO 120 

C 
C i^ArtriNC BEAM 
C 

100 CALL TBE*H(üWD,jn,VOn,CD.AD,SI0D»SIlO) 
, JT"l 

GO TO 6000 
C 
C IF PASSTGT ESTABLISH POINTING DIRECTION OF 
C THANSHlT BEAM TN RECEIVER COOHOlNATt SYSTEM 

I C 
120 IF(,NUT.PASSTGT) GO TO »?5 

UXPOlNTi-XTR/HTH 
UYPOINTB-YTR/HTH 

, UZPüINTt-ZTH/RTH 
C 
C    COMPUTE UNIT VECTORS UF SCAN ANGLES 
C 

125 IF(,NUT.N£WöE»M)GOTü Hl 
OQ   130 jai*NBEAH9 
SANCLt(J.n»8ANeLE(J.n«DEGCONV 
8ANbLE(J»2)aSAN6LE(J«2)*OE6CONV 
XS«C08(8»N6LE(J,2))*C09(9ANGLE(J»n) 

• VS"C08tS»NCLE(J,2))««IN(8ANGLErj»n) 
28«SIN(8AN6Le(Jf2)) 
R8«80HT()I8*<»2*V8**2*?S*»?) 
UXf(J)«K8/W 
UYS(J)aY8/R8 
UZ8(J)aZS/RS 

ISO CONTINUE 
C 
C    COMPUTE DIRECT BEAM POWER 

131  DPONERapT*6T*6R*(XLAM**2)/((FORPl«RHT)**2) 
IF(PASSTGT) 0PO*ER80POWER«SICZ0/(FOHPI«RRT«*?) 

A 
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PROGRAM MMLTPTH 

B-8 

T 
I 
i 

I 
so in 150 

6000 NBEAWPa« 
VULT«.THUE, 
PAäSTCTa.TRUE. 
NBEAMS'« 
1MJTT.EQ.») GO TU I«« 
UXPOINT»-XTR/RTH 
UYPDINT«-YTH/RTH 
UZPOINT«-ZTH/HTH 
JTTBI 

la«» CALL BlPOSTN(üXS,UVS,UZS,S!in) 

C     ESTABLISH SLOPE OF DFUTA VFCTU» AT URIGI^ 
C     ASSUMING INHLANE MOTION AMP ANALYTIC PATTERN» ^ 
C     IF(jTlME,tQ.O)CALL onSLOP( JO,CD. *0,UXS,IJY8,UZS, ANTSLQP, XRT, ZHT) 

C     COMPUTE PUKER ANO PULSE SHAPE AT TARGT | 
C 

150 IF(,NOT.VULV.UR.TRACK)MSAMPLF»1 
00 iOOO NS»l.NSAMPLt - 
NPSNPN I 

C     ESTABLISH PULSE IF PULSE » .TRUE.  AND NS .NF, I 

IF(NS.E0.l)SnTn 19« „ 1 
IF(PULSE)CALL PSHAPEfPWIDTH.NP.pAHRAY.OtLTl C 

199 !F(TRACK) GU TO 6010 
IF(PA8STGT) GO TO 200 
FORWAROB.FALSE, I 
CALL O'CMNCNBEAHS) I 
CALL 8CAN{NbFAHS) X 
CO TO «00 

200 NdEAMpai 
60JC FQRMAHDa.TRUE, 

CALL DPGAINCNBEAMP1 I 
CALL SCAN(NbEAHP) 
IF(PULSE) GJ TO 210 
PT»RHU*R¥Cn 
IFt.NUT.TRACKjGO TO 209 
SUH(n"!5*f«HOAHY{n*RHUARY(2)*RHOARYO)»RMU»HV(ün 

PT«suM(i)«cuNjc(suMcni 
GU TO 20« 

209 CONTINUE 
IF(VOLT>PT«HHU»«V{1)»CONJG(KHO*HV11)J 

20S CONTINUE 
6T»l.O 
60 TO 220 I 

) 

—  1        m ^< 
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CRUCRtM   MDLTPTM 

210 PT"l.O 
OT«l.O 
IFC.NOT.THiCKjGU TD ?11 
DU 212 J»l»NBE*M9 
CALL CONVULU) 
DU 213 K'lrNCC 
DELüUT(K»J)»OüTC(K; 

213 CUNTlNUt 
212 CUNTINUE 

DO 214 K'ltNCC 
NPBNCC 
8UH(K)«.5«{üELnuT(K,l)*DELnuT(K,2)»DFLr)UT(K,^)*DeLnuT(K,U)) 
8s8UH(K)*CONJ6(8UM(K)} 
PARRiY(K)s9URT(S) 

21« CUNTINUE 
GO TO 220 

211 CALL CONVULC1) 
NP«NCC 
DO 2tt0 J*1>NCC 
PARRAY(J)"nuTC(J) 
9BOUTC(J)«CONJG(OUTC(J)) 
IF(VOLT)PARHArtJ)»SORT(S) 

240 CONTINUE 
220 FORNAHDa,FALSE, 

C 
C    CALCULATE PUWER Fü* RETURN TRIR 
C 
(CALL  DRG*IN(NttEAM8) 

CALL   SCANCNBEAMS) 

BOO   IF(PUL9E)   CU  TO  820 
IF(,NOT,TRACK)   60   TU   801 
8UM(l)«,5*(HHQARV(n*RMüARV(2)»RHOAR>(3)*RHUAHV(U)) 
DELTA(1)»((RHUARV(1)*RH0ARY(2))-(RH0/.RY<3)*HH0ARV(4))) 
OELTACD'tSoDELTAd) 
60 TO BQOO 

B01 DO 830 J»l»NBE*M8 
IF(V0LT)RM0ARY(J)«'»MnARY(J)*C0Nj6(RM0ARV(jn 
RRHOARY(J)»HHOAHY(J)*RRMnARY(J) 

830 CONTINUE 
DO 840 J"l*102 
DO 840 K'lfNBEAHS 
IF(VOLT)XOUT{J,K)«XOUT(JiK)*CONjO(XUUT(J.K)) 
IF(V0LT)Y0UT(J»K)«V0UTtJ,K)«C0Nj6(Y0UT(J.K)) 
IF(V0LT)YüUT2(J»K)BYnuT2fJ,K)«C0NJC(V0UT2(J#X)l 
RXOUT(J,K)aXOuT(J>K}«R)(OUT(JfK) 
RY0UT(J,K)«HYUUT(J»K)*V0UT(J.K) 
RY0UT2{J,K)»RY0UT2(J,KUY0UT2(J,K) 

840 CONTINUE 

B-9 
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!o00  CALL'UC^CSU"   DH.T»»»IHN0»PH1T».TIMEOUT) 
c 
C COMPUTE   THUE   T«RGtT   FLEV*TIU^ 
C 

B-IO 

1 
I 

GO TO ZOOO 
620 IF(.NOT.-BiCK) Of! Tu 8?l 

00 82i J^liNBt*«» 
CALL CONVÜLCJ) 
DO B23 K-I.NCC 
0CLOUT(K»J)»flüTC(K) 

823 CONTINUE 
822 CONTIMJr 

?ELr*(';-S{Löl:T(K;t;ljE[nuT(.;2).0ELnuT(K.5)-0ELnuT(«.«) 

OELTMK^.^OELTiC«) 
82« CONTINUE 

C CALCULATE  NyMdfH  or   PTS.   IK'  G»TE(N»NG) 

C 
B£SLLTN«(l,E0a)*P*IOTH 
ÄNBNG««£90LTN/*«VP4H(31 
NRNOBINT(XNR*IG) 
YNBNS«NRN6 
1F(YWHN0,LT,XNBNG)MH»JC»''»NG«1 * 
1F(RFS0LTN.U1 .»HVP»Hf2nN^NC»NCC 9 

GO TO «oOO 
821 00 850 J»l,NBE»MS 

CALL CONVOLU 
00 850 K^liNM, 

?FiJoL!)ntlJUTl5!j!-nELüUT(K.J).CüNJG(nELO.JT(K.jn 
R0ELnuT(K,J)BHOELüUT(K#J)*nELOUT(H.J) 

850     CONTINUE 
Oü  8B0   J»l,NBEAMS 

L    , 5r<VOLT5"TH*(J,K)«fcKT«A(J.K)ACUNJ8(CXm(J,K)) 
r RtKTRAtJ.KJBREXTRACJ.RUFXTRACJ,«) 

860 CONTINUE 
GO TP 2000 

I 
I 
I 

Tl«SORT(ÄT«*2*yT«*2*7T»«?) 
T2BSORT(XH«*2tVH**?*7R*«2) ,  „„,      is 
T3«SnRT(fXT-«R)««2*(VT-TB)««?t(Z][-ZH)»«2 
TtLEV«ACOS((TJ«o2*Ti!«*?-Tl*«?)/(2.*T5*T2)) 

TELfcV«TELtV-'l/2. 
TELtVDBlBO./Pl^TELFV 

' 

m* 
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■^ 

POtNT   TR*C"<I^U  bEA^CFO»   TNPL»NF   T»RCET   UNLV) 

PHlR*DapHITP*Pl/lae. 
AZMO.O 
UXPTaCO8(PHIRA0)*cnS(AZP) 
UYPT»COS(PHIB*0)«8lNfA7P? 
UZPTaSlN(PHlRAO) 

RüTATe PC/.MTINC OIBtCTIU'J TO HEcElVE» CüORD, SV8TE« 

CALL HCuOHO(AZP,U)(?T,üVPT,UZPT»uKP01NT,UVpriINT.UZP01MT) 

SET POSITION UF TAR&rT FOR NEXT TIMfc 

CONSTANT VELOCITV ASSUMED 

XT"XT»KV*TIMEUUT 
VT"YT*Vv«TIMEUUT 
ZT«ZT»Zv*TIMEüUT 

:    COMPUTE NEW TARGET MriGHT 

MT"80RT(XT«*a*VT*«?*7T««i») 
MT«HT-RE*RTH 

:   COMPUTE GROUND RANGE TO TARGET FOR NEXT TIME 

XTL«80*T(XT««2»rT««2) 
8TM«AT»N(xrL/ZT) 
GReaRE*RTH*STH 

:    COMPUTE ERROR 

PMIEPHPBPMITS-TELEVU 
9010 PM1ERR(JJ)"PHIERRP 

8RAN6E(JJ)aRTR 
MHXTE(*,3052)8RANCE(JJ),PHIERR(JJ) 

3052 FORMAT(*X7M8RANeEaE2e,B>7HPHIE"R"E20.8) 
IF(RTR,LC,I»TRMIN,0"».»»T».GT,RTRMAX) 60 TO a«9« 
1F(JJ.GE,JJMAX) GO TO «999 
JjajJ«! 
JTXMEat 
CO TO loll 

4999 00 S999jai,JJ 
INajJ^l 
iNNalN-J 
8RANGE(j)a8MANGE(INN) 
PHlERH(J)aPMIERR(INN) 

B-ll 
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PROeH»M MULTPTM 

5<»9« CONTINUE .   . . 
CALL PICTU«U9H»NGE.PW1E«B»JJ' 
IF(PENPLOT) CALL PENN(8B»N6t,PHlEHR»Jj«J»*J 
60 TO SoOO 

2000 CONTINUE 
oo e»o j"i«Joo 
00  8^0  K»l.NBE*"8 _       „_,, 
RXOUT (J, K) ■«XQUTtJ.KWNSAHPLr •(!./( I ?0.*pn) 
RVOuT(J,»<)«HVÜUT(JiK)/N3»MPLE«(l./tl20.*Pn) 
RrOuT2(J»K)«BYnuT2(J,K)/N8»MPLE.(J./(l20.*Pn) 
IFt.NOT.ObBOlHlCOTO «90 
IFtHXOUT(J.«).LT.l.t-aO)RxOUT(J,K)"l.E-«0 
!F(BV0UT«J»K),LT.l,t-«0)RYOUT{J,K)«UE»«0 
IMHVOUT2CJ»K).LT.l.F-a05RVOUT2(J.t<)»l.t-ttn 

i RXOüT(J»tt)«l0,*ALO6l6(«XOUT(J,K)/0POWE«) r 
RVOuT(J,K)«lO.**L06lO{RYnuT(J,K)/D»,OWER) 
RYOUT2(J.K)»10.«»L06IO(RVOUT2CJ,'<)/OPOWER) 
IF(R1tQUT(J,K).LT,-200.)HXOUT(J.K)»-200. 
lF{MVOUT(J.t<5,LT,.20n,)HVUlJTfJ.K)»-200. 
IF(RVüUT2(J,t<).LT.-2n0.)RYOUT2(j^)»-200. I 

890 CONTINUE I 
00 891 J«1»NBE*MS P 
RRMQtRY(J)«HRMO*RY(JVNS*MPuC«(li/n20.**'n) 

691 CONTINUE a 
DO 892 J'UNCC P 
00 892 K>liNRE*HS P 
RDELOuT(J,K)«H0ELüUTfJ»K)/N3»MPLE«(l./a2c.«',n) 
IF(,NüT,0ttB0IH)6n TO 692 
IF(HOELQUT(J.K).LT.l.E-ttO)»üCLnuT(J.K)»l1E-«0 » 

892 CONTINUE I 

C     IF * PUL8E H»0»H 18 USED. ESTABLISH DP^EH AS » FUNCTION OF TIMfc 

r OPO»<EHOO'UWE«/(120.*RI) I 
i DPOB»10.**LUC10(DPOKFR) -^ 

OELOUTfl.n"OPO«iER 
00  695  J"2»N0üT B 
OELOUT(J»1)>0.0 I 

895 CONTINUE I 
CALL CONVULd) 
00 896 J»l»NCC 
OARRAY(J)»nuTC(J) j 

896 CONTINUE I 
1F(.N0T,0BBÜ!H) 60 Tfl "9T 
00 898 J«l.NBEAMS 

R0ELOuT(',J)«l0.«ALür.l0(ROELnuT(K,J)/0PU»(ER) 
IF(ROELOUT(^,J).LT.-?00.)HDELOUT(R.Ji»-iOO, 

/ 
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PRUGH4M   MIJLTPTM 

^98 CONTINUE 
897 0Ü 8«J J»l,NBE»M8 

DO 89J K'l^ 
REXTR*(JiK)»REXm(J,O/NS»MPi.E.(l./(l20.»Pn) 
ir(,NUT,0BB0IR)OO TO B«»! 
lF(REXTR»(J,»<),LT.l.F-aOJHCXTH*(J»X)»l.fc"«0 
REXTfU(J.'O"10.«*LmM0(RrxTR»(J,K)/UP0WER) 
TFtRExTRiCJ.Kj.LT.-ZPO.jREXTBAtJ.I^'-ZOO. 

89J CONTINUE 
C 
C    OUTPUT 
C 

900 WRITE(6,3000)SCOUNT 
DO 3010 J*l»SCOUNT 
WRITE(6»30205 
WHITE(*,3030)XSP(J)#VSP(J).Z8P(J) 
WRITE(6,30«0) . . . 

iOlO WRITE(k,30505S0*T*ICJ)»50*TA?(J).S0AT*5(J) 
IF(PUL8E) CU TO 9*0 

IirXTE(ir»9Zoi(SAJcLt!iln?8*NGLE(l,2),«HHO»Hv(!),I-l,NBE*MS). 

tNiEAM8),(ROXOUT(J)iJ»l»l02),fHOvOuT(J),J«l,t02),       „.«„,„ 
|<CRVOüT|<J»K)»J«l»10«)»K«l»NB|AM»)»(MVOÜT«(J)»a«l#lO«)»OPOHER 
IM.NOT, OUTPUT) 60 TO 1000 

M!lTEC(t',«J9)(8ANGLE(I»l).8»N6LE(I,2),HRH0A»Y(n»I«J»NBtA»«85 
HRITE(*,««0)OPOMER 
PRINT 100l,CROXOUT(J5,J"t.t02) 
PRINT l002i(KDVÜUT(J)»J«t*102) 
PRINT l00J,tROYOUT2(J)»J»lilö2) 
PRINT 100«.(CRXOUT CJ.K),J«l,102 ),RPI,NBC»MS) 

y PRINT 1005.((RVOUT (J»K),JiJ,lOj ),K«l.NBEAMS) 
*     '      , PRINT l00*,-{RyOUT2(.>»,<).JPl»»Ö2 ) ,KPl,Nie»M8) 

| su TO ioeo 
910 WRITf(l2.995)(ITITLEJ'.J)»JPl.5) .e.u-. 

WRITE(t2»950)((«OELOUT(JilO»J"l.NCC)iK"lrNBEAM8), 
8(0ARP*V(J).J"l.NOuT),{(RexTRA(J,K),J«l,NflE»M8)fK«l,2) 
IF(.NOT.OUTPUT) GO Tn tooo 

WRlTE(6l«70)ARVP*R<J),ARVPAH(2),*RTf,»R<3) 
00 «BO J«l.NBE*M8 
HRITE(k,98«)J,SAN6LE(J>n»J>8AN6LE(J»2) 
WRITE(k,990)(K,J.RDELOUT(KlJ),KBl,NCC) 

960 CONTINUE 
WRITI(*,999) 
WHITE(*,99*)(D*R"AV(J)»J"1»N0UT) 

/ 
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PI»üGH»M   MIILTPTh 

MRITF(6   997) 
WHITE (6'.996)(('»EXT''*fJ»K)»K"'»2)'J"l'NBt*M85 

1000 lHa*k*H)   CALL PLUTTfN8E»M9) 

CHECK TO SEE IF ANnTME» «UN IS TO Bt M»0E 

IF(RIINN ,6E. N») GO TO 5000 
RUNNaHUNNtl 
GO TO 1010 

FORMATS 

920 P0RHAT(6X>lE15.tt) 
«25  rOBMAT(El6.6,2E2«.fc) ,        ,   -I.u„-^rD., 
930   FORMAT (/9X,7HAZIMuTM,l6X9HELEV*TlUN,UX5Hpnl«FR/') 

900   FQRMAKfeX^EIb.fe) 
9tt0   FÜ«MAT(/22X,»0PUWE9»*   El?.«.) 
960   FOBMAT(/9x,JHMlN,2tX,JHMAX,20X,«H0ELl»/) 

;jSFS;:;n|lx:"9SE?il2..n-.Fl5.6,.8»NGLE(.l?..2)-.E15.6) 
990 FORMAT (25x.oRDELOuT(«H, •»•!?. «^"E 15,6) 
991 F0RMAT(//9X»«RDX0UT AND RDVOUT AOHAYS«! 
992 Fü«MAT(//9X|»«Y0UT AND RVQUT? »RBAVS*) 
995 FORMAT(6X«5At0) 
996  F0RMAT(5X»,iElä,6) 
997 FO<'MAT(///l'«X «EXT»* POxFR HFTURN*) 
999 FüRMATf/// l«X« DIRECT PdnEH RETURN*) 
1001 FO«MAT(//« HOXOUT« /()0E12.«)) 
1002 FO«MAT(//« HOYOUT« /(.0E12.U)) 
1003 FORMATt//* HDrnuT2«/(lOE12.«)) 
100« FQRMATC //* RxnuT«/(lOEl2.«)) 
1005 FORHAT( //• RVOUT./M0F12.«)) 
100* FOl»MAT(//« RVUUT?*/(10E12,«)) 
3000 FOI»MAT(27MNUMbER OF SPECUL»« POINTS «I«) 
3020 FO«MAT(32X,l«H9PECULAH POINT) 
3030 FORMAT(6X|lM(,E20,8,1H,E20I8,lH,E20,»itM)) 
3040 FORMAT (l2x5MS0EL<M3KttMHnS2,12X5M6AIN8) 

Soll füÜlTClllsJSTIMMTEP 8ET-EEN OUTPUTPOINTS W.S REEN ADJUSTED To EOU 
• ,2MAL,E20.8) „.,«, 

3055 F0»M»T(2iMADJu8TMENT IN NP NEEDED) 
^000 STOP 

END 

I 

/ 
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SunHHuTINE mCAlN 

SUBROUTINE ANTC*lN(Pn*TA,|il,G2,NBE*MS,SmE) 
EXTERNAL SAIN 

c 
COMMON YOuTi(ie2,lO),HOYnuTa(l02),»YOuTi(l02,lO) 
COMMON 0ELOUT(127>10)*KOUT(102#l0)«YnuT(t02»10)fEXTR<i(l0»2)i 

I OL'TCdaTJ.DABBAVdaT) 
COMMON   RDtUÜUTCl27.in)»H»UUT(l02.J0),HVÜUTn02.l0),HFxTRA(10,2), 

I RRMOARy(lO) 
CUMM0N/TGAlNP/GlP(a].G2P(4) 
CüMM0N/T6AlN0/G20P(<O,Gl0Pm 
CÜMMON/BEAMS/S*NGLE(|0»2^UXS(10)fUYS(IO),UZS(10) 
COMMON/0EHV/PARHAY(l?7)»ARVPAR(S)>GBETZ0(ie},C10>C20(|A)»NP> 

1 CURDOP.DFLT,UNIFORM,»ANGLE.SIC?0.RnZERO,NCC, 
2 FüRPl,Pin2»XTRiYTR,2TR,RTH,RMOAHV(10) 

•                         COMMO^/INC/UX^OY 
COMMON/lNPUT8/XTP,rTP,ZIP,XTV,VTV,ZTV,XRP,VRP,ZRP,GRMAX,GRAPH, NG, 

• NSAMPLC,VOLT,VPOL.NSLOPE.SUQPEM0,9), 
I NXSOMX.NVSOMX,DGBALL,DGBALLl,TRACK,NOUT, 
S PI,REAB^,XL*M,PASSTGT,FORWARD,PULSE,80PUL8E,PWI0TH 
CUMMON/P*TO/JD,BMD,Cr),AO,SIOn,Js,BWS,CSC*N,ASC*N,SlOSC*N, 

S JB,BWB,CR,*B,SlOn 
COMMON/PGAIN/GT,PT,6R,RADC0N 
COHMON/POINT/UXPOINT,uYPOINT,uZpOlNT,0SINE(lfl) 
CQMMON/SPÜINTS/ X8P(100),YSPnOO),Z8P(tOO) 
CUMMON/8lNFÜ/SCOUNT,AD*TAl(ino),SüATA2(100),SO«T*}(teo) 
C0MM0N/PR0PT/PRINTt,PRlNT2,PRINTS,PRINT«,PR I NTS,IP»INT(20) 

C 
DIMENSION POATA(9),G2(10),SINE(lO) 
LOGICAL VPOL,PULSE,PASST6T,FORMARD,SOPULSE,TRACK,GRAPH 
LOGICAL PRINT 1,PRINT?,PRINTS,PRINT«,PRINTS 
LOGICAL UNIFORM,VOLT 
COMPLEX ROZERü#0ELOUT,OUTC,EKTPA,XOUT,y0UT,RHO*HV 
COMPLEX VÜUT2 
INTEGER SCOUNT 

C 
IPRlNT(l)»IPRINT(n*l 
IFfPRINT5)PHlNT 77T7 

7777 FORMAT(. ANTGAlN«) 
C 
C    ZERO OUT ARHAYS 

> 

C 
DO 5 J«l,lO 
02(J)aO>0 
CONTINUE 
C1B0.O 
00 * J"li<t 
GlP(J)"0.0 
G2P(J)»0.0 
CONTINUE 

/ 
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SUBROUTINE *NTG*IN 

COHPUTE VtCTO« FPU« T»BGET TO P»TCM 

XT6«P0»T»(n-XTP 
YTC«P0»T*(2)-VTP 
ZTGBPDATiCZJ-ZTf 

COMPUTE VECTHR FBQM PECEIVEH TO P*TCM 

XH6»P0»T»(n-XBP 
VHSiPDATACZJ-T»? 
ZROBPD*T»(5)-Z<'P 

CH»NGt TO UNIT VECTOOS 

«TC»80R'(XTG««2«YTC«*2*ZTG««?) 
RHCB80«T(XRG*«2»¥HG»«2*Z»0*«2) 

BTCI«1./»»TC 

RRGlBl./PHG 
UXTC«XTG«RTGI 
UYT6"YTC«HTGI 
UZT6«ZTG«RTG1 
UXTR»XTR*RTH1 
UYTR«YTR«RTHI 
UZTRBZTR*RTRI 
UXRGaxRG*RRGI 
UYRG"VnG*R0GI 
UZRCaZRQ'RRCI 
IF{P*S9TCT) Gü TO 10 

COMPUTE G*IN *NSLE FOR TARGET To P*TCM DIRECTION 

*L^H»«»C0S(ÜXTR«UXT6*UVTB*UYTC*UZT»*UZTS) 

COMPUTE VOLTAGE GAIN 61 

61BGAIN(ALPMA(Jö.CBf'B) 

COMPUTE GAINS FOR EACH SCAN BE*« POSITION 

ttO DO 40 J«l|NüEAM9 
Al.PMABUxS(J)*UXRG«ilYÄ(J)*UYRr.*UZ8(J)*UZHG 

ALPHAiAcOS(ALPMA) 
62(J)«GAlN(*LPHA,JS,rSCAN,ASCAN) 
SINE(J)BG1*S2(J) 
9INt(J)«SlGN(l,,SlNtfJ)) 
G2(J)aG2(J)**2 

I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
! 

I 

i 

i 
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SuBHOuTIMt AMTGAlN 
I 

20 CONTINUE 

CHiNGt Gl TU PDNER 

10 

GiaCl«*2 
RETURN 
IF(TR*CK) 

30 

50 

60 

TO 

GU in  50 
If(,NüT.FORWARD) GO TO 30 

COMPUTE VGAIN AT R»D«R FDR DIRECTION OF PATCH 
ALPHA«ACOSCUXRGoUXf'OTNT+UYRGouVPOINT+UZRGoUZPOINT) 
ClB6*IN(AtPMA,J0fCD,AD) 
02(n>i 
SINE(l)BGl*U2(t) 
SINECDsSIGNri.fSlNEd)) 
6l»Gl**2 
RETURN 
m«! 
CO TO «0 
DO 6Ü Jul,ii 
ALPMA«Ac08CU)(RG«Ux9(.T)*UVRG«lJYS(J)»UZR0*UZ8(J)) 
GlP(J)'GAIN(ALPHA(JD,CD,AD) 
G2P(J)*1, 
8INE(J)aGlP(J)*62P(J) 
SINE(j;«SiGN(l.,SIMEfJ)) 
ClP(J}aGlP(J)**2 
CONTINUE 
IF(FORWAR0)METURN 

DO TO J«l»« 
G2P(J)i6lP(J) 
GlP(J)"l. 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

PAGE    19 

SUBROUTINE BIP04TN 

SUBROUTINE BlPOSTNf UX8,UVS,UZS» «HO) 
COHMON/POlNT/UXPOlNT,UVPniNT,üZPOlNT.09|NE(10) 
DIMENSION UXS(10)IUY9(10),UZ8(10) 
TMETA«»T*N(UVPOINT/UXPOlNT) 
8I«ATAN(UZPOINT/80P|(UXPOINT««2*UYPOINT««2)) 
RADBSI10*}.l«l592653589a/lBO. 
K1"COS(8I)*COS(THETA)*COS(RAD)**2 
X2«CO8(R*0)*91N(RA0)«8lN(THETA) 
XJ«8lN(RA0)«8lN(9n*C09(THETA) 
ViaC08(Sl}*SlN(THETA)*C0S(RÄ0)«*2 
Y2«CO8(R»0)«8IN(RA0)«C08(THETA) 
YJ»8IN(R*0)*8IN(8I)«81N(THCTA) 
Zl"8IN(al)*COS(R«D)**2 
Z2aSlN(R*D)*COS(8I) 
UX8(l}axUX2-X3 
UYS(l)"Yl-Y2-Y3 
UZS(t)"Zl*Z2 
UXS(2}axl-X2>XS 
UY9(2)«Yl»Y2-Y3 
UZ8(2)azltZ^ 
UX8(3)axl-X2«x3 
UY8(3)avUY2*Y3 
UZ8(3)azl-Z2 
UXS(<i}BKt«X2*X3 
UY9(«)aYJ-Y2*Y3 
UZS(<l)azl-Z2 
RETURN 
END i 
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SUBRflUTINE     BESJ 

C- 
C 
C- 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 

SUBROUTlNt  BE9J(X»FNU.N,n 

REGUL«" BESSrL FUNCTTQNS OF RE*L *»6UMENT, 

ARGUMENT DEFINITION 
X    IS THE ARGUnfMT nF THE BE8SEL FUNCTION. 
FNU  IS THE FRACTIONAL PART 0^ TH* DHOER. 
N    IS THE INTEGRAL PART OF THE HIGHEST OROER Tu BE 

CUHPUTEO, 
F    IS THE OUTPUT AHRAV DF BES9EL FUNCTIONS, 

REFERENCES 
M, GOLDSTEIN ANO R.H, THALE», RECURRENCE TECHNIQUES FOR THE 

CALCULATION "F BESSfcL FUNCTIONS» HTAC. I'S«, 
M, GOLDSTEIN ANO B. M. ThALEH» BE8SEL FUNCTIONS FOR L*HGE 

ARGUMENTS, HTAC, IR5«. 
S.N, WATSON, A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF BESSEL FUNCTIONS, 

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS. 1948. 
i 

DIMENSION P(1)|C(5) 
DATA Pl2/l,S707,»632/ 
'{l)"l.O 
00   ISO   I»l#N 

100       F(Ui)«o 
NNBIAB8(N} 
CXa2./X 
TF(FNU,GT.l,5)GO  TO   1 
IY"l 
CO  TO  2 

1 FNU»FNU-2. 
IY"2 

2 CXNuaCXtFNU 
ir(X.ST.50.)CO  TO   12 
KKax*20. 
M»MAX0(KK.NN*10) 
IFfX.LT.lJOO  TO  3 
KK»J».*X**.331J15153 
00  TO  4 

3 KK«172.6^388/(3I6BBB79S-AL0G(X)) 
4 Maf4IN0(M»KK)/2 

KBM*M*1 

F(«*t)"l.E-i7 
F(Kt2)"0. 

TT"FNU«KK 
DO  5   I"l.K 
JaKKaJ 
TT«TT-1. 

5 F{J)»CX«TT«F(J»1)-F(J*2) 

/ 
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10 
11 
«9 

SO 
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SUBROUTINE     BESJ 

IF(X.6T(10a)GU  TO   12 
PHXaFNU*2. 
»LF*«F(l)tF(J3*PMl 
Tl«FNU-l. 
T2-T1-1. 
TT-1. 
DO  6   I«2»M 
TT"TT»t, 
PHI«PHU(FNU*TT»TT)«<TUTT)/(TT«(T2»TT»TT)) 
ALrA»PMX«P(2*I»l)*»LFA 
CALL   SAMHAd.+rNU.TT.XKXX.JXXX) 
IFdXXX.EO.DCO  TO  5ft 
IPUXXX.EQ.DCO  TO  SO 
ALFAaCX**FNU*ALFA*TT 
Il"t 
oo e I'll»* 
F(n»F(I)/ALFA 
XP(N.GE.O)GÜ  TO  1| 
lF(IY,Ea>2)   GO  TO  «9 
P(2)«CXNU«P(n-F(2) 
XP(NN,LE.1)HCTUHN 
TT«PNU 
00   10   I»2,NN 

TT"TT-1. 
F(X»n"CX«TT*FfX)-P(T-l) 
XP(iy.E0.1»RETUKN 
NBM 

«•VI 
PNUaV2 
RETURN 

C ASYMPTOTIC   tXPANSlON, 
12 KK«1 

PUMNU 
XXXat./X 
XXaXXX*XXX 
TT"1./80RT(PX2«X) 

13 ABPU**2-«2S 

C(S>«.2S 
C(tt}B,tS*2S*A.,37b 
C (!)■(. 1171«T5*A-l, 1^6255 «A^LSTS 
C(2)"((.0952l«8«57S«A-2.3667l875)*A»U.226S625)**-19,6«7S 
C(1)«(((,080932*1719«A-«. 100585937 W*58.22(t60937S)«A-277.87S)«A»3 

•54.37S 
PaCd) 
00   1«   Xa2,S 

14 p«p«xx*c(n 
BTa(P«A*XX«ll)*TT 
C{5)a.5 

/ 
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8UBH0UT1NE  "tSJ 

15 

1» 

17 

ttt 

19 

20 
22 

C(U)*,0ulb666b6**>.21« 
C(3)»(,0l25*»-,i5)*»»,75 
C(2)«((.0005580357l8**-.U2Ul07U2e)***5.bO?6T857l«»-S.fc25 
C(n»(((t00101Bl<>«üo*-.a<61lU**M0.286«58lii**-Sa,)*»*78.7b 

»■Cd) 
I5Ü 15 I«2,5 
PBP*XX*C(n 
PMl«X«X)(X»P«*-(FU»,5)*PI2 
IF(KK,E0.2)aO TÜ 16 
ri»BT«C09(PMl) 
Yl«BT*9lN(PHl) 

KKB2 
CU TO 13 
r2»bT«CoS(PriI) 
V2»BT«9IN{PM!) 
IF(X.CT.50.)Cü TO 17 
IF(AB5(Fn.LT,»B8(F2nCO Td 20 
*LFABF(1)/F1 
CU TO 22 
F(l)»Fl 
F .2)»F2 
IF(N)9,ll,l« 
IFCN.LC.DGü TO Jl 
TT»FNU 
DO   19   Ia2,NN 
TT"TTtl, 
F(l»l)«CXoTT«F(I)-F(T-t) 
GÜ   TO   U 
*LF»«F(2)/F2 
FCDPFI 
F{2)"F2 
Il"3 
CU  TO  7 
END 

I 
I 
I 
8 
I 
r 
! 

1 
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SUBROUTINE CONVOL 

SuBROUTlNt CONVUL fN«E*MC) 

CUMMON   YOuT2(l02,lO),HOYnuT2(l02),RYnuT2(l02,lO) 
CUMMflN  DELOUT(t27,l05,'<OUT(102.lO).YOUT(lO?»10),CXTH»(lo.2)i 

I OUTC(l27),0*HB*V(12T) 
CüMMON  n0EUL)UT(l27iin).HXOUm02.l0)fRViJUTa02.m.HExTR»(lC.2)» 

1 RRHOARYflO) 
COMMON/TC*INP/GIR(«),G2P(«) 
CUMMnN/TC*!N0/r.2nPf*O,Gl0P(«) 
CüMMON/OERV/P*RH*V(l?7),*HVP»Hf5)»CBETZ0(l0),C»0.G20(J0)iNP» 

1 OIROOH.DFLT,UNIFORM,RANGLE,SlOZO.ROZERO.NCC, 
2 FURPI,Pin2»XTR,YTR,2TH,HTR,RMo»RV{J0) 
COMMON/INHUTS/XTP,VTP,ZTP,XTV,VTV,ZTV,ÄHP,VRP,ZRP,6RM»X,GR*PH,NG, 

S NS»MPur,VOUT»VPUL,N8UOPE.8LOPEfI0,»)i 
S MxSüMX,NVS0M)(,0CB»UL,0Gö»ULl.T8*CK,NnuT, 
% Pl,RrARTM,XL*M,P»89TGT»FOHW»RD,PUL8E,SOPUL8E.PWXDTH 
COMMON/SPUINTS/ X8P(tOO),Y8Pfl00).Z8P(10O) 
CJMMnN/8lNFU/8CUUN7,«0»T»l(lOO).8D*T»2(»00),9D»T»J(lOO) 
COMMnN/pROPI/PRlNTl,PHlNT2,PRINT3,PRINT«,PRINTS,IPRINT(20) 
LOGIC L PR INT 1,PRINT?,PRINT3,PRlNT«,PRINTS 
LOGIC L VPnL,PUL8E,P«SSTGT,FORWARD,S0PUU8E»TR*CK,GRAPH 
LOGICAL UNlFnRM#VOLT 
COMPLEX RüZtRU,0ELnUT,OuTC,EXTRA,XOUT,VüUT,HHüAHV 
COMPLEX V0UT2 
INTEGER SCOONT 

PROGRAM TO CDNVOLYE PANGE(TIME) DELAY WITH TME 
TRANSMITTED PUL»£ 8MAPE, 

DONE FOR ANTENNA BEAM(NöEAMn 

RESULT PLACED IN OUTC FOB OUTPUT 

WRITTEN BY STAN POWERS MAY W* 

IFtPRINTSJPKlNT 7777 
7777 FORMAT«« CONVOL«) 

IPRlNT(2)«If''INT(2)»l 

FIND NUMBER OF OUTPUT POINTS 

NCC»MlN0(l2b,NOUT*Np-i) 

ZERO OUT ARRAY 

C 
C 
C 

C 
C 
c 

/ 
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p*Gt        ?a 

SUBPüUTINF CUNVDL 

00   100   I»l»NCC 
OUTCf DaO.O 

100     CONTINUE 
C 
C 00  CONVOLUTIDN 
C 

oo aoo N»I.NCC 
c 
C    FIND LOwEH AND UPHEH bOuNU 

NL«*HAl(0(l»N-NOUTtl) 
Nü"HlNO(N,»J>») 

00 JOO J«NL»NO 

OUTc'N)»OuTC(N)»P*RHirfJ)*OELOUT(KK,NaE*MCl 

iOO  CONTINUE 
200  CONTINUE 

l»tTUl»N 
END 

PAGE   25 

8UBH0UTINE OIFSLIP 

B-22 

SUBROUTINE OIFSLdHfJO.CD,»0,UX8,UY9,UZS, »NT5LÜ>»,XHT,ZRT) 
DIMENSION  UX9(l),U,'8fl)»UZS(n»0EH(4) 
PHla.lE-IO 
ELEVBPHI^ATA^CZRT/XHT) 

XOEMCOaCELEV) 
ZoeRaSlN(EUEV) 
VOEHSQ.O 

»NGLE«XDEH«ÜXS(J)*V0FM*UV8(J)*Z0EH«U7S(J) 
ANOUEMCOSCANCLE) 
0ER(J)"6*IN<*N6LE#J0»C0»»I)) 

1  »NT8L0P«.S«(0E»(1)»ÜFH(21-0ER(5)-DFH(«U 
*NT8L0P»*NTSL0P/PHl 
WHITE(6,20)ANT8LOP 

20 FOPM»T(6X8H*NT9LOP«E?0.65 
RETURN 
END 

i 
{ 

I 
! 

tarn 
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SUbROUTlNE   nPGAlN 

SUBROUTINE   OPG*IN(*Jb?ANS) 

i 

I 

C0MM0N/TC*lNP/GlP(tt),C2P(4) 
COMHON/T6AlND/S20Pra)»GlOP(U) 
COMMQN/BEAMS/SANGLE(10f 2) fUXS( 10) >UYS( 10)^28(10) 
CQMMON/0C«V/PABH»Yn27),»Hrp*H(5)»GBETZ0(l0),Gl0.G?0{l0)»NM» 

1 OXPDOP.OELT,UNIFORM,RANGLE.3lGZ0,RnzE«n,NCC, 
2 FO»PI,PIO2.XTR,YTH.ZTR#RTH,i<H0ARV(»0) 
CUMM0N/1NPUTS/XTP,VTP,ZTP,XTV,VTV,ZTV,XRP,VRP,ZRP,GHMAK,GHAPH,NG, 

I NSAMPLE.VOLT.vPOL.NSUOPE.SLQPEdO.P), 
I NXSOMX.NVSOHX.DGBALL»DGBALL!•TRACK>NOuT, 
S PI«REAPTM^XLAHfPAfSTGT»FORWARD,PULSE>SOPULSE,PWIDTH 
CüHMON/PATD/JO,at*D,Cn,Aü,S10D,JS#bw8,CSC*N.»^C*N,3!0«C»tgf 

I Ja,BwB.C«,»Ö.3lO« 
CÜHMON/POlNT/UKPOlNT,UVPOINT.UZPOlNT,081NE(in) 
COMMON/PROPT/PRINT1,PHINT2»PRINTS, PRINT«,PRINTS,IPRINT(20) 
CÜMM0N/8PUINT8/ X8P(t00),YSP(l0o),ZSP(t0O) 
CUMMON/SlNFU/SCUUNT,flD«T*l(100).SOATA2(l00),SD*TA}(t00) 

LOGICAL PR INT I,PRINT2,PRINTJ.PRlNTa, PRINTS 
LOGICAL VPOL,PULSE,PAS8TGT,FORMARü,SQPULSE,TRACK.GRAPH,OUTPUT 
LOGICAL UNIFORM,VOLT,NENSLOP 
COMPLEX RUZtRU.HHUAHv 
INTEGER 8C0UNT 

IF(PRINT5)PHINT T777 
7777 FORMATU OPCAIN«) 

IP»INT(3)«IPRINT(JU1 

UXRTa«XTR/RTR 
UYRT"-VTR/RTR 
U2RT"-ZT"/RTR 
IF(PA88T6T)eOTO   10 

30  G10M. 
DO  20  Jil.NBEAMS 
ALPHAaUx8(J)*UXRT«UYS(J)*UVRr«UZ8(J)*UZRT 
ALPHAaAC08(ALPHA) 
620(J)aOAIN(ALPHA,JS.CSCAN.ASCAN) 
DaiNE(J)aSIUN(l,,G20(J)} 
B20(J)ac20(J)**,.' 

20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

ie IF(TRACK) GO TO «O 
IF(,NOT.FUR"ARO)60TÜ iO 
ALPHABUx"T«UXP0INT4üyRT*UYP0lNT*UZRT«UZPniNT 
ALPHAaACOS(ALPHA) 
6J0aGAlN(ALPMA,JO,CD,AO) 

08lNE(l)asiaN(la,610) 
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SHbRUUTlNE npGAlN 

. 

C10aGlO**2 
RETURN 

«0 DO 56 3ml,U 
*UPM*«UxRT«s.«S(J)*UYRT*UV8(J)*UZ,'T*UZS(J) 
*L'M*»*CPS(*LPHA) 
GlOH(J)aCAlN(ALPMA,JD,CD>AD} 
C20P(J)B1. 
OSlNE(J)"8I6N(lt,ClOP(J)i 
C10P(J)aG10P(J)**2 

50 CONTINUE 
!F(FORWARO)»<ETURN 

DO 60 J»li" 
C20P(J)»G10P(J) 
eiop(j)Bi. 

fcO CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END PAGE ?8 

SUBROUTINE   flilO 

SUBROUTINE   FIELOfVOLTAGE.G*IN8»P0ATA,G!»62.NBEAHS.PHnzERn^ßOi 
»FRPMASE,FH,ü)(,DY,ANC1,ANR2,RRR,HGT,SINE) 

CüMMCIN/G''AZE/PAHPP(2,2.21 

COMMON/TGAlNP/GlP(U) ,G2P{'4l 
C0>«M0N/pGAlN/üT,PT,C9,RAnCtlN 
CUMHON/TGAINO/G20PU1.G10P. tt) _     k#. 
CO«MON/lNPUTS/XTP,YTP,ZTP,<T«,VTV,ZTV,XHPfVHP,ZRP,GRMAX,GRAPH,NG, 

S NS A*PLF,VULT»VPUL, ASLOPE, SI.QPEOn,«»)» 
t NxSOMX,NVSOMX,f)GBALL.ÜGBALLl,TRACK,NnuT, 
I PI,REARTM,XL*M,PAs8TGT,FORWARD,PULSE,SOPULSE.PWIDTH 
CQMMON/DEHV/PARHAY(l?7),ARTPAH(5).GBETZ0(l0),GJ0,G?0tl0).NP, 

1 DIR0OP,0ELT,UNlFnRM,RANt,LE,SlGZ0,HO2EHO,NCC, 

2 FORr'I,Pln2,XTR,YTR,ZTR,RTR,HHO*RY(101 
DIMENSION riELOHClO).G2(IO)»MWE(lO).V*R(iO)»8inO)»82tlO) 
DIMENST N FIZEROfl0),X(in).Yfl0),SlP(10),S?Pfl0).VOLTAGE(l0) 
DIMEN«    PÜATA(9) 
LOGIC   ^^41 FORM,GRAPH,VOLT,VP0L,THACK,PAS3T6T,FURW»RD 
LOCK»!. PULSE,SOPULSF 
COMPLEX RüZERO,RHüARV,VOLT»GF,ERIE2,AVG,EXPUN,FIELOM 
8IFUN(X)"EXP(-(POATAf<>)*X)««2/2,) 
12*0. 
DO 1 J'1.10 
FIELOM(J)«0. 
VAR(J)«0. 
8t(J)B0. 
S2(J)aO. 
fIZERU(j5«0. 
X(J)iOa 
YCJ)»0, 
81P(J)«0. 
»2R(J)"0. 

1 CONTINUE 
EXPONBO. 

AVGBO. 

COMPUTE MEAN VOLTAGE FIELD FOR PATCH 

IF(GA1NS.6T.0,0) GO TO 10 
GO TO 20 

10 C0N8T1BSQKT(GAIN8) 
CUNSTlBCONSTl/FORPI 
CÜN8T2B-PD*TA(a)«XLAM«80RT(PT)*cONSTl 
CONSTJBFORPI '(2,*XLAM) 
CONSTI(BCON8T3*(RCR*RGT) 
EXPQNBCMPLXCCQSCCONSTaJ.SINCCONsT«)) 
AVCBCON8T2*EXPON*FR 
DO 30 JBI.NUEAMS 
FXlLOM(J)"8INE(J)«80RT(01P(J)*G2P(J))«AVG 
IF(.NUT.TRACK)FICLDMfJ)B81NE(J)«9URTtGl*G2(J))*»VG 

I 
/ 
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P*Ct    ?9 

SUBROUTIME FIELD 

30 CONTINUE 

FIND V*HlANCES Uf VOLT*GE FIELDS 

20 CUNiaPT*(P0*TA(4) W)* (PHaZEPO**2}*GD 
CONtBCONU0X*0y*(xLAM**2) 
rONl»CONl/((FüPPI«*35»(RGR*HGT)«*2) 
DO UO Jal,NBE*MS 
V*R(J)»G1PCJ)*G2P(J)*C0N1 
IF (.NOT. TRACK )VAP(J)BCt*R2(J)<»CONl 

UO   CONTINUE 

COMPUTE CüRHEL*TIüN rOEFFIClFNT 

lF(G*iN8,GT.n.o) cn TO 50 
CaO. 
CO TO 60 

50 V2a-FORpI/(2,«XL*H) 
v2avz»(cns(ANGn*cnsf*No?)) 
*NG3aFr!RPl/(?,*XL*M) 
*NG3a2.*(ANG3*PGR4FRPHASF] 
XNUMlBSlFuN(VZ)«*2-STFUNf2.*VZ) 
XNUNlBXNUnl*SIN(AN031 
X0eNla(j,-SIFuN(VZ)««2)«*2 
XDCNlaXDENl"((SIFuN(VZ)**2-SIFUN(2.*VZ))*cn8fANGl))»«2 
XDENiaSQRTCXOENn 
CaXNUMl/XDENl 

COMPUTE Si ANU S? 

60 IF(GAlNg,GT.O,) GO TO 70 
XKai, 
GO TO «0 

70 XNUM2al.-SIFUN(VZ)**? 
XNUM?aXNUM2*(SIFUNfV7)*«?-SlFuN(2,«VZ))*COS(ANG3) 
XOEN2al,-SIFUN(VZ)**7 
X0FN2aXDEN2-f3IFUNfV7)*«?-SlFuN(2,*¥Z))*C0S(ANG3) 
XKaxNUM2/xDEN2 
XKasOHT(XK) 

80 DO 90 J«l,NaEA*S 
SI(J)8VAP(J)/(XK««2*1.1 
S2(J)a(xK**2)*Sl(J1 

90 CONTINUE 

COMPUTE POTATION AWGl.t FOR INDEPENDENCE 

DO 100 jai,NBE*MS 
IF(SUJ).tO,S2(J)) On TQ no 

• 

/ 
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1 

P»GE    ^0 

SoBHnuTlNfc HELD 

riZERU(J)=2.*C*SnRT(«!i{J5*S2f J)) 
FIZEBU(J) = .,3«*T*»J(FI7E»ü(J)/fSt(J)-S?CJ)n 
GO TO loO 

HO IF(C.LT.O.)FlZEHn(J)«-PI/«. 
IF(C,ST.O.)F1ZFHO(J)«PI/U. 
TF(C,EQ.0.5MZFHn(J)»0.0 

100 CLmiNUE 

COMPUTE CU^HONENTS OF M
E»M FIELDS 

DO XiO   J»l.NBE*MS 
Xf J)«REAUtfIELOM<JJ) 
Y(J)»*lM*C.(f IELOM(J)1 

120 CONTINUE 

COMPUTE ROTATED ST*NnAR0 OFVUTIONS 

1J0 

DO 130 J»l»NRt»HS 
9lP(J)«Sl(J)•CCü8(FIZE,'0(Jn**'■,) 
SlP(J)«SlPtJ)*92tJ)«fSlN(FIZFR.T(J))**2) 

9lP(J)"90RT(SlP(Jn 
92P(J)«82(J)*(CüS(FI7ERü(jn**2) 
92PCJ)«S2P(J)*Sl(J)«(SlN{FIZEHO(J))«*25 
S2P(J)«9QHT(S2P(J)) 
CONTINUE 

COMPUTE RANDOM FIELD« 

CALL GAuSSn.,0.0,V) 
DO 150 J«1.NBEAMS 
SSl«X(J)*COSCFIZEHP(.I)UY(J)*SlN(HZFHn(Jj5 

9S1»9SI*V*SIP(J) ,     .,,. . 
ATA«r(J)«Cf3S(FIZEHn(.T))-i<(J)*9lNfF!ZFRO(J)1 

ATA«AT**V*92P(J) . . 
XPR«9iI«CU9(FlZERO(Jn-ATA«SlN(FlZEHn(J)) 
yPB.9Sl*9INCFIZERÜ(Jn*ATA«Cn3(FlZEHr)(J)1 
E2»CMPLX(XPR.YPR) 
VOLTACE(J)»t? 

150 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

i 

' 
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Pkdi. 31 

SUBROUTINE F1N0P*H 

SUBROuTlNt FlNDP*R(YF,XF,NB,NCiP*H,P»HP) 

COMMON vOUTa(l0a»l0),R0YnüT2fl02)»»YOUT8{l02»l0) 
COMMON 0ELOUT(U7,10),XQUT(l02il0),rOUT(J02.10),CXTR*(l0»2)» 

I       0UTC(127),D*HP*Y(12T) ,...,,. 
COMMON RO£LUUT(l27.in).RXOUT(l02.10).RVOUT(l82.l0)>RFxTR*(10,2)» 

I       RRMOARYUO) 
COMMON/GR*Z£/P*RPP(2,2»2) 
COMMON/TCAlNP/GlPta^.GJPf«) 
COMMON/TC*lNO/G20P(tt),GlOPf«) 

COMMON/. 
S Ja,8-H.C^,»B(3I0R 
tüMMON/PG*lN/GT,PTiGP,P*OCON 
COMMON/PRüP1/PRINTl,»RlNT2,PRINTJ,PWINT4,PRINTS,IPRlNTf20) 
COMMON/RCOEF/FRtS(2,?) 
CUMMON/RTYPfe/SPtC,DIFFUSE 
COMMON/SPOINTS/ XSP(tOO),YSPf100)»I8P(100) 
COMMON/s!NFL)/SCOUNT,1D*T»in00),S0*T*2tl00).SO*T»J(l00) 
COMMON/R»NGE/RGB»RGT 
CUMMON/MULSPEC/SPCMECK 

DIMENSION PAR(2,^,tl),p»RP(^.^»,») 
LOGICAL VPOL,PULSE.P»3STGT,FnRW*RD,SOPULSE»TRACK,GRAPH 
LOGICAL UNIFORM,VOLT 
LOGICAL SPEC,DIFFUSE 
LOGICAL PRINTl,PRINT?,PRINTJ,PBINT«,PRINTS 
COMPLEX ROZERO,t'ELOUT,OUTC,EXTRA,xaUT,YüUT,RHOARV 
COMPLEX YOUT2 
COMPLEX FRE8 
INTEGER SCOUNT 

F(A,B,r)«EXP(-(«.«PI«A«STN(BWC)*«?) 
I?(PRINT5)PHINT 7777 

7777 FORMATC« FINDPAR*) 
TPRINT{«)»TPRINT(UU1 

■ SMOOTH   EARTH   PATCH   CHRNER   (RfcElVER   COORDS.) 

ANGXBXF/REAHTH 

ANGYBYF/REARTH 
ANr.XY»SQRT(XF«*2 + YF«*2)/REAHTM 
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PAGE    M 

X»RE*RTM*SIN(A^ÜX) 
v»Rt*»TH«S!N(*NGYJ 
ImRkAHTM'CnSfAWGXY* 
GRRsXF 

SURFACE SLOHE OETE>»MINiT IUN 

IP((NOTa TRACK) GO TO 2« 
RANGLEPB'-RANGLE 
CALL RCUDHDCRANGLER, )r,V, 7, XRFF»YRtF,ZREF) 
ANCLF»*3lN(XREF/REAHTM) 
GRRiREARTM«(ANGLE) 

iU   DO 20   Isl^SLORE 
RDIFFSSLOPE(I,1)-GRH 
IF(ROIFF .GE. 0.) GO TO 10 

20 CONTINUE 
9TOP103 

10 XPSLnPEBJuOPECl,?) 
VP8LnPE«SiOPP(I,U) 
HILLHT«SLuPtri,9) 
IF(.NUT.TRACK) CO Tu 11 
CALL HCoIRO(RANGLE.SLOPEfl.J),SLOPF(I,ü),SLOPECI. <»),XP9LOPE, 

S VPSLdpr,MILLET) 

MEAN ROuGH EArtTn PATCM CORNER (RECltVfcR CoHRns.) 

11 RR»80HT(X«»2*y*»2*Z««£) 
UX»X/Rf-. 
UY«Y/HR 
UZ"Z/RR 
xs(HFARTH*HlLLHT)«JX 
Y»(REARTH*HILLMT)«UY 
7«(RFARTH*HILLHT)«UZ 

VECTOR FROM PATCH CORNER TO TARGET 

XGT«XTP-X 
YGTi-Y 
Z5T»ZTP-Z 
RCTB8aRT(XGT»*2*ycT«*2*ZGT*«2) 
RGTlBt.o/RGT 

VECTOR FROM PATCH CORNER TO RECEIVER 

XCRaXRP-X 
YSR»-Y 
ZGRaZRP-Z 
RG^aS0RT(XGR**2tYGR**2«ZGR**2) 

I 

j 

w 
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PACE    3i 

SuBROUTlNe FIN0P4R 

F1NO £Qu*TIUN OK THt BISECTING VECTOR 

XBliKUT«HGTl»XCH«RGHI 
YBI»YCT«BCTI*YGR«RGRI 
ZBI>ZGT*RGTItZGR*RCRT 

»Bl«80RT(X«I*i»2»VBl««i*ZRI*«?) 

^INO UNIT  VECTüBS 

UXGTaxCT*RGTI 
UYCT«TGT*HGTI 
U2GTBZGT*HGTI 
UXGRBXGRARGHI 
UYGRBYGR*RGRI 
UZGRa2GR*RGRI 

FIND BET* 

PR0jlaSQRT(X**?tZ**2) 
PROj2«8QRT(Y**2tZ«*2) 
»NGxP«*C03(2/PRüJn 
*NGYP»*C08(Z/PROJ2) 
G*Mi»ANcxP-*TAN(xP8LnPE) 
G*M2»*NcYP-ATAN(YP8LnPE) 

LUCAL NORMAL 

XLNB8IN(GAM1) 
VLNBCü8(GAH1)*TAN(GAM2) 
ZLNBC08(GAMn 

UNIT VEcTC» 

RLN»80RT(XLN*«2*YLN»«2*ZIN«*?) 
RLNI«l,/RLN 
liXLNaXLN*rtLNI 
UYLNaYLN*RLNI 
UZLNaZLN*RLNI 
CBETA8(xBI«UXLNtYBI«ilYLN»ZBI*UZLN)/Hei 
BETAaAC08(CBETA) 

REFUFCTlON ANULE8 

TMETl«ACOS(UXGT«UXLN*UYGT«UYLN*uZttT«UZLN) 
THeT2aAcOS(UXGB«UXLN*uVGR*UYLN*uZGR«l)ZLN) 
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12 

13 

tCHANCEaTMETZ 
IF(,NüT,FO<»i|i»«n)fii)TU 2^ 
THETSSTMETI 

TMETt«*CH*Nl»E 
25 GAM*l3Pi02-TwET'. 

r,AMA?«Pi02-T"ETa 

CAH,UL*T?   BUIItfHNESS   FAfT^w 

*l«SLÜPEtI.ö)*SIN(GA»Al)/Xl.AM 
*2«SLUPE(I.ä5*Sl'>J(r, AMA2)/XLA'' 
IF(Al,LE..2.n«,*2.l.t..?)''.OTij j? 
EuntFat. 
r.UTu 13 
EUDCE»SQPT ((!,-'• tSLUOt (1.8) »B*M*1»XU»M} )•(!••? ( SLüPE (I. »)» r-*MA?» 

IXL*M))) 
IECG*MAl .LT. 0,0 .00. ÜAMAi ,LT. 0,0) EUQGtsO.O 

ESTABLISH P
*
R
 (P*TCH CflRNEB ^ATA) 

PAR(WK»NC,5)«tlET» 
PAB(NR,NC,JJaFUDGE 
PARtNH^CjbJ^FUDGE'ÜAlNBfdFT*. I) 
IF{SPEC.AND..N0T,DlFFuSE)P*StNB,NC,bl3n, 
OtLAV «HGT+HGM-HTR 
PAR(^H,NC,?)SDEL»I 

OüP«-('<TV«UXGT*YTV*UVGT»ZTV«MZGT) 

PAR(NR,NC,IJaOlKDüP^^UP 

CALL FBE3NELCl,ÜAMAl,pHU7EBüf0i 
PAR(NH,NC,U)=0.0 

FRESfNR.NCJaBUZEBO 
PARP(NR,NC,n»X 
PARP(N»,NC.2)»y 
PARPtN»#NC»31aZ 
PARPfNP.NC.UUD 
PAl»P(NB,NC,b5aUXLN 
PARP(NR,NC,6)aÜYLN 
PARPfNR.NC.rjaUZLN 
PARP(NR,NC.b)aSL0PE(T,7) 
R*RPfNR,NC,9)a8L0PECI,B) 
PARPP(NR,NC,n»THETl 
P*RPP(NR,NC,2)aTHETi 
RtTuRN 

END 

B-30 
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'     I 
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I    I 

SURRCluTINE   FTNOPWR 

SUBHOuTlNt   FlNPPWR(PiHP,P*>»,OX,OVfOPOdEH,SPOKE",VULT<GE,NBE*M8) 

COHMflN   YOuT£(l0i,l 
CU^MON DEL0UT(J27, 

l       üUTC(U7),0 
COMMON RDELUUTfl?? 

I       RRMnARYUO) 
COMMON/cR*Zk/yARPP 
CüMM0N/TGAIN0/G20P 
COMMDN/TGAINP/GIPC 
COMMON/BEAMS/3ANGL 
CUMMON/DEHV/PARR*Y 

1 DIROOP 
2 roRPl, 
CUMMON/INPUTS/XTP, 

S MS*M 
S KxäO 
S PI,R 
CUMMON/PATD/JD.BWD 

I Jd.bNB 
CüMMnN/PGAlN/QT,PT 
CüMMON/pRüPT/pRINT 
COMMON/RCüEF/FRtS( 
COMhON/ROüO/RUO 
CüMMON/HTYPE/SPEC, 

CUMMON/PATCrt/XGH,Y 
COMMON/SPQINTS/ XS 
CUMMON/SINFJ/SCÜUN 
COMMON/MULSPEC/SPC 

0),Rr)YnuT2(i0i),RYOuT2(i02,10) 
lO>,XOüT(l02,lO),YOuT(10?,10),rxTRA(lo,2)» 
AHPAV(127) 
»in}»f«XOUT(l02»l(J)»HVOUT(l8ailO)»f»EXTRA(!0»2)» 

DIFFUSE 
'GR,2GR.XGT,YGT»ZGT 
iP(100),Y»P(lOo),7SP(100) 
tT,^0*TAl(ino),SQATA2(10o5, 
IHETK 

8D*T*J(100) 

RE*L IPART 
LOGICAL PRINTl, PRINT ?,PRTNTJ,PR:»JTa,PHlMT5 
LOGICAL SPECDlFFuSE 
DIMENSION PARCP^feJ.PtRPC?,?,«») 
DIMENSION PDATA(9),6?(tO),SINEflO) 
DIMENSION OPPwEH(lO),3POWER(10l 
DIMENSION VOLT*GE(lCn 
LOGICAL VPOL,PULSE,PASSTRT,FORWARD,SOP1JL8E.TRACK,GRAPH 
LOGICAL UNIFORM,VOLT 
COMPLEX OUELR 
COMPLEX RGZtRü,OELOUT,nuTC.EXTRA,xnuT,YUUT,RMO*HV 
COMPLEX VULTAeF,CüELR,CPHl 
COMPLEX rOUT2 
COMPLEX FHES,FR 
INTEGER SCOüNT 
NAMELlST/INFOl/HTR,RP,R,RGT,US,GO,f<nO 
NAMELIST/INF02/OELRMTN,DFLRMAX 
NAMtLlST/INFnj/PHASE 
NAMELlST/INFna/0POWEP,SpnHER,vnLTAGE 
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Su^HHuTp'E   FTNOPWN 

IF(HR1MT5)P«INT T777 
7777 FüRMATC« FINDPRW«) 

I     ZERO OUT PATCH U»T* »HRAV 

0Ü 10 J«l,9 
10   PO*T»(J)so,0 

:     FIND AVERAGE PATCh DATA 

DO i>n Jsl,R 
DO 30 Kst,? 
no 30 LB1>2 

30   PDATA(J)xpnATA(J)+PAPP(K,U.J) 
^n      PüATA(j)»pnAT*f j)».«;s 

uo 

41 

FIND AVgRGF PATCH RATN AND AVG. FKFSNEL REFL, COEFF, 

ANG1>0, 
ANG2B0. 
FR«0, 
r.o-0,0 
no «0 Jsi,2 
DO MO K.l,? 
FHBFfl»FHES(J,iO 
GO^GO + PAUCJ/K,«») 

FH«FR*.25 
G0BGD*.25 
nu  41   J«l,2 
DU  41   K.1,2 
ANGlBANGl»PARPPCJ,K,i ) 
ANG2«AMC2*PARPP(J,K,?) 
ANClBANGl*a2S 
ANG2BANG2*.2S 

IPARTBAJMAGCFR) 

RP*RT»RE*LfFR) 
PM02ERO«SQRT(RPART»«?»IPAHT««2) 
CPHI.fR/PMOZFHn 
FRPMASEiACDStRPART) 
IF(IPART.LT.0.O)FRPHASF«?,*PI-FRPMA3F 

FIND A'PROKI^ATt PATCH AREA 

PAREABABS(DX*DY) 

FIND VECTOR FROM PATCH TO RECEtvER 

I 
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P*Gt ^7 

SuflHnuTINt FINOPW« 

I 

I 

XSRs-POATtd) 
VG>»«-PDAT*(i) 
ZSR»7RP-Pü4T*m 

HND   VECTOH   ^BuM   PATCH   TO   TP*^SMlTTFH   (TARGfT   INCASE   OF   P*SSTGT) 

XCTBXTP-PD»T*(1) 
yGTsPO»T*(?) 
ZttT«ZTP-PD*r*0) 

FIND   vEcTUR   LtNiiTHS 

RGRS»XGH**2*V(;R««2*ZR»**? 

RUTS«XGT*«2trGT««2*2r,T**? 
RGRsSQRTCRGHS) 
RGT»SöRT(HGTS) 

CUMPUTE DIFFUSE REFLFC'inN CDEFUdtUT FH« PATCM 
ASSUMING (.IHNlülRECTIONAL ANTENNA 

RüO»(l,/FORPn*(RTR/fRGrt*RGn)«*2 
RUOBRüO*GU*HAHE* 

:      FIND ANTENNA GAINS 

CALL ANTGAlN(HDATA>Ct»na.MBtAMS.SINE) 
lF(TRACK)un TU 100 

!     FIND DIFFUSE PATCM PnwEHS 

DU 50 J>l,NbFAHS 
DPn»iEH(j)»RAncnN*Glor,atJ5*GD*PAREA»(PHn2FRn*PDATA(«))«*2 

bO   DPOwEH(J)aDPni«EH(J)/fHGTS*RüRS) 

FIND SPECULAR GAIN FH« PATCH 

bl CALL SGAlNtPAHP,P0ATA,GAINS,SOELR) 

CUMPUTE SPECULAH PATPM POwEH 

71 DU 70 J»l,NbFAMs 

70 8POt<EH(j)«PADCON*G1*r,2fJ)»GAlNS«(PHU7ERU»PDATAf(n.»P0ATA(Un«*2 
100 IF(TRACK)CALL SüAIN{PARp,pr)ATA.G*JNS.Sn£LR) 

CALL HELD(vnLTAGE,GAINS,PDATA,Gl,G«!.NBtAMS,PMnzEHn,r.O 
*FHPMA5£,FRfOX,DY#ANG1,ANr,2,HRH,Hr,r,SlNE) 
!F(PRINT2)PH1NT P«,{nP0wFR(J),Jr. 1,NÖFAMS) 
IF (PRINTS) Prt INT 95.(SPO»iFR(J),.'tl,NbFAMS) 

PHTNT2 
PHINTJ 

/ 
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p^t To 

IF(PSIMT2)P^INT ge,(vuLT*GF(,J),Jsi,N«E*HS) 
90 FuB*M(. ^Tk,KGH,wr,i,i,S,r.o,Hno,DEL»MlN,oELBM*X* ntl2.«l 

93 FuBwiK//« HHASt« Fl?.") 
9a FjBHiTt//« jPj"tB*/(^fcI2.u1) 
95 FU<»M»1(//«   ijPüwE0«/(,;tU,'4l ) 
96 Fü^MATt//*    vnLT*f.t*/nOE12.«M 

RtTuON 
END 

Su^SnuTl^E FINHPIH 

PKtNT2 

P*Gt 39 

SuBHOuTlNE   FOESNEL 

SUBROUTINE   FRtSNEun,üMAl,PMOZE,'U,tn 

CU^HDN 

COMMON 
I 

COMMON 
t 
CUMMON 

CUMMON 

COMMON 
CUMMON 

I 

I 

CJMMON 

COMMON 

Y0UT2C 
DCLOUT 

OUTCCl 
RDtLUU 
RRHOAP 

/BEAMS/ 
/TGAlNP 
/TG*INO 
/DEHV/P 

0 
F 

/INC/OX 
/INPUTS 

CÜMMON/P4T0/J 
t J 

^/PG*lN/ 
(/pRUPT/ 
</SlNFU/ 
J/SPUINT 
</R*NGE/ 

COMMON/ 
COMMON/ 
CQMMON> 
COMMON/ 
COMMON/ 

l02.lO),HOYf)UT2ft02)#RyOUT2(l02»10) 
(UT,10)»XOUT(102,iO)|YnuT(loa»lO)»CXTR*(10i2)« 
27),0*HRAV(1£7) 
T(l27»10)»RXOIJT(lO2>10)*RVUUT(in2il0)fRF)|TR*(10»2)f 
Yflfl) 
S*Nr,i,F(10»21.llXS(l0).lJYS(10),li2S(10) 
/GlPC«).G?Pf«) 
/620P(a)#6lOP(«) 
*RRAy(i?7),*RVP»n:5),GdETZ0(l0),G10.G20ClOJ.NP, 
IRDOP.ÜFLT.UNlFnRM.RANULfc.SlGZO.HnZEHn.WCC, 
JRPI,Pin2,xTR,YTR,ZTH,HT«,HHoARV(10) 
,DY 
/XTP,VTP>7TP,XTV,''T'/|ZlV>XWP,yRP,ZHP,GRM*X,GMAPH,N(i, 

NSAMPLFfVOLTfVPOL.NSLüPE.SLQPtdO.g), 
NX50MXf Nvsr)MX,ncfl ALL, UGB ALL I.TRACK, NOuT, 
PI, HFiRrH,XL*M,PAsSTGT,FOHWAP0, PULSE, SOPULSE^xinTM 

0,BWü,Cn/Ao,sIon,.'s»bWS,CSCA-g,ASCAN,STOSC*N, 
u»awii,c">AB#8ion 
GT,PT,&R,PAncnN 
PPINTI,PRlNT2,PPINTl,PHlNT«,pBINT5,IP»INTt20) 
SCOUNT,«iüATAi(lOO),SOATA2(100),SDArA}(lOO) 
3/ xsP(ioo),YSp(ino),ZSP(ion) 
RRH»R6T 

77 

PE*L IPART 
LOGICAL PHlNTj,PRINT?,PHINTi,pBlNTU,PHTNTS 
LOGICAL VPOL,PULSE,PASSTGT^ORNiRL^bOPULSE,TRACK,GPAPH 
LOGICAL UNlFOHMfvoLT 
COMPLEX BUZ£BQ,OFLOUT,nuTC,EXTBA,XnUT,yOUT,flWüA«y 
COMPLEX YOUT? 
COMPLEX EP,A,b,t 
iNTtGE« SCOUNT 

IF(PRINT5)PKINT   7777 
77   FQRMATt«   FRESNFL*) 

IPRlNTi6)eIPBlk'T(6Ul 

E^PBSL0PE(I,5) 

EPls-t,0.0«XLAM*5LUPEf 1,6) 
FP = CMPLx(EPM,EPn 
»■1, 
IKVPOL)   * = EP 
8iA»SIN(GAMAt )-CSül'TfEP-CüS(r,AMAn*«2) 
c«A«siNcGAMAn+cs&9TftP-cüscr,A^An**?) 
BOZERU   sR/C 

COMPUTE DWERGENCE FACTOR 

! 
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T1 

P*G£ uo 

Su^HOuTINE   FotSNEL 

3h   CaSIN)CG*MAn 
,51«l,*2.*Kr,H»HGT/(REiHTH»C>'S''*,'GT)«C1 
Ol«l,/SQRT{Dl) 
02«l,*2.»HGH*Hr,T/(«'E»HTM«(BG«»*>'GT)) 
Di«l,/SQRT(Ü?) 
0BDI*02 

TP»HT«»IMAG(RüZE»0) 

RP*HT«RE*Lf«r>ZEHÖ) 
PM.  :HOBSURrCIPART**?*RP»RT*«2) 
RE' RN 
END 
FUNCTION G*lN(»,K,B,r) 

, CUMMON/TGAlNP/r,lP(ü),G?P(a) 
CUHMON/TGAlNO/GiOMtaLGinpfu) 
CüMMr)N/PRUPT/PRINTl,PHlNT2,(»BI>JT3,PHlNT(4,PRlNT5,IPRlNT(an) 
UUGIC4L PHlNTl,PRINT?,PRTNTi,PRINTU,PRINTS 
OIMtNSIU** P(100) 
nu 10 Jatfton 
F(J)«0.0 

10 TÜNTINUE 
C 

IF(PRINT5)PHINT 77T7 
7777 FORM»i(» GAIN«) 

IPRlNTf7)»IP»INT(7Ul 
C 

N«K*1 
BtT*BlBo./l.J«t5<»265T5e9««* 
SI"C*B£T* 
CALL uEsJ(Sl,0,,NfF] 

RETURN 
END 
FUNCTION U*lNa(bETA»T) 

,        c 
COMMON   vOilT2tl02,l0),HDrnuT2(l02),RYnuT2{i02,l0) 
CUMMON  OEL-,jT(127,101,l<OUT(lO2,l0)»rnuT{l02,10),EXTH*(lo»2)# 

I OUTC(127),0»RR*V(127) 
COMMON R0ELÜUT(l27»l'>).RXOUT'l02»l0),SVOUTfl02.tf>)»RExTR»(10.2), 

I       RRHOARYflO) 
COMMON/TG»lNO/G20P(«),i5l0P(iJ) 
CUMMON/TGAlNP/GlPtaj.GSPta) 
COHMON/OFHV/PAPRiY(l?7),*HVp4»(5;,GBETZ0(l0),Gl0.Ga0fin),NP, 

1 DIRDOP.DCLT,UNIFORM,RANGLE.3iGZO.ROZESnfNCC, 
2 FuRPl,PIf52,XTH,YTR.ZTH,RTR,RHo*HV(10) 
COMMON/INC/ÜX,OY 
COMMON/lNPUTS/.'TP,VTP,ZTP,'(TV,YTV,ZTV,XRP,VBP,ZRP,GRMAX,OR*PM,NG, 

S N3AMPLP,VOLT,VPOU,NSLOPE,SLOPE(10,0), 
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PAGE at 

Su^RHuTIME FOESNEL 

S 'wxS0Mx,NySr)MX,n5B*LL,0GBiLLl.T"»ACK,NnijTf 
S Pl,«F*OTw,*L»M.P*SSTr,T,Fnnw4P0tPULSE»S0CULSt.Pwimw 
COMMn»./P»TO/Ji;,tJwD,Cn,iD,Sl0n, JS>bwS,CSC»N,ASC*N,STOSC*Ni 

l        ja*bWB,cn,iB,sion 
CÜHMON/PGil^/GTjPT^UjPADCnN 
COMMON/pPüPT/PPINTl,BRlNT2,PRINT3,PHlNTt»,pPINTS,IPRIMT(20) 
CUM>inN/SlNFü/SCLiUNT,«;0»T»l(inO),Sü«TA2tl'>o1,SD*Tiit 100) 
cuMMns/SPulNTs/ xsP(ioO)»rSP(ioo),7SP(ioni 

LüGKAL   PHlNTl.RRl'uTP.PHlNTi.pPlNTUfPHlNTS 
LOGICAL   VPOL,PULSE,PASSTGT.FORWAPD.SOPULSE^TPACK, GRAPH 
LOGICAL   UMFQHM,voLT 
COMPLEX   RuZt»OfDFl.riuT,nuTC,EXTBAf xniiT, vuUT,RHO*HY 
CO
M
PLEX vuurz 

INTEGER SCOU^T 

7777 

10 

IFfPRl 
FCJRMAT 

IPRINT 

TFC.Mü 
GAINBS 

!F(bFT 
RETURN 
CAlNB> 
IF(bET 
RETURN 
ENO 

NT5)PHINT 7777 
(. GAlNB*) 

T, UNI^ORMI GU TO 10 
GHETZO(I) 
* .GT. SLOP£(I,2)) GAINB«0.0 

GBETZOf n«ExP(-T*NCBF'A)««2/rTAN(SLaPE(I.2n**?)) 
« .GT. j,*Si.npF(I,?n r.AlNBsn.n 

i 
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p«r.t        02 

SUUBQUTlNe     liAMM* 

SUHRPuTlNt      GAMMACXjRAMMiXjIOTNjflPTN«) 
c ——.— - --  
C     C*tCUL»TlüN OF T«E UiMM* FDNCTIO^ OP X, 
C—— — — --- — "- — — ———— — ———"— — — — """"• —- 

DIMENSION   *(«) 
DATA  (*{ 1) ,131, !»)/-. 5771'»Ib?2,.,'e8205«9tf-.«'J7056<»37,. Pi B?068,57,- 

• .75670«07a,.U82l99S9U,-,l9352 78l8,,015Sö«J'iJ/ 
DATA  Cv/.UiU2<'«U8?/ 
IHTN3«0 
IHTNUaO 
IF(ABStx).UT.i3.) r.Q TO 1 

c —- - —-  
C     THE MAGNITUDE HF X M GREATER TMAN J1, 
C     TME BHlGGSIAN LUGABITHM HF THE C*MMA FUINCTIOM HF X  IS CAuCüLATtn. 
c...... ......-..-.—-.——————"—-———————- 

GAMMAXX(X-,5)«CV*ALO'",(AB9(X))-CV*X*.19<»0«<»<>5*CV*ALOG(1.*1./(12.*X) 

• ♦l,/t2e8.*X*X)-l39,/f51BU0.*X*X<tXn 
GU TO 7310 

C - — — ——  
C     INITIALIZATIDN OF FACTOR (FACTORIAL X) ANQ XFACT (X-l). 
c _—-—— ——  
1 FACTOK«!. 

XFACTsX.l, 
IF(xFACT.LT.O.) GU T" 3 

C - ..-..-...- — 
C     POSITIVE X 
c - —.-  
2 IF(XFACT.LT.l,) GO in 5 

FACTOR»FACTUP«XFACT 
XFACTIXFACT-1 , 
GU TO 2 

c -  
C     NEGATIVE X 
c —  
3 XFACT»XFACTtl. 

FACTOH«FACTUB*XFACT 
IF(XfACT)l,7,a 

«     FACTOR"!./FACTO« 
C - .— -  
C    CALCULATION OF THE GAMMA FUNCTlON OF X 
C     THIS 18 EQUAL TU THE GAMMA FUNCTlUN OF XFACTM. 
c •  
5 GAMHAX'O.  i 

Li»ciAB8(i-(en*i)/i 
DO 6 L2B1>L1 
Ia8«(L2-n*(-l) 

6 GAMHAX«(GAHMAX«A(I))*XFACT 
CAMK»X«(',♦&AHMAX)«FACTOR 
RETURN 

PASE    «3 

SUBROUTINE  GAMMA 

C  '  ERROR RETURN FOR X NF6ATIVE INTEGER. 

C -  
7     GO TO Till 
7J10  IRTNSBI 

RETURN 
7311     IRTNa«! 

RfcTuPN 
END 
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P»GE uu 

»sO.O 

y = RA'.t- (0) 
50   A»*tv 

Vs{*-6,)«S*AM 

END 
P*C£ Ub 

SuAHnuTl^E   PtTTEKN 

SUBHOUTIME   PATTtONCN.T^ETi.CP.iP.SIO.A) 
DIMENSION   FHOO) 
CUMMON/TRP/JCALL 
CÜrtMON/PRQPT/PRINTl.PRlNTi.PBINTJiPMlNTa.pRINiSflPOlNTtSl) 
LUG ICAL   PHINT1,PRINT?,PRINT3,PRINTU,PRINT5 

IF(PRINT5)P*INT   7777 
7777   FUBMAK«   PATTERN*) 

IPRlNT(9)»IPRINTf<mi * 
I      INITIALIZATION 

KaO 
9IINCB,01 

9I».lE-0« 
r«2,**CN*i) 
XsNt? 
CALL CAMMAtX,CAM«A)(,THETl,TRET?) 
reC»GAMHAx 
MaN»l 

:     CALCULATE VALUE np ST FQ"» WHIC« BtSSEL FUNCTION EQUALS A 

«0   CALL   bEsJ(Sl,0.i",n 
IF(JCALL.£0.nCALLbFSJ(«U«AP,O..M,M 
IFf JCALL.tQ.DCaCP 
V«C«F(M)/(SI*«M) 
IF(Y   .GT.   A)   GO   TO   in 
IFCK   .Eu.   1)   liO  TQ  an 
KK=l 
8I2«SI 
SIl«Si-SlINC 
K»l 
91»SIl 
OIFFi   ABS(V-A) 
IF(OIFF   .LT.   .oon   Gn Tu  in 
siiNC»(si«j-sin*.5 
SisSI*SllNC 
IF(KK   .QT.   1000)   STUPbOO 
KKiKKtl 
GU TO «0 

iO   IFU   .Eg,   0)   tin TO 5n 
SIlsSI 
60 TO ho 

20 3I?tSI 
GU TH 7o 

iO SIOoSlZ 
IFtJCALLtEO.DRfcTuPN 

70 
1 0 

50 

PA6t Ub 

SUBROUTINE   PATTERN 

CH»C»(THETA/f2.»Sin)l*»M 
APS2.*SI0/T^ET» 
RETURN 
END J ; 
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P*GE «7 

SUBRUUTlNF   Pt^JN 

SuBHnuTiXt   PFNN(X#r,N|KlJ) 
DIMENSION   Xi I),Yd) 
PUNCH    100,N(K 
GÜ   TndO.^O, J0.U0,S0,b5), J 

10 PUNCH 2OO 
210 
500 
ZSO 
260 
500 
SQO 
310 
SQO 
350 
160 
500 
400 
aio 
500 
700 
TlO 
*oo,(x(n,v(i),i»i,N) 

iO 

30 

«0 

^0 

PUNCH 

GU TO 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 

GU TO 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 

GO TO 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 

GU TO 
PUNCH 
PUNCH 

GU TO 
60 PUNCH 

PUNCH 
500 PUNCH 

RETURN 
100   FORM*T(2lb) 
200   FURM*TflOX.USHPLOT   Of  REFLECTED  PUWfcR  VS  OO«INH*NGE   DISTANCE) 
210   FURM*T(ieHDÜWNR*N(iE   DISUNCE . 2X5M>'0*EB) 
?50   FüflM*Tfl0x,b2MPLOT   ÜF   REFLECTION   COEFFICIENT   VS   DUUNRANGE   DISTANCE 

S) 
260 FURH*T(lBHDUWNR*NCE DISTANCt.2XUHHHUD) 
500 FURMATtlOxSiMPLUT 0^ HEFLECTIQN COEFFICIENT VS CRüSSRANüE DISTANCE 

i) 
DISTANCE, lX«MRMn|)) 
HEFLtCTEü PO»'H VS CHOSSR*NGE DISTANCE) 
DISTANCE,IX5HPUWER) 
HOwFH VS TIME) 

MO FURHAT(1RHCHOSSHANGE 
5bC FüRMAT{lOXU6MPLOT OF 
160 FORMAT(IRHCHOSSRANGE 
U00 FURMAT(10X21HPUOT OF 
alO FüRMAT{aHTlME,l6X,5MPÜWER) 
600 FüRMAT(«E20.7) 
700 FURMAT(lOX28HPLOT OF tRHOH VS SL*NT RANÜF) 
710 FORMAT(5HHANGt,15x.9HELEVATinN) 

END 
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p*Gt        a« 

Su"HOuTm      PICT')« 

I«2»N 

SUBkOuTlNt      P1CTUH    (y,V,^) 

; CH»IG»S  PLCHTINt,  ROUTINE 

iNTtGE«   S,SX,sn,SI 
niMENsIU^   K(n»YCl)»l (10U 
OAT*SO/lH./»SX/tH)(/,Sl/1Hl/,S/l" 

Vu»Y(l) 
VL'Yd) 
OU   <)<>00 
ZaY(I) 
IF    CZ   .GT.   YU)   YUsZ 
IF    (Z   ,LT,    YL)    Yl»Z 

9900   CUMTlNUt 
VD3YU-YL 
IF(rr))89S0.8999,«9S0 

Ö950 CONTINUE 
VM« (YU + YUW?. 
OU 9902 I»U 101 

9902 LCT)«SO 
WRITE(6,9912) 
WHITF(6,99ti) 
WR1TF Cb. 99tb) YL.YM^U 
WRITE(«>I

,
'
<
'>«) 

WHlTF(h,99in L 
DQ 9903 I»!» »01 

9905 L(I)«S 
L(n»so 

L(ion«so 
DU 990U 1 = 1,M 
KN«IFIX(((V(1)-YL)/Yn)«in0.0*.5)*l 

L8»vE»L(t<M 
L(KN)«8); 

C     WRlTF(6,99tO) K(I)»V(I) 
WHlTEC«>.,',»tO)X(n,L,v(I) 

C     WRlTE(9,,*9ll) U 
C     L(KN)»S 

L(KN)B|.8*VE 

990« CUNT1NUE 
RETURN 

8999   i-HI7Fcb,9J005rD 
RETURN 

9800  F0RM*TC1X,///,« ViL'.lE OF 
9912 FURMATdHl) 
9911 F0»M*T(JH tut\\£t,-iH   Y») 
9915 FORMAT (5x,lF20.«,30<,lE?0,8.30x»lE20.8) 

991« FORM*T(lH0) 

^ 

GH»PH IS CONSTANT 8 «,£20.8,///) 

PAGE    «9 

SURHOUTINE  PICTUR 

9911 FORMAT (1M*,1«1.,10U1) 
C9910 FURMATdM ,Eitt.7,lH,,tt9xtH,,ü9XiH,,EU,7) 
9910 FQRMATflM .E1M.7,101A1,EI«,71 

END 
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P*Gt    SO 

SUBHDuTlNfc PUOTT 

SuBHDUTlNt PLUTT(MBE«MS) 

CUfMON   YOUTi!(l02,l0),W0YnuT2(l02),BrnoTi(l0a,10) 
CÜMMON  DEL0UT(127,101i«OUT(l02ilO),YPUT(lO?#10)»EXTRA«10»2)» 

CUMMON  R0ELOUTtl27»lft)»R«ÜUTtl02»l0)»RVUUTtlfl2»l0)»RfXTRA(J0»?)i 
1 HRnnABYdO) 
CU«MnN/lNC/ÜX,DY ,        «        o 
CUMMnN/DEHV/»*BK*Y(l?7),»Hyp»R(55.GBFTZO(lP),G10.G20f10)»NP, 

i DiR0OP,0eLT#UNlFORM,»«AN6LE»8lGZC»RO2EH0,NCC, 
2 FaRPT,Pin2,XTR,YTM,ZTR,HTR,HHo»RY(10) 
C0HM0N/lNPUT8/XTP»VT^.2TP#XTVlYTV,2TV,XRR,VRP,2RR,6Rt«4K,8R»PH,N0l 

, NSirtPLF,VOLT,VPUL.NSLUPE,SLOPE(10,9). 
« MX90MX,NY3nM)(,0GB»LL,ÜGB*LLl,TR*CK,NnuT, 
i pi,RE*RTH,XL»M,P*s8TGT,FnHW*flO,PULSE,8nPULSfc,P«IOTH 
CüMMON/PROPT/pBlNTl,PHlNT2,P«»INT3,PRlNTa,pRlMT5,IPRlNT(20) 
CUMMON/PLTYPE/PENPLOT 
CUMMON/x8TUFF/BOXüUTfl021,ROYOUT(l02)   
DIMENSION X(102),Yn'i2),YP(in2),VP>,(20«),PO»iFR(20tt),T(t27) 
LOGICAL PHIMi,PRINT?,PRlNTi,PRl^TU,PRINTS 
LOGICAL VPOL,PULSE,PAS9TGT,FORWARD,SOPUtSE,TRACK,GRAPH 
LOGICAL PENPLOT,VOLT 
COMPLEX R0ZERÜ,DEL0UT,nuTC,tXTBA,xr)UT,YÜUT,«HOARY 
COMPLEX YUUT2 

C 
lF(PUL8£)GOTr) 1000 
YP(n«o. 
V{1)»0, 
xcn-i.E-io 
DO 10 J»2,102 
X(J)"X(J-l)*Ox 
Y(J)»Y(J-n*OT 
YP{J)»VP(J-n-OY 

10 CONTINUE 
C 
C     PLOT OF REFLECTED PüwfcR VS DOwN»ANGE DISTANCE 
C 

DO 20 Kal,NBEAMS 
WRITE(6,6000) 
DO 30 Jal,102 
POWER(J)»RXÜUT(J,K) 

10 CONTINUE 
IF(PENPLOT)CALL PENN(X,POwCR,l02,K,n 
CALL P1CTUR(X,POWER,10?) 

20 CONTINUE 
C 
C    PLOT UP REFLECTION COEFFICIENT v8 OUWNRAN|jE DISTANCE 
C 

IF(VOLT,0H,PUL8E)0OTn «0 
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P*Gt M 

SUBHOUTI^E   PLUTT 

WH1TE(6,6010) 
tF(PENPLOTK*LU   Pt^NfX.HOxDuT^O?.! »2) 
CALL   PlcTjOCX.PDXUUT.lOai 

PLOT   UF   'EFLECTiON   cntFFICTEMT   vS   CHHSS   »»MGF 

UO   DÜ   SO   J=l,10? 
KaJ-1 
KK«10i«K 
YPP(J)sYp(K^5 

50   CUNTINJE 
OU   60   J«103»20i 
vpp(j)=Yf j-ion 

60   CU^TINUE 
IF(vOLT.OK.PULStiGnT"   70 

DO   80   J»l,102 
KsJ-1 
t<K«lO<!-K 

80   Cü^TINUE 
DU   90   JslOJ»?0^ 
PüwER(J)«WDynüT(J-101) 

90   CONTINUE 
IF(PFNP|.OnC*LL   PE^Nf YPP.Pn.«FH»aOi, 1,3) 
C*LL   PlcTuBCVPPfPOWEPfZOl) 

PLflT   UF   RE^LFCTEO   PQWE"   VS   CPüSS   HANGE 
70   00   100   U"1»NRE*MS 

wHlTF(6,«>OiO) 
00   110   J»1.10£ 
K«J-1 
KK«10l!-K 
PU^EPC J)8ky0UT?C'<H,L1 

UO   CONTINUE 
00   120   J»ini«20J 
POWER(J)>RVUUT(J>lAi>L) 

UO CONTINUE 
IFCPENPLÜTKALL PENNf YPP,Pn"FH,20i,L,«) 
CALL PlcTuRCYPP,Pü"EB,20^) 

100 CONTINUE 
GOTO bOflO 

PLOT   Uf   Pu«EP   VS   TIMF 

1000   wH!TFCb,60U0) 
00   1010   Kal,NBFA*iS 
T(l)«AByPAR(l) 

PAGE    S2 

SUHHOUTINE PLOTT 

TCDsTdWCi.tObl 
PÜHER(1)S*<0£LÜUT(1>K1 
00   I0«i0   Js?,NCC 
T(J)«Tf J-n*"ELT 
PU*EP(J)3HDELJIJI (Ji^^ 

1020   CONTINUE „   rj     .r   .   ., 
IF tPFNP|.Om»LL   PENNM fPntlH.^r.c,*,*! 
CALL   PlCTü'»tT,PüWE''»,JCC) 

1010 CONTINUE 
5000 RETuBN     „ „ „, „_ Dcc, crTcn POWER VS on«NH»NRE 0ISTANCF///5 

6020 
^ATdOXSiHPtOT   OF   HFFLECTION   CUFFFKIE.T   VS   CPOSSRANCE   DISTANCE 

»///) 
o 
öO 

OJO FORNATdOxUbHPLOT OF REFLECTED PO.FH V 
OaO rORMAHlOXZlHPLüT PF P0«" ^ TlMt1 

S C«nsSH»NGE DISTANCE///) 

ENP 
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P*Gt Si 

rJBBQUTlNE PSMAPt 

Su"KC1uTlNE P8M*PF(P»(lDTM,N0,P*l»H»Y,DFtT) 

CUMMnN/lNPUTS/XTP,yTP,ZTP,XTV,VTV,ZTV,)iWP,VHP,?HP,GHM4)r,r.R4PH#W(;, 
» NSÄMPLF, VOLT»VP0L,N5LÜP£,SLOPE f 10,«»), 
» *XSD

M
X,NVS0MX,DCBALL,0GH*LL1,TOACK,NOUT, 

I pI»«E*»TN#XL»M,PAs8TCT,FORWARD,PULSE.SOPULSE,PWInDUM 
CüMMnN/pRUPT/PRINTl,PHlNT2,PPI«JT3,PHlNTa,PRIigT5,TPRii*JTf20) 
CU><MON/3lNFU/SCQUNT,^D*TAl(100),8üAT*2nOO),SD*T*ifieo) 
CUMMON/sPülNTS/ XSP(lO0),ySP(100),ZSP(10O) 
LOGICAL   PRINTI,PRI»JT?,PRINTJ,PRINT«,PRINT5 

- 
OlMENSION PARRAYfH 
LUCICAL 8QPULSE,VULT 
INTEGER SCOUNT 

IF(PR1NT5)PR1NT 7777 
7777 F0RMAT(« PSMAPE«) 

IPRlNT(lO)»IPHlNT(iout 

XNPBNP 

PID2»HI/2. 

IF   A   SOu*RE   PJLSE   IS   NOT   CLOSES   A   COSINE   PULSE   'S   USED 

IFC.NOT.   SOPULSE)   Gü   TO   10 
DtLT   «   PWIOTH/fxNp-i,) 
0U  20   J»l,NP 
PARRAY(J)»|.0 

20   CONTINUE 
UTURN 

10   TO^PWIOTW'.S 
n»lE(iA»PlO2/T0 
IF(vnLT)OMEGAaACns(.ül«21J56)/To 
0ELT»2.oPl/(rHFSA*(xNP-i.)) 
T«-PI/0ME6A 
nu 30 Jal,NP 
PARRAY(J)«(1.0 ♦ COSfUHEGA*T))*.5 
TiTtDtLT 

iO CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

PARE Si4 

SUBROUTINE ocnuRU 

i 

I 
I 

SUBROUTINE   «COORD(TMFT»,X,y,Z,Xp,YP,ZP) 
CUMHnN/pROPT/PRlNTl,PRlNT2»PPINT3,PRlNTa,PRlNTS,IPRlNT(20) 
LOGICAL    PRlNTl,PHlKT?,PRlMTJ,pRlNTU,PRrNT5 

IMPRINTSJPHINT   7777 
7777   FORMATt*   RCOORO«) 

IPRlNT(iiJ»IPRlNT(m»1 

XPtx*;üs(TMtTA)»v«Slv(THFT») 
yP«Y»Cns{THtTA)-X*SI>g(TMET») 
ZP»/ 
RETURN 
END 
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P*Gt ^5 

1 

CU^MON   yOUT^flOi, lO),HnYrljT£(l02)>''YnuTif lOd,!") 
CUMMON DEuOgT(li7,10)»XOUT(l02»lO)»vnüT(l02»l0).FxTR*(l0f2J» 

CU«MPN (,DtLUUT(ia7.in),WWUUTflP2.lO),HVQ,JTfin2.if).RFxTh»(»0,£), 

1        HRMnABY(l',) 
CUMHON/GBA7t/P»HPP(2,i»i1 
CüMMnN/TG*!Nn/r,inp{«i ,Giflpc<n 
CO^MON/TCAINP/GIPC) .G^Pf-*) 
CUMMOl»/BEAH8/8»NGuE(«0»21»UX9(lO)»UVS(lO),UZ«tiOJ 
CJMMnN/Df«V/P*PH»Y(l?7l,»«yP»,'f5)»f'öFT70f lft),tlO,G20(in).NP, 

1 |)xROOP»OEUT,liNTFO«*,i'u»'fitE.5lGZ0»RO2ERO#NCC, 
i FjPPI,Pirii#xTR,YT«,2TH,HTH,HlH(j»WY(101 

CÜM»'nN/E)'T/Ny^*x 

C0«M0N/INPIIT9/XTP,YTP,ZTP|XTV,VTV»ZTV,KH»IVRP»ZRP»GRMAX,6R*HH,N6, 
i MSAMPLP.VüLT.VPüL.^SI UPE.SLOPE no,«). 
j MXS0l«X|NVSnMJt,0SB*Ll,»0G8»I.Ll»T»*CK,NnuT» 
S PI,«F*OT«,tL»M,P*sSTGl,Kri^w»BD,Pi)LSt»SOPUL,'t,P"inTw 
Cüi'HON/PiTI/JO.lJ'O.Cn.iO.SlOfi, Js.bwS.CSCiN.ASC^N.S^O^C^».. 

» Jb.Bwo.C^H.STO« 
cuHMaN/pG*iN/GT>PT.i.p»,'*ncnN 
CUMMnN/P0lMT/UXPOI*'T,UVPniMTiUZPOlNT.081NE(in) 
CUHMON/PPUPT/PPIkJn,PHlNT2,poiV'Ti,PHlNT4,pRIMS,IPRl^TC20) 

CÜ^MriN/HCüFF/FBESt?,?) 
cuMMnN/ROüO/Pjn 
CÜNMON/x8TUK/BOXOUT(l02)#l'OVüUT(l025 
COMMnN/slNFü/SCüt'NT,SO*T*lflfl0),SU*T»2Cl00K,iP»T»iflO0) 
COMMON/sPülNTS/ XSP(10n).YSPfl00).ZSpC100) 
Cü
M
MON/MULSPEC/SPCHECK 

niME^SlQM PoPjlSClO) 
OI-EN3lU^KC2),rf2),KSta),VSfi),GöFT»(2,?) 
OJHEHblON P*R(?>?,6),P»RP(?>?,<') 
OI-ENSlüN •,*BSC 2.2. M.PA^PS (?,?,"') 
ni-ENSlON OPn.FHfl0),OPU-EBSfin).SPU«EP(l0l,«!Pn,eHS(10) 

DIHENSIO^ VUI.T*I.F(10> ,   „ „ 
LÜGICAL VPnL,Pl|LSE.P»SSTGT.FOH**RO,S'3l"iL,!E.TR*CK.GR»PM 
LUGIC*L PHlNTl,PRIMT?,PRTNTi,pRl'nü,»--wlNT5 
LOGICAL UNIFO«M,VüLT.HHST 
COMPLEX RüZtRJ.OFLnuT.nuTC.EXTRA.X^UT,YJilT.HWUARV 

COMPLEX VULTAGF,PEROTS 
CüMPLEX YuiM?,FRES 
INTEGER SCUUM 
EQÜlVAtENCEJ68CT*(U.P*R(l»l»6)) 
NAMELlST/uUTl/VULT»üF 

IF (PRINTS)PWIST 777? 
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P*GE S6 

'777   FQUMTC«   SCAN«) 
IP"»lNT(l2jsIPHlNT(J2Wl 

Cü"MUTE   RAHAP   PANCE   rü^STiNT 

PAOcnN»PT«GT«GP«fxUAM««2)/rFn«Pi*«3) 
IF(i»ASSTGT   tANn,PuP»iAHn)RAncnN«PT«Gr«Sll*Z0/(FUPPT«*2) 

ZfcPU OUT PGnER APHAY^ 

V 

OU 100 J» 
OÜ 100 Ki 

PAB(J,K,L 
PAPS(J»K. 

PARPfJ,K. 
PA«PS(J,K 

«»«J CONTINUE 
DO 9A Ls7 
PAPP(J,K» 
PAPPSU,* 

9« CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 

00 200 J« 
VOLTAGE(J 
0PO»EH(J) 
DPOMEHS(J 

SPOwEHtJ) 
SPOMERS(J 

PHOA»Y(J) 

DO 210 K 
XUUTU.J) 
V0UT(K»J) 
VOUTZC'.J 
OELOUTU, 

210 CONTINUE 
DO 211 K« 
OtLJUTCK, 

211 CONTINUE 
EXTHA(J,I 
ExTHA(J,2 

200 CONTINUE 
DO 2S0 J* 
«DXOUT(J) 
"UYOUTCJ) 
RDYüUT2(J 

250 CONTINUE 
»0 212 J« 

\,d 
1.2 
i« 
i^.O 
L)»C.O 
L)»n,r 

9 
L5»0,0 
,LJ«0.0 

l.NREAMS 
)a0.0 
■ 0.0 
}*0.0 
■ 0.0 
)"0,0 
■ 0,0 
1.102 
■ O.fl 
■ 0.0 
)^0. 
J)»0.0 

I0i.l27 
j)^n.o 

)^o.o 
J^o.o 

1.102 
■ 0. 
■0, 
)«o. 

1.127 

i 
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p»ct        s; 

su«HnuTi^t    SCAN 

2\Z 

C 
c 
c 
1Q1 

c 
c 
c 
102 

c 
c 
c 

nuTC(J)»o.o 
CUNTIMJt 

INITIAL CÜNST4NTS 

X(l)«X»P»l.0F-l0 
V(2)«0.0 
NXBl 

SCOUMTBO.O 

Mi^iMjM  OF   SRÜUNO  BA^UF   Tü  Hnni^Of,   ANJ   INPUT   GPUI'NO  B*NCF 

TrtET»»*COSfWF*PTw/ZHB) 
BHOH«RF*PTH«TMFTi 
RnnRiÄ^INl(KHjBjGHMAy) 
FlPSTs.TBuE. 
EPSi«.0l 
FPSis.Ol 

LOOP   FOH   NFxT   K 

CONTlAtUt 
X(2)sxtii»Dx 
lF(Xt25.GT,KHUB)X(?)=WHüP 

FIND   P*H»HETFHS   FOB   TMF    BUT TOM   pMCM   Cn«NEBS 

CALL   FlN0P*H(r(«M,X(?).2,2.P»a.P»HP) 
CALL   HN0P*HlY(Ä)»X(1)»2,l,P*R»P*HP) 

FIND   NfcXT   1 

CÜNTlNUfc 
V(l)iY(2)«0t 

FINO   P*H»MFTFHS   FJB   TMF    TUP   PATC«   CUBNFWS 

C*LL   FlN0P»rt(Y(l),X(?)il,2.P»HiP*HP) 
CALL FlNDP*KCYfn,x(i).l.i»P»«.p»f<p) 

CHECX GwiüIENT IN THF « OlBtCTlO^ 

6i(A0«BAHiXl(ABS(PAP(Pili6)-PAH(2>2«6)}»AflS(PAH(l(|>b)-PiRn*2«6))) 

OlVint X INTO BEOuTHFi) JNT^BViLS 

TvlsriRADX/OuWALL 

i 

I 

I 

! 

1 
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PAGE «ifl 

«suPHHUTINt      SCAN 

IP(TV|.6T.1000.)  Tvi«iooa, 
MX8D«INT(TVntJ 
Nx5D«MlN0(igxSO.NXS^My) 

CMtCK URADIfNT IN r DTRFCTIDN 

GH*OV»iM*Xl(iBS(P*P(1,t,6)-P*R(2»l.6))f AnsfPAHd.a.öl-PARC?»?»*»))) 

OIVlDt   Y   INTO   PEOuIRFD   INFEHVALS 

Tw2«GH*0V/')liB*LLl 
IF(TV2,CT.1000,)   TV2«lOon. 
NY80»1NT(TV2U1 
NYSD«HlNO(NrSü»NVsr>MX) 

reno  UUT   HWHRIS   *BP»Y 

RhODaOi 
"0   20   J«l,10 
P»|RDIS(J)»0, 

20   CUNTlNJt 

C^tCn   TO   SEE   IF   TME   P»TCH   H»S   BFEN   OIVpED 

IF(NVSO,EO,J ,*N0. NYSn.FQ.n  GO TU lOi 
DOXBOX/NXSQ 
ODYIOY/NYSD 

oo 10 Jj"i,Nxsn 
XS(l)>XS(2) 
X8(2)»X8(l)*nDX 
YS(2)«Y(2) 

FIND PARAMETERS F'jB HUTTOM UF TME SUUAflE 

CALL FlN0PAK(Y8(2),XS(2),2»2,PARS,PARPS) 
CALL FlN0PAR(YS'.2),XS(l),2it>PARS,PARPS} 
DU 30 K.l.NYSu 
VS(n«Y5f2)»0l)Y 

FIND PARAMETERS Of   !►•£ THP OF THE SQUARE 

CALL FlNDP*«(Y5(n,X^cn,l.l.P*R9,P*PMS) 
CALL FlN0PAH(YS(l)»X»(2)>l«2,PARS,PARPS) 

•1N0 POwEH FOR A S^ALL PATCH 

CALL FINOPWN(PARPS,PARS»OOX, 00V,0Pn»*EHS,SPOWFRS,VOLTAGE, 
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PAGE S9 

SUBROUTINE  5C»N 

INBEAN8) 
IFCvDLT.nH.PULSEJGnTn   ?7 
BMOD^RHUD+RüD 

il   OU   25   jBl,NdE*Ms 
IF(VOLT) üO TJ 60O 

P«''OlS(J)sOPni<FHS(J)»SPü**E'»S(J)*P»«,'t)IS(J) 
RMn*PY(J)»RHnARYtJUr((»n«FR8(.!)*sPuw£PS(J) 
IF (PULSE)   RMHARYf J)»nHO»(EHS(.I)*SpUWtRSf J) 
GÜ   TO   25 

600   RMOARY(J)»RHnARYf J)»V0UTAi;E(.I) 
P»iRDIStJ)»P"RDlSCJUVOLT*CF(J) 
IF(PULSE)RMÜAHV(J)avnLTAGEC«n 

25   CU^TINUE 
CALL   SPREAOCPARb.NREAHS) 

PREPARE   TU   GO   TQ   TME   NEXT   PATC* 

CALL SMIFT(PAHS,P*RPS) 
YS(2)«YS(n 
CONTINUE 

10   CONTINUE 
IF(vnLT.OK,PULSt)GOT" 10« 
RDXÜUT(NX)BMDxOuT(NX1*RHno 
IF(HRST)unTn   Jl 
ROVOUT2(NY)»ROYUUT?(NY)*PMOD 
GOTO   10« 

11 RCOUTUTJSH^YOUTCNYURMOU 

GO TO 10" 
03   CONTINUE 

50 

,.-♦ ̂
 

FIND   POwEH   FOR   A   LARfifc   PATCM 

CALL   FlNDPw«(PAHP,PAR,0x,üY,nPOi,Ek,SPOW£R, VQLTAGEjNöFAMS) 
lF(vOLT.OH.PULSEHnTn  ?8 
RhOD^Rno 
RDXUUT (NX)»KDxOuT(NXURHnD 
IF(FIRST)ünTn   2<j 

PDVUUT2(NY)aRDVUUT?(MY)+RMOO 
GOTO   28 

2«»   ROYOUT(Ny)aKDYnuT{NYWRMnci 
2B   DJ   26   JslfNbEAMS 

IF(vnLT)   BQ   TQ   610 
Pi»PoTS(j)«nprixEH(j)*,!Hn«FH(j) 
RHOARY(J)3RMnAPY(JUnpO*erirjUSpnHFHf J) 
IF(PuLSE)RHUAKy(J)suPüWER( J)*SP[)*£Rl.I) 
GO   TO   26 

610   RMOARY(J)«RHnARY(J)tVULT»GE(J) 
Pi«PDIS(J)=VULTAGE(J) 

; 

/ 
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P*Gt    60 

SuBHDüTlNE  SCAN 

IF(PULSE) Rnn*Rr(j)avuLTA(;E(J) 
^6 CONTINUE 

CALL SPREAOCPABINBEA-S) 
10«   CONTINUE 
C 
C     BANGE OlSTPlBuTlON* 
C 

IFfPULSE)   BU   TH   22* 
OU   £30   J«l.     ■■.AMS 

XÜUTtNX,J)«xnuT(Nx,J)*PNRUlStJ) 
IF(FIS8T)CniO   230 
VUUT2(»4Y.J)«rülJT?(NY,J)*PrtRDIS(J) 
GUTO  22o 

230   VUUT(NV,J)«YOuT(NY,JuPwRDlStJ) 
2ii0   SCHECKl.fPAKfl.^^JtPAPCt,!,*,))/?. 

IFtNY.CE-NYMAXUn   Tu  22l 
IF(SCMEcKl   ,GT.   EPSn   Gü   JO   tOS 

i?l      IFtX^.GE.HHuPjGQTu   106 
X(t)«Xf2) 
r(2)»0.0 
NY»1 
NXBNXO 
GU   TO   lol 

105   CONTINUE 
NY«NV*1 

C 
C PHEPAHE   TO   Utl   Tu   NEXT   PATCH 
c 

CALL   SHIFT(PAH,PAHP) 
V{2)»Y(l) 
GO   TO   lo2 

106   DY«-DY 
V(2)«0.0 
X(n«xRPM,t-l0 

| IF(,NOT.FIRST)   CO   TO   900 
FlBST«,F*LSt, 
NX«! 
NY"l 
GO   TO   tol 

900   lF{PA88TGT,ANü,FORWARD5GOTn   300 
IFfVflLTjGOTO   310 
DO   320   J'l.NBtAhS 

DPO«ER(J)»PT*GT«G20(J)*(XLAMf»*2)/(tFriRPl«RTR)»«2) 
RMOARY(J)«RrlOARY(J)*npn»<ER(J) 
IF(PULSE)DELnuT(l,J),DELnuT(l,J)«t,PuwER(J) 320 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

310 OO 330 jat>NBEAMS 
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P*Gt    ^ 

IF(,NOT, 
VULT*CE( 
GO m 5i 

ill ViJLT*CE( 
■J12 RMOABttJ 

IF(PUL9t 
iJO CONTINUE 

RtTUON 
S00 IF(vnLT) 

OPOnERCl 
9M0ARY11 
IF(PUL9E 
BETuRN 

PlO IK.NOT. 
HO 950 J 
VOLT*GE( 
PMO*PY(J 

IKP'JLSE 
QiO CONTINUE 

PtTuPN 
QiO VOLT»GE( 

PMOABYf I 
IFCPULSE 
PtTuPN 

END 

TJ)io5rNE(Il/siiT(PT.r.T.G20P(J).(^*-.2)/((FnRPl.«TH5.^n 

J)-üSlNt(J)«SUPTtPT.GT*G20(Jl*(«L^**2^f(FOBPl*RTB)**?n 

)sRMniRYf J)*vüLT*GE(vI) 
JOFUnoTll,J)aOELlUT(l,J)♦VOLTAGE(Jl 

GOTO 910 .„  .. 
).PT*UT«8lGZ«*f'l1/fFnHPl*(RTP«»d1) 

)»RMnAPYcn*npni»E«f n 
)oELnoT ci,i)«DEtnutci.n »OPü-EPCi) 

THACXjGO TO 920 

J)lD5INEfJ).SQ''T(PT.GT*SI&Z0*ül0PCJ)/(»:ÜP^I*(B>H**?)') 
)aRHO*PY{J)*VOUT»CF(J) 
)DELOUT(l,J)30FLnuT(1»J)*vntT*GE(J1 

n«üSINt(n*''U''Tf<,T.r.T«Sll.70*C10/(FüRPl*fRTB**?)') 
)»RHPABy(l)tV0LT»6E(l) 
)UFLHUT(1,13«OfLnjT(t,l)»VOLTAGE(p 
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P*Gt he! 

SUBHOUTINt   SGAlN 

SUBROUTINE   SGAIN(^>«MP,PD»T»,^,»INS,8DEU,») 

CUMMON   yOuTif l0a,l0),HOYr>uTi(l02 3»,'vnuTd(i02,l0) 
CQHMON  DELOUT(li7|10)i>'OUTll02»l0>#VOUT<l0?»10)»EXTR»(l0i2)i 

I OUTC(127)»D*HB*V(U7) 
COMMON   ROttUUT(127.in).«XÜUTfJ02,10).RVOUTHPZ»10)»HEXTB*(t0,2)» 

I RRMHARYdO) 
CUMMON/BE*MS/S*NGLE(tO,21,UX9(tO),IIYS(10),UZS(10) 
CUMMON/TC*lNP/GlP(Ü),G2P(a) 
CUMMON/TG*INO/G20P(«),GlOPt«) 
COMMON/OERV/P*BR»Yfl?7),»HVP*R(5)#GBETZO(lO),G10,G2oaO)»NP, 

1 OlRünp^lfLT^NlFnRM.RANCLt^ICZCROZEROjNCC, 
2 1'ORPI,PI«2,XTR,YTR,ZTH,HTR,HHO*RV(10) 

CUHMnN/lNPUTS/XTP,VTP,ZTP,XTV,YTV,ZTV,XRP,yHP,ZRP,GRMAX,CHtPH,NO, 
4 NS»MPLE,VULT,VPüL,NSLUPE. SLOPE no,«»), 
5 Wx90MX, NYSOMX,OGBALl.,DGd»LLl,TR*CK,NOuT, 
S Pi,RfABTH,XU»M,P»SSTGT,FnRWARO,PULÄt,SUPULSt,PwiRTM 
CUMMON/P»T0/JD,BW0,Cn,*O,5l0O,JS,öw8,CSC»N,*9C*M,Sl0SC»N, 

S JB,BWB.CB,*B,SI0B 
CUMMON/PGAlN/GT,PT,CR,»*OCnN 
CUMMON/PRUPr/PRlNTl,PHlNT2,PRlNT3,PHlNTa,PRlNTS,lPRlNT(20) 
CUMMON/P*TCH/XCH,YGR,ZGH,XGT,YGT»ZGT 
CUMMON/HTYPE/SPECOIFFUSE 
CÜMMON/SINFU/SCUUNT,SO»T»1(100),»D*T»2(100),SO*T*J(100) 

CUHMON/SPUINTS/ XSP(100),YSPflOO)»ZSP{100) 
CUMMON/MULSPEC/SPCHtrK 
DIMEMSIQN PARP(2,2,9),PD»T*{P) 

c 
LOGICAL   VPOL,PULSE,PASSTGT,FOR«AHD,SOPULSE,TRACK,UR^PM 
LOGICAL  PHINTl,PRINT?,PRTNTi,PRINT«,PHIMT5 
LOGICAL  UNIFORM,VOLT 
LOGICAL   SPEC,DIFFUSE 
COMPLEX  ROZfcRO^ELOU^OUTCEXTRA.xnuT^OU^RMOARy 
COMPLEX   YÜUT2 
INTEGER  SCOUNT 

C 
IF(PR1NT5)P><1NT   7777 

7777  FORMATS   SGAIN*) 
IPRlNT(l3)»I'RlNT(lJ)*l 

c 
BDELRiO.O 
CAlNSaO.O 
IFC.NOT.SPEORETURN 

C 
C FIND   UNIT   NORMAL   TO   PATCM 
C 

RLNTM«80RT(P0ATA(5)«*2*P0ATA(6)<»*2*P0ATA(7,i**2' 
RLNTMI«l,/RLNTH 
UXLNBPDATA(S)*RLNTMI 

/ 
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PAGE hi 

SUBROUTINE   SGAIN 

> 

UYLNsH0*TA(6)«RLNTWI 
UZLNBPOATAC/JäBLNTWI 

HRPB)((iB«UXLN*Yr,H*UYLN*ZliB«UZI.N 
HTP»Xl,T«UXLM*rGT*UYLN*ZGT«UZLN 
IFtMBp.LT.O.O.OH.MTp.LT.ft.OBETuRN 
RC0EFF"PDATA(n«ÜXUN*P0ATA(2)*UYLN*(PüArA(^)-ZRP)«UZLN 

XH«RCOEFF«l)XUN 
yH«HCOEFF«lirLN 
ZH»RCüEFF«(JZLN*ZPP .   ,   ,   ,.,,, 
TCOEFF«UXlN*fPOATA(n-XTP)*UYLN..POA1A(?)*uZLN*tPnATAf3)-ZTP) 

XT»TCOEFF«UXLN*XTP 
yT»:CQEFF*UYLN 
ZT»TCUEFF«IJZLN*ZTP 

CALCULATE VECTHK IN TANBFNT PL»NE FRPM ^FCFIVE" TO TARGET 

PX»XT-XR 
PY»YT«YH 

PZ«ZT-ZR 

CUHRUTE UNIT VFCTU" 

BpR«SuPT(P'<«*a*PY«*2*PZ**i) 

RHPI»l•/"H" 
UPX»PX«RPHI 
UPY«PY*RPr<I 
UPZ»PZ*RPHI 

COMPUTE SPFLULAH POINT IN TANGENT PLANE 

RL"HPH*MRP/tHHP*HTP) 
XSPEC^L'UPX 
YSPkC»PL*UPY 

ZSPtCiRu*Upi 
X3PEC"XHtXSPEC 
YSPEC»VR*Y9PFC 
ZSPECsZR+ZSPEC „,,.,, 
XMlNEAMlNKPARPd.t.D.PARPd^.D.P*«' (2.l'n.PARp(?.2.n' 
XMAXiAMAXlCP»HP(l,l,n.P*RPC1.2.n,P»H>'(?.1|l)'P*l'P(?.?.n> 
YliIN«AMINl(PARPcl,l>?)•P*«p(»•^,^)»P*Rp(^.t»^)•PAf'pf?•?'^), 

VHAj(.A''AXl(PARP(l,lf;>)«
p*KP0.2.2)',,4H,,(?','?)'P*HPta'2'?n 

IF(xMlN.GT.XSPEC.Up.XSpEC.GT.XM*X)RETURN 
IF(YMIN.GT.YSPEC.OP.vSpEr.GT.YMAX)RETURN 

3PECUL*H POINT IS IN PATCH 

IFCSCüUNT.EU.O) GO TO 201 
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p*r.t   du 

SUBHriUTINt SGATN 

CHECK TU SEt IF SPFCHL*« POINT I» «EING COUNTE" THICF 

OU 90 JmljSCOUNT 
A»»BS(XSPCJ)-XSPEC) 
B«*BS(TSP(J)-TSPEC) 
CBABSCZSPCJJ-^SPECI 

T^CSUM.LT.S^CHFCKJPETUPN 

90 CONTINUE 

STORE 9PECUL*« POINT *ND cn^PuTE SPtCuLA« RAIN 

200 SCOüNT»SCOUNT*l 
XSPt8COuNT)»XSPEC 
YbPCSCOuNT)«VSPtC 
ZSP(SCOuNT)»2SPtC 
G*MA«AT*N(HHP/PL) 
GiF0RHl«P0*T*(9)*STNfC»M»)/XI.AM 

IF(C,GT.220)BtTuPN 
GAlNSsExP(-G) 
B»»T»2C8CUUNT)«6*IN8 

COMPUTE DISTANCE FPU" SPFCUL»« POINT TO TABCET 

OT»SOHT((XTP-XSPFC)*«2*(VTP-VSPEC)**?*(ZTP-ZSPEC1««2) 

COMPUTE DISTANCE FPU« SPFCUL»« POINT TO RECEIVER 

DH"SORT((xRP-XSPEC)**2*{VHP-*3pEC)««2*(ZRP-Z9rEC)»«2) 

COMPUTE SPECUL»H P*TH DIFFERENCE 

SOEURBOT^OR-RTR 
GAIN9BCAIN8/((DT«DR)**2) 
90ATA1(SCUUNT)«8D£LH 
S0*TA3(SCOUNT}iCAIN8 
RETURN 
END 

PAGE    S 

SUBROUTINE SHIFT 

SUBROUTINE SHIFT(PAR,PARP) 

COMMON/PROP I/PRINT1,PRINT2»PRINTS,PR!NT«,PRINTSIPRlNTf20) 
LOGICAL ?R1 NTl,PRINT?,PRINTJ,PRiNTa,PRINTS 
DIMENSION PAR(2,2,6),PARP(2,2,9) 

IF(PR1NT5)PR1NT 7777 
7777 FORM»T(«» SHIFT«) 

IPRlNTtl«)«lPRlNT(l«Ul 

DO 10 JB1,6 
DO 10 KB1,2 
PAR(2,K,J)«PAR(1,K,J1 
PARP(2,K,J)«PARP(l,n,J) 

10   CONTINUE 
DO 20 Ja7,9 
DO 20 Kal,2 
PARPf2,K,J)»PARP(l,K,J5 

20 CONTINUE 
RETURN 

END 
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PAGb    bb 

SUBBQUTINE SPRt*t) 

SdBHOuTlNt SPRfADtPAP^BFAH) 

COMMON YOuTi(l0<»,l0),H0YnuT2(in2 
CUMMON DEU0UT(127,I01|XOUT(102«| 

I OUTC1127),D»«0*V(127) 
COMMON R0ELUUT(127.l0)»H)'0UTtin2 

t     pPMOABrdO) 
CÜMMnN/TG*lNO/G20P(tt1>GlOP(«) 
CUMMr)N/TG*lNP/GlP(U),ü2P(«) 
CÜ«1"MON/BE*MS/3»NGLE(10.2),UX8(lO 
CÜMMnN/0EHV/PARR»Y(l?7),*RVP»H(5 

1 'IRünp.OFUT,UNIFORM, 

2 I ORPl,Pin2.XTR#YTR,Z 
CUMMnN/lNC/OX,OY 
COMMON/I»JPUTS/XTP,VTP,ZTP.XTV, VT 

S N8AMPLF,VÜLTIYPOL, 

S »JX80MX,NYS0MX,0GBA 
S P1,HEARTW,XL»M,PAS 
COMMON/PATD/JD,B«D.C«.»0fSl0r),J9 

S Jt),BWB,CB,«b,SIOn 
CQMHON/PGAlN/üT^T.GR^AncON 
CüMM0N/pR0PT/PRINTl,PHlNT2»PPIk'T 
LOGICAL PRlNTl,PRINT?,PHTNTJ,PRI 

),RYOuT2(in2,lO) 
0),YOUT(102,10),EXTRA(J0.21» 

.10),RYülJT(in2.lO).RFXTR*(l0.2)» 

)»ÜY8(tO),UZ8(IO) 
),GdETrO(lO),&10.G2onP)»NP, 
RANÜLE.STG70,ROZERO,NCC, 
TR.RTR.HMOAHVCtOl 

V^TVfXRP^RP.ZRP.GRMAX.GrtAPM^U, 
NSLüPE.SLoPEflO.Q), 
LL>OGBALLl>TRACK,NOuT, 
STCT.FORWARD.Pl'LH.bOPULSE.Pw.DTH 

»BWS.CSCAN.AACAN.SIOSCAN» 

5,PWINT«,PBINTS,IPR1NT(20) 

NTU,PRINTS 

' 

OIMEN8lON P*P(2i2,6) 
DIMENSION PHBCJO) 
LOGICAL VPOL»PULSE,PASSTGT.FORWABO.SQPULSE.TBACK.liPAPH 

LOGICAL UNIFORMJVULT 
CQMPLtX ROZERO,OfLPUT.OUTC,EXTRA.XOUT,YüUT.HMü»RV 
COMPLEX YOUT2 

IF(PRINT5)PHtNT 7777 
7777 FORMATt« SPREAD*) 

IPRlNT(l5)»IP(llNT(lS)tl 

:     IF CW CASE PARAMETERS »RE NOT STHHEO 

IF(,NOT,PULSE)RtTuRN 
AMNVAL»AMINHPAR(l.l,2),PAR(l,2,2).P*R(2.1.21.',*R(2.2.2)5 
*MXvAL"AMAXirP*H(l.l,2),P*R(1.2,2),P*R(2,l,2).R*RC2.?.2)) 
IF(A(»YPAR(5).ST,0.)GnTO 1| 
OuMaAMNv*L 
AMNVAL'AHXVAL 
*MXVAL"OUM 

11   CONTINUE 
DV*L"*BS((*HXV*L-*MNVAL)/*RYPAR(3}) 
DO 101 I'l.NBEAH 
PPB(I)»RHOAHV(I)/DVAL 

101 CONTINUE 
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SUtiROUTlNE   «PMEAO 

BlNMNBtiMNVAL-iRVPiKfnj/ABYPAftJ)»!. 
niNMXaUHXV*L-*HVP*H(n}/*RYI,AR(l)*l. 
IFCalNMN.UT.FLOAHNUHT + m   50   TQ   12 
IFCBlNMx.LT.l.)   00  Tn   lj 
NBINMN»INTCBINMN) 
NBlNMx«lNT(blNMX) 
IF(NBINMX-NBlNHN-niU.15.J<> 

l«   CÜNTINUE 
DO 102 I'ltNBEAM 
OELOUTtNBINMH,!)joELriUTCNBlNMN,l)*BMO*RY(I1 

102 CONTINUE 
CO TD 10 

16   CONTINUE 
KKBNBINMNf1 
KKKBNBINMX-1 
00 17 KBKK,KKK 
IMK.LT.1) liO TO 170 
IFCK.CT.NUUT) GO TO 17» 
00 172 I»l,NBE*M 

172  OELOUT(K.n»nELOUT(K,n*PPB(n 
GO TO 17 

HERE IF WITMlN 0ISPL4V RÄNGE 
170 CONTINUE 

HE<»E IF BELÜK 01SPLAV 

00 173 I«l»NflE»M 
EXTR»(I,l)«EXTR*tl.n*PPB(n 

173 CONTINUE 
50 TO 17 

171 CONTINUE 

ME»E IF »BOVE OISPLAV 

00 174 I»1,NBE*M 
CXT(U(X,2)«EXT»A(Ii2)*PPB(n 

17« CONTINUE 
17 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 

P»NBINMM»l»blNMN 
IF(NBINMN .LT.l) GO TO 1S1 
00 1S2 I»1»NBE»M 
OELÜUT(NBINMN,I)»OELOUT(NB1NHN»1)«P«PPB(I) 

lb2 CONTINUE 
GO TO 153 

151 CONTINUE 
00 154 i»l,NBE*fi 
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p*r.t        he 

SUbOOI'TlNF   SPREAD 

exTH4(i,n»txTBAfi,n»p«po,'(n 
15« CUMTTNUE 
li3 CONTINUE 

Oü UPPES PARTIAL BIN 

PsBINMX.NBlNMX 
IFCNBINMX ,bT, NDUT) Gl TÜ 155 
00 15b I»1.NBE*^ 
OELUUT(NBINMX,T)«DFLnuTCNBlNMX,l)*P«PPR(I) 

156 CONTINUE 
CO TO 157 

155 CONTINUE 
00 158 I«1.NEE*M 
EXTRA CI,2)«EXTBA(I.2WP«PPB(T) 

156 CONTINUE 
15T CONTlNUt 

GO TO 10 
12   CONTINUE 

;     MERfc IF ALL VALUES APE BFL^n AP«Ar 
t 

00   121   l'UNBEAH 
EXTHA(I,l)»£XTRAfI,PtPhnAPYf I) 

121   CONTINUE 
GO   Tn   10 

;     MERE IF ALL VALUES APE ABOVE ARRAY 

U CONTINUE 
00 151 IB1«NBEAM 
EXTRA(I,2)«tXTPA(I,2WRMflARY(n 

131 CONTINU:; 
10   CONTINUE 

RETURN 
ENQ 

i 
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P*GE «><> 

SUBRDUTINE   TBE»M 

SUBKHuTlNt   Ti)EAM(TNETA>N(Xt)BfC»*>SIO>Sin 
COMMON/TRH/JCALL 
CUMMON/PRQPT/PBINTl.PHlNTajPRI^TS.PHlNTyfPRlNTS.IPBlNTfZO) 
LUGICAL   PHlNTl.PRlNT^.PRINTJ.pHlNTajPRlNTS 

IF(PRINT5)PHINT   7777 
7777   F0RM4T(«   TBE«H*) 

IPRlMT(l6)»IPrtlNT(l61*l 

JC*LL»0 
»*«l./S0«T(2.) 
CALL   P»TTERNfN,TWETA,C.A,SlO,**) 
DBLEVELiXOB/ZO, 
OaLEVtL»l./(lO,0**r>BLEVEL) 
JCALLal 
CfLL PATTtRN(N,THETA,C,A,3ll,0BLEVEL) 
JCALL'O 
RETURN 
END 

P*Ct 70 

^ 

SuBkOuTlNt 
CUMMnN/TSK 
CÜMMHN/üEH 

CÜ^MON/INP 

CIMfcNSlON 
COMPLEX RU 
COMPLEX 8U 
COMPLEX Su 
Rb*L KT 
LOGICAL UN 
LOGICAL PA 
DATA CT,HT 
NAMELI9T/I 
NAMELI9T/F 

SUHROUTlNe THCK 

iMl.üFLTAl 

IFORMjVPOL.vnLT.GHAPH.THAC« 
S!>TST,FU»*<AHO,PULSE, SQPULSE 
»KT/,S,,09,0.0/ 
NPl/8UMl,DFLTAl,T5UM,TDELTA 
lLTER/f)ELPMl,PHlTH,PHiT8,PHITS0,PHTT800,PHlTP,PMTTP0, 

PHITPDO 

B-57 
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P»Gt 71 

SuBHOuTlNt TH GEMER4TE BOMFSITF ERBJBS 
THACX TARUEI *MO POIKJT T9*CKlNC *NTfcNNi 

CUBHFNT T^iLXt» IS »N «VFRiüE PO^E" UNIFORM wEIüHTlNG TRiCKE» 

FIND AVGE Sü« »Nß OiFfERFNCE VEc^üRS 

OELTAlsQ. 
9uMl»0. 
00    I"    Jll,NHNü 
SUM1»SUMUSUM(J) 

DtLT*i»0ELTA1*nELT*(.I) 
10   CONTINUE 

SUMlaBUMl/NHNG 
DtLT*l»0ELTAl/NHN6 
TSUM«SUMl*CUNJG(SuMn 
TDELT*«oEl.TA|«CUNjG(riELT*l) 

FIND   ROuCn   dORFSITE   FRRiJR 

O0OT8X»RE*USu*n.»RE*LCOEUT*n 
00OT9Y«*lM*i.(SUMl)**TM»ufDELT*l) 
r)DnTS«DDr)TSX*DOüTsv 
OELPMl»oOUT5/( tSQHT(TSUM*Ti,iELT»))*SQRT(TSuM)1 
PHlTR»PHlTPtr)ELt»Hl 

PASS   TMROuGn   GMR   FILTERS 

PMlTS«PMlTP*GT*(PrtITP-Ph(ITP) 
PMlT9Ü»PHlTPr)*HT/pRI*(PMTT''-PHlT«') 
PhlT800aPMirPOD*?.*KT/(PRI««?)»(PhITR-PHlTP) 

PREDICTED VALUES 

PHlTP»PMlTS*PMlTSD*PPl*PMITsnD*P''I**?*,l3 
PHlTPO«PHITSO»PMlTSDn«PRT 
PHITPDDSPMITSDO 

RETURN 
ENTRY TRKINIT 

CALL ONCE AT START UF TRACK TO INITIALIZE FILTERS 

PHlTP»l80./PI*ATANfZTH/XTH) 
PMlTPD»ieo,/Pl*(f (XTR»ZTV-ZTR«XTV)/(RTR«*2m 
PMITPD«-PMITPO 
PMITPDOJO.O 
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APPENDIX C 

DETAILED MULTIPATH THEORY 

Kirchhoff Solution for the Scattered Field 

Let P be an observation point and R the distance of P from a point 

(x, y, C (x, y) ) on the surface element S (Figure S1). The scattered field 

E_ at P satisfies the reduced wave equation 

v2 E +  R2 E = 0 (1) 

together with appropriate boundary conditions on S.    The solution of (1) 

in terms of values of E and its normal derivative on S is given by the Helmholtz 

integral 

i ff'~ty •■•öE' 

S 

where 

ikR' 

is a well known fundamental solution (in 3-dimensions) of (1). 

Assumption 1:    Let the surface element S be small enough so that the 

reflected rays reaching P may be considered parallel (or equivalently,  let 

R' -♦ 00
(  that is to say,   remove P to the Fraunhofer zone of diffraction). 

Under assumption 1,  (3) may be replaced by   the approximation 

i (kR- - k- • "£) 
Y ~ 5 2__2  (4) 

All notation and assumptions throughout this Appendix are consistent with those 
introduced in sections 2. 1 through 2. 3 of this final report. 

C-l 
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where R_ is the distance of P from the origin of the selected coordinate system 

(see Figure 6). 

Assumption 2:   Assume the surface does not contain a large number of 

sharp edges or other irregularities with small radii of curvature,   i.e. ,   assume 

the radius of curvature of the irregularities is large compared with the wave- 

length Ä.(1) 

Within assumption 2,   the field and its normal derivative on S may be 

approximated by 

(E)    - (1 + R") Ej (2) 

ÖE 
(5) 

S 

j  (1  - R") Ej (kj '  n) 

where n denotes the unit normal to S (see Figure 9). 

Substitution of (4) and (5) into (2) now leads to the equivalent integral 

representation of the scattered field at P 

E„ (p)   M^I^f f 
4TTR. 

(a C    + cC     - b) e1V,r dA 
x y 

(31 
(6) 

where 

a = (1 - R) sin 6. + (1 + R) sin 9- cos 6. 

b = (1 + R) cos R2      (1  - R) cos 9. 

c = (1 + R) sin 9- sin 9, 

v = k   [(sin 9,   - sin 9_ cos 9.) x    - sin 9_ sin 9, y    - (cos 9,   f cos 9«) z   1, L 1 2 3o 2 37o 1 2oJ J 

Brekhovskikh (Ref 4) suggests the criterion 4r'T    cos {x£) > > T where rc is the 
radius of curvature of the surface irregularities and xjf is the local angle of 
incidence. 

Henceforth the superscript * on R will be dropped for notational convenience. 

Imbedded in A. are the peak transmitter power and the antenna gains for non- 
isotropic antennas. 
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and thn integration is now over the rectangular projection of S  onto the xy-plane. 

Also  Q    and Q    denote partial derivatives of Q (x, y) with respect to x and y, ' x y 
respectively. 

Mean Scattered Power 

The mean scattered power from the surface patch S is given by 

(h P,\    --    1/2 Y      E0E  ': (ll 
s      2/ o      2    2 (7) 

where the asterisk (::) denotes the complex conjugate,   and Y    is the admittance 

of free space 

To facilitate the determination of /E-E_-Y   set 

E
2 

20 

where E_n is the field at P reflected from a smooth,  perfectly conducting plane 

clement in the direction of specular reflection.    In addition,   the plane element 

has the same area as the surface element S,   and is under the same angle c2 

incidence and at the same distance from P.    Finally,   the incident wave is 

assumed horizontally polarized.    Under these restrictions,  the integrations in 

(6) can be carried out to yield 

ikA 
J20 " 2^R 

1      ikR^ 0    t, A — e       2   cos B.  0A (9) 

With the above normalization the mean scattered patch power is 

(6P?)=    l/2YolE20|
2     pp. CO) 

and it remains only to determine /ppA from the expression for P: 

P=ö ^T-TTT     ff(aS    + cC    - b) eiv "   r  dA (11) 2 cos 9, 0A    JJ   '     x y 

1.    Here E? has been time reduced and denotes the field at the peak of a sine 
wave (in t).    The 1/2 has been included to account for averaging over time. 
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From this expression 

I 
* 

I 

I 
I 

(Xj,  Yj,   Cj)   and (Xg,  y2,  C2),   respectively. * 

Assumption 3:   Assume the covariance between a,  b,   c,   a,  b,   c and the 

partials of C, may be neglecteä.    In addition let /R (Cxj) ^ R (Cx = /CA) = R {* = t j) ' 

and the reflection angles  9       fi   ,   0    remain essentially constant over S, 

Assumption 4:    A > > X. 

/pp#\   =  _i         flf     f(^x    + c^v     ■b)     X 

\      /      4 cos2 Bj (&A)2   J Jj J   X     Xl yl 

(K      + cC       - b) eiv' (rl  ' rZ)/ dx1 dy1 dx2 dy2 (12) 
k2 y2 

1 ■ '■ !  ■ 
where r.  and r_ denote vectors from the origin to the variable points 

Assumption 5:    Let the surface elements be very rough,  that is to say, 

ZTTO 

f-g = -£—2 (cos 9. + cos e2) >> 1. (13) 

/„PA = —pi—, Y xr Y Y/e' K <xi - v+ vy (yi - ^ 

where 

BB« =   |R (^)l2i£L_^ (15) 
1   (kv r z 

and v   ,  v   ,  v    denote the x,  y,   z components,   respectively of v (see (6) ).    It 
x      y       z 

should be noted here that (14) follows by expanding (12) aijd integrating by parts 

term by term taking,   at the same time,  the term BB::: out from under the 

C-4 
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Within the assumptions 3 and 4,   (12) may be replaced by 

xeivz(Cl  -C2)   dxldyidx2dy2 (14) 1 
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integrals (assumption 3).    Boundary terms that arise during the integrations by 

parts are also neglected in arriving at (14) as they remain small (by assumption 

4) in comparison to other remaining terms. 

The cerm ( e ) in the integrand of (14) is the two-dimensional 

characteristic  function of the distribution 

1 W(zllz2) =—   ___    exp 
2CzIz2 + Z2 

20/(1 
(16) 

and is equal to 

iV [Q.-Qy) 
exp [-g (1 -O] (17) 

where g is defined in (13) and the C appearing in both (16) and (17) is the 

normalized correlation function 

cm 
■ xZ/d  2 

c 
(18) 

Here T is a separation parameter equal to the distance between the variable     ,. 

points (x  , y  ) and (x_,y_) in A,   and dc is the correlation distance equal to the 

distance in which C(T) drops to the value e     .    This value of dc should be 

small compared with A,  for in the contrary case the surface element S,   in 

contrast to being rough,  would contain just a few irregularities. 

To proceed with the determination of (PPy,  first approximate the integral 

on the right-hand side of (14) by an integral over the smallest circle,   containing 

the rectangular region A.    With the  radius of this circle equal to L,   and with 

the introduction of the polar coordinate transformation 
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X.    -  X,   =   T   COS V 

y.  - Y? = T  sin ^ 

19) 

^pD*y 
L  2TT 

BB=;; 

4 cos    9.  (6A) 
1 o    o 

f    f      i v    T cos cp + i v    T sin CP 

x   exp [-g (1-C)] TdTdcp (20) 

The integral over cp in the above expression may be evaluated and leads to a 

Bessel function oi order i:ero so that (pPy  may be taken as 

(ppt) TTBB:;: 

2 cos    6.  (OA) 
1 o 

f Jo (vxyT)   eXP   ["g (1  "C5 TdT (21) 

where 

v„.. = v v  2 Vy 
(22) 

Now it may be shown (using the assumption 5) that the integral in (21) receives 

significant contributions only from the neighborhood of T = 0,  whence /pp::^ 

is set equal to 

TTBB* /pp>i\ = • 
\     /      2 cos^ 0.  (6A) J 

I o 

CD 

/ J    (v j    o     xy 
T)    exp [.g (i  . C)]TdT (23) 

2       2 2       2 
In addition the approximation   exp  (T   /d     ) = C(T) ^ 1  - T   /d       may also be 

used to yield 

00 

J 0  ö / J    (v     T     exp , 
2 cos2 9,  (bA)J     0     ^ \dZ 

1 '      ' o N   c 

Sl-UdT (24) 

: 

i 
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Now the integral in (24)  is well '.nown and can be evaluated with the result 

.   2 

<pp=;=> . "BB: 

4 cos2 8.  (6 A)    g 
exp (  . v     2d  2/4g) 

xy     c 
(25) 

The quantities P   ,   ß defined by 

tan ß   - 20,/d o he 

tan & v     /v xy     z 

(26) 

are nowintroduced to further simplify the expression for <PP*>.    Note here that 

ß    may be considered as a measure of the rms slope of the surface irregularities 
o        ' 

and ß is the angle between the bisector of the incident and reflected waves and 

the local normal to S (see Figure 8).    Equation (15) together with (26) leads 

to the final expression for<PP^ : 

ff   |R(*11|2 cot2ß 
<pp*>= T , ^    exp 

-tan ß 
2        Z, 4 

(ÖA) k    cos 6,  cos  8 
2n tan S 

(27) 

Accordingly,  within the assumptions of this section 

<5P   >=    1/2 Yo 
A.2  IROL)!2 cot2 ß 

i i  < exp 
4TTR, 

•tan  ß 

tan2ß. 
6A (28) 

where the cos  ß in the denominator of (27) has been dropped,   since in general 

ß is small. 

Theoretical Modifications 

Unfortunately (28) is quite restrictive in view of assumption 5,  that is, 

it was derived on the assumption that the surface element is very rough. 

Now in general the glistening surface contains many surface elements S,  and 

even if the total glistening surface is uniform with respect to the roughness 

C-7 
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parameters 6  ,  O, ,   d  ,   some patches may be classified as rough and others 

as smooth since by (13) the parameter   g   is not only a function of these 

rougl ness parameters, but is also a function of the reflection angles.to the 

patch.    It is therefore clear that before the total power from the glistening 

surface can be determined,   (27) must be altered appropriately and the 

assumption 5 relaxed. 

In general,  the variance DlPJ  is given by 

Dip]  = <PP#> - <P><P>* (29) 

where 

and 

Y.   X     . 
i(v x + v  y)       iv  C „ r     r    i(v x + v  y) 

^dxdy 

-Y -X 

(30) 

, v     <a>vx + <C> vy B = <b> f i 31) 

ivzC 
NowwithVe     ' /given by 

<e    z   >=   eXp  l-20h    Vz  I 

the integrations in (30) can be carried out and 

<p> = - R^) f (VwO6 z > 

R(*1)£(81.e2.e3)Po   exp^lah-Vz   j 

(30) and (31) were obtained in the same manner as (14) and (15). 

(32) 

(33) 
i 

i 

i 
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where 

ue^.flj) 
1 + cos 0. cos 6- - sin 9. sin 6_ cod 0_ 

cos fl. (cos P. + cos 0_) (34) 

p     z  sine   (v  X)  sine   (v V) 
o x y 35) 

Under assumption 4, P     is ^ 0 except very near the direction of specular 

reflection (9.  = 9_,   fl    = 0).    It is therefore customary to set in practice 

1     at the specular point 

0     otherwise. (36) 

Along with this replacement goes a re-interpretation of (33) 

<p> 
-R (Vj)    exn   j 

/4TTOh cos 6   \ 
if the specular 
point is on patch 

otherwise (37) 

and thus 

<D><P> *  = 

|R (♦j) exp 
4TT0    cos 8 

if the specular 
point is on patch 

otherwise (38) 

In the ease of a rough surface (g > > 1) <o> < o >::;     * 0 and 

n|R (*  )12 cot2 ßn 
Dtp) ,*<PP':=>=  =   1    2 2. exp 

k    cos    6, 

•tan2ß 

tan  ß 
(39) 

Recent developments (Ref 3) suggest an approach for the determination of 

D[pl  for arbitrary roughness.     This approach  involves multiplying (39) by 

1        .        ,   ,      sin x sine  (x) =   

C-9 
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an approprate roughness factor Fd     so that for arbitrary roughness 

T 1' <>    exp   / - tan    ß 
Dtp! 

V2 2 
K      COS tan  ß 

(40) 

and 

F.2 TTJR (^   )i2 cot2 ßn 
<pp*> = -2-   -s ^ ■■■■■<• 

, 2 2 
K       COS 

R (^^ 
exp 

^na    cos 8 \2 if the specular point 
is on the patch 

otherwise (41) 

At this point of this discussion,   a few remarks about the replacement of (33) 

by (37) and about Fd
2 are in order.    Consider the geometry in Figure 3 

for the case of an Isotropie source (beacon) and receiver.    The expression 

(33) is a continuous representation of the mean normalized scattered field 

from the surface S and was derived from a continuously distributed field over 

S.    The implication of this expression for <P> is that the most significant 

contribution to the mean scattered field arrives from a region concentrated 

about the specular point and is due tc a point source located at the image source. 

The replacement of (33) by the discontinuous expression (37) is a bit artificial. 

On the other hand,   it is considered only as an approximation to (33) for practi- 

cal determinations in typical applications,  and should be valid orovided it is 

used within the assumptions leading to its derivation,   of whicn a major assump- 

tion is that the patch size is large in comparison to the wave length X.    Along 

with the approximation (37) goes a re-interpretation of ^20.    lt should now be 

considered as the free space voltage field at the receiver (or the point P in the 

previous analysis) reflected or transmitted by the image source.   As such,   it 

should be taken as 

C-10 
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Eon = A ' 20        1 

ik   (R.  + R2) 

Rl + R2 
(42) 

where R and R? are defined in Figure 3, and A. is assooiat-d with the power 

of the transmitting heacon. In light of the above remarks, the mean scattered 

field from S (for Isotropie transmitting and receiving antennas) is taken as 

<E?>^ 
R OHj) A1 e 

iK (Rj + R2) 

(R, + R2) 
exp 

1 /4rtJh cos  öj \ 
if specular 
point is on 
patch 

otherwise 

(43) 

In reference to the roughness factor F,    introduced in (40) to s cale the 

diffuse surface reflections,   its value,   given in the literature as 

/ " -psl
2)n -\i 

where 

si 
exp 

4TTO      s in Ol^A2 

(44) 

i = 1,2 

is theoretically unproven.    This however,   should not in itself preclude its use, 

as it was logically determined in an effort to correlate the rough surface 

scattering theory with experimental data and in addition accounts for both 

the horizon effect for a curved earth and the energy reflected specularly at 

low grazing angles from tops of rounded irregularities.    On the other hand, 

very little experimental data exists to support a general use of this specific 

roughness factor.    The experimental measurements program developed under 

this contract is therefore designed in part to validate and improve (if necessary) 

this choice of F 

contrary 
d   ' 

^his modification of E20 applies only in the determination of <E2>and not in the 
previous determination of<E2E2-::> for a very rough surface. 
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In view of the above, for the case of Isotropie antennas the mean-scattered 

power from S at the receiver is given as 

<6P2>   = 

Pf iRQ^I^cot^F* 

(4n(R1R2) 

6A 

f 2 
P. I RlY,) 

+ <  4n (Ri + R,)' 

v 

exp 
4TT0, 

COS 6 

(45) 

if the specular 
ooint is on the 
Patch 

otherwise 

where P   is the peak power of the transmitting antenna.   To obtain equation (45) 

from the previous analysis,   replace Aj in (9) and Aj in (42) by their values 

,   respectively.     Then using the 
1      i  2TT Y  R.2 

o   1 
2nY 

resulting expressions for E together with equation (41),   the mean scattered 

power from the surface patch S is calculated in accordance with equation (10). 

If the transmitting and receiving antennas have different power gains, 

E    and e  .   respectively,   in the direction of the surface patch S,   the mean 

scattered patch power is determined by multiplying (45) by     X    gj g2- 
4TT 

Finally,   since the Fresnel reflection coefficient  R (dij) is theoretically valid 

only for a planar surface,   it should be replaced wherever it appears in the 

above discussions by D R (^J where D is the divergence factor introduced in 

Section 2. 2 to account for the earth's curvature.    The final expression for the 

mean scattered patch power is then 

! 

1 
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6P2> 
P    ß!«^-2 D2    R«'' ,) i 2 cot2 3    F2 

1 o     fl 

r 

(4-)3 (Rj R2)2 

Ptg1g2X2 D2 iRI:;!);2 

exp 
lan   g 

tan  .- 
^A 

+     J       L4^R1 + R2 

exp 
n 

2-, 
f4TToi 

cos 9 

(46) 

if thr 
ppecular point 
it; on the F'atch 

otherwise 
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APPENDIX   D 

PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SURVEY 

1 

Orthophoto maps will be prepared for a strip of approximately 15, 000 feet 

long by 1500 feet wide at a scale of 1"    =    100'   showing contours at a vertical 

interval of one foot.    The orthophoto map enables a photographic image to re- 

place the planirnetric information contained in a conventional line and symbol 

map without loss of accuracy on all ground level detail.     The maps will be 

prepared as follows: 

1. Aerial Photography 

Aerial photography will be acquired along the proposed strip to be 

mapped at a scale of 1" = 280' using a precision six inch focal length mapping 

camera.    It is estimated that approximately twenty exposures will be re- 

quired with a nominal 60% forward overlap. 

2. Horizontal Control 

Sufficient horizontal control will be established on the ground to provide 

two points of known position within each stereo pair (note - a stereo-pair con- 

sists of the overlapping portion of two consecutive exposures). 

3. Vertical Points 

Two lines of vertical control will be established - one line along each 

side of the strip to provide four points of known elevation within each stereo 

pair. 

4. Photogrammet? ic Compilation 

a. Hypsography (elevation data) 

Using a Wild A-10 precision stereo-compilation instrument, con- 

tours at 1.0 ft vertical intervals will be plotted. Where cortours 

are in excess of 100 ft apart spot elevations will be plotted. 
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b. Planimetry 

Concurrently with the preparation of hypsographic data,   a limited 

amount of planimetric information will be plotted.     The photo- 

graphy will be enlarged from 1" = 280' to 1" = 100'   and rectified 

to fit the planimetric detail plotted on the A-10 instrument.    This 

produces a photographic image where all ground level is true 

to scale. 

c. Map Sheets 

The hypsographic data will be drafted and combined with the 

photographic image so that the contours appear as black lines 

superimposed on the photo base.    Approximately 10 sheets, 

18" x 24" will be produced for each mapping area. 

Accuracy 

Horizontal 

90% of the planimetric detail at ground level will be 

within £1/40" of its true position at map scale relative 

to any other point of detai.'.  and no point   pair shall be 

in error by more than 1/20". 

Vertical 

90% of all contours will be accurate to within 0. 5 ft 

of their elevation with respect to map datum and no 

contour will be in error by more than 1.0 ft, 

90% of spot elevations will be accurate to within 0. 2 5 ft 

of their elevation with respect to map datum and no spot 

elevation shall be in error by more than 0, 5 ft. 

Ma ) Datum 

Arbitrary vertical and horizontal datums will be used. 
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APPENDIX     E 

EFFECTS OF TROPOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES 

In order to obtain some idea of the order of magnitude of the effects of 

tropospheric disturbances, a Ratheon developed computer program.   Raytrace 

(developed for another project) was run using an actual measured vertical 

profile of varying refractive index.    This profile was chosen from a large number 

of such profiles to represent a rather severe deviation from the normal,   such  as 

might occur near the ocean no more than a third of the time.    This test profile is 

shown in Figure E-l .  together  with the standard profile normalized to the same 

ground point value.    The Ns numbers along the horizontal axis represent the 

amount by which the index of retraction ( n ) exceeds that of a   vacuum:    Kg = 

( n   - 1) x 106      (e. g. .   if the index of refraction is 1. C00250.  Ns = 250   ). Notice 

that at A there is an inversion in the slope of the measured curve as compared 

with the normal curve and that at B the slope is in the normal direction but very 

much steeper than normal (i.e. .  Ns changes more for a given small change in 

altitude).    An inversion causes generally horizontal propagation paths to be con- 

cave upward and so brings the horizon (tangent point) closer than the geometric 

(straight-line propagation) horizon, as shown by curve A in Figure   E-2     . 

Gradients in the normal direction (index of refraction decreasing with Increasing 

altitude) result    in propagation paths that are convex upward.    If their radius of 

curvature is greater than the earth's radius (plus one-half the antenna height) 

then the horizon (tangent point) is further away than the geometric horizon,  as 

shown by curve B in Figure  E-2     .     If   their radius of curvature becomes less 

than the earth's radius, there is no tangent point, and the definition of "horizon" 

becomes questionable.    Long before that, however, the theoretical horizon would 

have moved so far away that the disturbed tropospheric gradient which gave  rvse 

to the assumed curvature could no longer be expected to prevail. 

For the Raytrace runs,   it was assumed that the transmitter and receiver 

heights were 300 and 4 meters,   respectively,  and that the baseline distance was 

sach that the elevation angle of the transmitter, from the receiver,   would be 

2 1/2°.  looking along the curved path corresponding to the chosen troposphere 

conditions.    Two conditions were chosen: 

#   See Reference 13. 
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=    DISTANCE TO HORIZON FOR CONDITION B 

Figure E-2.    Effect of Ray Curvature on Horizon Distance 
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APPENDIX F 

THE STILWELL PROCESS 

1.    Optical Fourier Transform Photography 

A photograph of the sea surface may be utilized to obtain a quantitative 

measure of the two-dimensional wave slope power spectrum density.    If the 

skylight incident on the sea surface is a slowly varying function of zenith and 

azimuth angles,  then the light reflected from the surface to an aerial camera 

will be intensity modulated by the sea surface slope structure.    To the first 

urdcr the reflected light intensity,  which is a function of the water reflectivity, 

will be proportional to the local value of sea slope.    The fundamental principle 

of wave to photographic image transfer is illustrated in Figure   F-l.    In A is shown 

the functional relationship between the local slope angle a and the corresponding 

image point in the film emulsion given by a.    Curve D  is the water reflectivity 

r (,,) and dictates the point value of reflected light intensity for a given a (or 9). 

If the incident skylight is of uniform value I    over the camera field of view,  then 

the light exposing the film is I    T (a).     Curve  C  is the film characteristic 

curve (Hurter-Driffield curve) which relates photographic density D to the log of 

exposure.    Exposure is proportional toI0r(a).    The outcome relationship between 

density and q is illustrated in D.   Here,   the density as measured by a scanning 

microdensitometer is  functionally related to the slope angle.    Treating the de- 

veloped film negative as a diffraction grating and applying coherent optical signal 

processing methods will yield a two-dimensional power density spectrum.    Alter- 

natively,   the sea negative density record may be digitized and the spectrum com- 

puted by FFT. 

2.    Experimental Procedure 

The technique requires no special camera system.    Conventional camera 

and optics such as a 35 mm Nikon with 50 mm lens for wavelengths in the range 

of 3 cm to 1 meter and at a stationary camera height of 19 meters above the 

surface have been used for the study of spectral trends. A K-17 aerial camera 

(1)D.   Stilwell,   "Optical Analysis for the 1971 ARPA Tower Experiment," 
Naval Research Laboratory," Report 7445,  May 12,   1972. 
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Figure F-l. Principle of Wave - Image Transfer 
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with 12" focal length lens has been used to study long wavelength spectra.     The 

camera was at an altitude of 1500 feet mounted in a DC-3 and was not image 

motion compensated.'   ' Ocean swell wavelengths of 366 meters and propagation 

direction have been measured from Apollo 7 space photography.    A 70 mm 

Hasselblad camera with an 80 mm planar U    s and loaded with SO - 368 film 

was used. Measurement of very short waves of the order of 1 cm and less, 

called capillary waves,   involves   special considerations.     This is because of 

their excessive slopes and propagation characteristics.    Slopes are greater 

than 14    and may be nearly vertical,   and propagation occurs at about 25 

cm/sec in all directions.     Effective very low altitude photography of capillary 

waves  requires an exposure time approximately 1/500 sec       and a skylight 
(4) luminance rapidly varying with zenith angle. Exposure latitude is now more 

critical and consequently depth of field must be carefully considered if the 

gravity wave heights exceed about 1 meter.     Vertical photographs of the 

sky using a fisheye lens for skylight luminance calibration are now required. 

For wind speeds in excess of 12 meters/second,   fractional whitecap 

coverage becomes sufficiently great to preclude useful photographs for optical 

analysis.    Significant    haze level may alao preclude useful photography. 

3.    Information Content of Sea Photographs 

Optical analysis of the sea photograph negative or diffracting grating 

yields the power spectral density (or Fourier transform) of the normal angle of 

the surface (local normal zenith angle) as a function of directional wave numbers. 

The wave height spectrum and wave slope spectrum may be derived from the 

normal angle spectrum. 

(2; 

(3) 

(4) 

"Space Geodesy Aircraft Experiment," Raytheon Company Equipment Div. , 
Wayland,   Mass.,   NASA Contract NASW 1932 Final Report. 

V. E.  Noble,   "Ocean Swell Measurements from Satellite Photographs," 
Remote Sensing of Environment 1 (1970),   p.   151-154. 

Directional Wave Spectra From Daylight Scattering (Ref 8) 
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The mean-square wave height is determined by integrating the two- 

dimensional wave height spectrum over all wave number space.     The mean- 

square slope spectrum for radar analysis is found by integrating the two- 

dimensional wave to slope spectrum over all wave number space.    The slope 

of the sea has been iound to be much more sensitive and instantaneously re- 

sponsive to the wind speed than is the wave height. 

4.    JONSWAP 2 

Raytheon is presently involved with capillary wave spectrum measure- 

ments in the North Sea using the optical Fourier transform technique.    These 

measurements are part of the Joint North Sea Wave Project (JONSWAP) to 

study the energy balance of the overall wind wave spectrum which is character- 

ized by a strong energy transfer from long waves to short waves.    Results of 

this study will provide a unique opportunity to evaluate the technique against a 

number of alternative measuring techniques including laser instrumei t-s and 

capacitance probes.    JONSWAP is an international joint air-sea interaction 

pro-ram sponsored by the Scientific Affairs Division of NATO. 

Raytheon has been under contract with NATO,  NOAA and NASA for sup- 

port in JONSWAP. 

I 
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APPENDIX G.    DATA PROCESSING 

Introduction 

A system is described here for processing,   displaying,  and recording 

the received signal due to reflection from a glistening surface as described 

in Section 3.    Provision will be made for displaying and recording the average 

signal within a time resolution cell of 1 nanosecond.    Circuitry is included 

\/ithin the system to present the data as a function of time or as a function of 

ground range between receiver and transmitter. 

The basic measurement is made by sampling the video-detected received 

signal with a sampling gate that has an extremely narrow acquisition time.    One 

sample will oe taken each pulse period.     The beginning of each pulse period is 

to be indicated (initiated) by the reception of a direct path signal.    Samples will 

be taken at times measured from the occurrence of the direct path pulse.    In 

order to obtain video integration,   as may be required,   a predetermined number 

of samples will be made during each time slot.     The time will then be incre- 

mented in a predetermined fashion and an equal number of samples will be taken 

at this new time.    This process will be continued until the entire video signal 

has been sampled. 

A sampling oscilloscope will be used to perform the sampling function 

and to provide a display.    It will be modified to permit video integration as 

described.    In addition,  the time base (X-axis) will be modified so that the 

display can indicate average signal versus either time or distance.     Circuitry 

will be included to record magnetically the sampled signal data as well as the 

receiver antenna beam pointing information,  transmitter location data,   and 

verbal comments. 

Sampling Technique 

Sampling oscilloscopes produce a point-by-point replica of fast repetitive 

waveforms.     The basic procedure is to sample the repetitive waveform once 

each pulse period and hold or store each sample until the next sample is taken. 

Successive samples are made slightly later in time until the entire waveform has 
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been sampled at least once.   The technique requires that the time between samples 

be equal to the pulse period augmented by a time increment small enough to 

permit observation of the most rapid variations in the waveform to be measured. 

This technique permits the use of comparatively low frequency methods to 

observe high frequency phenomena. 

The timing of the sampling strobe is accomplished as depicted in 

Figure G-l.   A trigger is established at the PRF from the detected direct signal. 

This trigger causes a linear ramp to run up.    The linear ramp is compared to 

a reference signal.    When the two are equal,  the sampling strobe is initiated, 

the reference signal is increased a predetermined amount and the ramp is 

reset.    The next trigger starts the ramp again,  the comparison initiates the 

strobe,  again the reference signal is increased and the ramp is reset.    As 

this continues the reference voltage increases in ^teps,   each step being used for 

ramp  comparison and for horizontal displacement on the oscilloscope display. 

When the reference reaches maximum horizontal displacement,   it is set to zero 

and the whole p. ocess is repeated. 

Modification to Sampling Oscilloscope 

Figure G-2 is a block diagram of the Hewlett-Packard sampling oscilloscope. 

The two blocks connected by dotted lines are those which will be modified or 

added for the multipath equipment (Scan Generator and Integrator). 

Scan Generator 

It was shown above that the time between the trigger and the strobe is 

determined by comparing a linear ramp with a staircase reference,  the height 

of each staircase step determining the position of the corresponding strobe. 

By keeping the reference constant,  the strobe can be made to occur at the same 

time after a number of triggers.    By linearly incrementing the reference, 

successive strobes can be made to occur at linearly increasing times.    In 

general, by suitably shaping the staircase it is possible to vary the strobe 

positioning as desired.    Therefore, by properly modifying the staircase,  it- 

will be possible to provide video integration as required,  as well as to sample 

in any predetermined sequence (e. g. ,   equal increments of ground range). 
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Figure G-3 shows,   in block diagram form,   one possible way of doing this. 

The strobe from the comparator will be fed to a "divide by N" circuit,   the 

valae of N determined by the number of samples to be integrated,   as selected 

by a front panel selector switch.    The output pulses from the divider will then 

be counted.    The count thus obtained will be used to address a programmed 

read-only-memory (PROM) which will in turn produce a sequence of binary 

words which when fed to the D/A converter will give the proper levels for the 

reference voltages used in the comparator to produce successive strobe pulses. 

As many PROM'S may be used as staircase shapes desired.    The particular 

PROM to be used will be selecttJ by a front panel selector switch. 

Integrator 

The integrator (Figure G-4) will take its input from the stretched sample 

(held voltage).    Since it is necessary to convert the analog signal to a digital 

word for recording this can be done at once,   thus simplifying the integrator 

circuitry.    When the proper number of pulses have been summed,   the shift 

register delay is connected to the ENCODING circuit for recording ind D/A 

converted for use as the vertical signal on the oscilloscope display. 

Recording,   Timing,  etc.  (Figure G-5) 

It is suggested that a digital magnetic tape recorder be used to 

record the data obtained in this experiment.     The advantage of having the 

data recorded in a form that can be used directly by a computer should prove 

beneficial in the data-analysis phase of the program. 

The data to be recorded includes receiving antenna position,   transmitting 

antenna location,  and the reflected signal strength information obtained as 

previously described.    In addition,  file and/or record keeping words must be 

introduced for identification as needed in the analysis and it may be desirable 

to provide for recording verbal comments.    Start and stop recorder commands 

must also be generated. 

To accomplish this with no loss of data,   the following sequence will be 
used: 
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First,  the receiver and transmitter antenna positions,   file number, 

and record number will be stored in a register.    The detected PRF (trigger) 

will be used to clock this information into the register. 

The completion of this task will be indicated by counting,  whereupon 

the sampling of data will take place.    The sampled data will be stored in the 

same register.    However,  the sampling strobe will be used to clock the register 

during this time. 

When al] samples for a complete scan in range have been taken,  the counter 

will indicate a predetermined number,  and a sequence to empty the full or nearly 

full register will begin.     The recorder will be started and the sampling counter 

reset to zero.    When the recorder is up to speed,   it will so indicate  and a register 

read-out clock will be initiated.    This clock will transfer the data stored in the 

register to the tape recorder.     The counter will keep track of the clock and when 

the register is empty,  the recorder will be stopped,   the counter reset,  and the 

logic prepared for a new cycle. 

If verbal comments are to be entered, a front panel selector switch 

will be set accordingly,  and the up-to-speed indication will then cause a 

COMMENT indicator light to be lit.    At the end of the verbal comment input, 

a manual pushbutton will initiate the register read-out clock. 

A typical format for one complete record will appear as follows: 

1. Verbal Comment 

2. File Identification Number 

3. Record Identification Number 

4. Receiver Antenna Azimuth Angle 

5. Receiver Antenna Elevation Angle 

6. Transmitter Azimuth Angle    Jas Seen from the receiver or from an 
7. Transmitter Elevation Angle [observation post of known location 

8. Transmitter Range 

9. Spare 

10. Spare 

11. Sampled Data 

1000.      Sampled Data 
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